


David Ahl, Founder and 
Publisher of Creative Computing 

You might think the term "creative com
puting" is a contradiction . How can some
thing as precise and logical as electronic 
computing possibly be creative? We think 
it can be. Consider the way computers are 
being used to create special effects in 
movies-image generation, coloring and 
computer-driven cameras and props. Or an 
electronic "sketchpad " for your home 
computer that adds animation, coloring 
and shading at your direction. How about a 
computer simulation of an invasion of killer 
bees with you trying to find a way of keep
ing them under control? 

Beyond Our Dreams 

Computers are not creative per se. But 
the way in which they are used can be 
highly creative and imaginative. Five years 
ago when Creative Computing magazine 
first billed itself as "The number 1 maga
zine of computer applications and soft
ware ," we had no idea how far that idea 
would take us. Today, these applications 
are becoming so broad, so all
encompassing that the computer field will 
soon include virtually everything ! 

In light of this generality, we take "appli
cation " to mean whatever can be done with 
computers, ought to be done with comput
ers or might be done with computers. That 
is the meat of Creative Computing . 

Alvin Toffler, author of Future Shock and 
The Third Wave says, " I read Creative Com
puting not only for information about how 
to make the most of my own equipment but 
to keep an eye on how the whole f ield is 
emerging . 

Creative Computing , the company as 
well as the magazine, is uniquely light
hearted but also seriously interested in all 
aspects of computing . Ours is the maga
zine of software, graphics, games and sim
ulations for beginners and relaxing profes
sionals. We try to present the new and im
portant ideas of the field in a way that a 14-
year old or a Cobol programmer can under-

A REMARKABLE MAGAZINE 
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"The beat covered by Creative Computing 
is one of the most important, explosive and 
fast-changing. "-Alvin Toft/er 

stand them. Things like text editing , social 
simulations, control of household devices, 
animation and graphics, and communica
tions networks. 

Understandable Yet Challenging 

As the premier magazine for beginners, it 
is our solemn responsibility to make what 
we publish comprehensible to the new
comer. That does not mean easy; our 
readers like to be challenged. It means 
providing the reader who has no prepar
ation with every possible means to seize 
the subject matter and make it his own. 

However, we don 't want the experts in 
our audience to be bored . So we try to 
publ ish articles of interest to beginners and 
experts at the same time. Ideally, we would 
like every piece to have instructional or 
informative content-and some depth
even when commun icated humorously or 
playfully. Thus, our favorite kind of piece is 
acessible to the beginner, theoretically 
non-trivial , interesting on more than one 
level, and perhaps even humorous. 

David Gerrold of Star Trek fame says, 
"Creative Computing with its unpreten
tious, down-to-earth lucidity encourages 
the computer user to have fun. Creative 
Computing makes it possible for me to 
learn basic programming skills and use the 
computer better than any other source. 

Hard-hitting Evaluations 

At Creative Computing we obtain new 
computer systems, peripherals, and soft
ware as soon as they are announced . We 
put them through their paces in our Soft
ware Development Center and also in the 
environment for which they are intended
home, business, laboratory, or school. 

Our evaluations are unbiased and accur
ate . We compared word processing printers 
and found two losers among highly pro
moted makes. Conversely, we found one 
computer had far more than its advertised 
capability. Of 16 educational packages, 

only seven offered solid learning value . 
When we say unbiased reviews we mean 

it. More than once, our honesty has cost us 
an advertiser- temporarily. But we feel 
that our first obligation is to our readers and 
that editorial excellence and integrity are 
our highest goals. 

Karl Zinn at the University of Michigan 
feels we are meeting these goals when he 
writes. "Creative Computing consistently 
provides value in articles, product reviews 
and systems comparisons ... in a magazine 
that is fun to read. " 

Order Today 

To order your subscription to Creative 
Computing , send $20 for one year ( 12 
issues), $37 for two years (24 issues) or $53 
for three years (36 issues). If you prefer, 
call our toll-free number, 800-631-8112 (in 
NJ 201 -540-0445) to put your subscription 
on your MasterCard , Visa or American Ex
press card . Canadian and other fore ign 
surface subscriptions are $29 per year, and 
must be prepaid. We guarantee that you 
will be completely satisfied or we will re
fund the entire amount of your subscrip
tion . 

Join over 80,000 subscribers like Ann 
Lewin, Director of the Capital Children 's 
Museum who says, " I am very much im
pressed with Creative Computing . It is 
helping to demystify the computer. Its arti 
cles are helpful , humorous and humane. 
The world needs Creative Computing ." 
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Attn : Cindy 
P.O. Box 789-M 

Morristown , NJ 07960 
Toll-free 800-631-8112 
(In NJ 201-540-0445) 
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Dear Customer: 

P. 0. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960 
(201) 540-0445 

The catalog you are holding, number 8, signifies seven years of enormous 
growth of Creative Computing as well as the entire personal computing industry. 

This catalog is over twice the size of any previous catalog and 
describes over 200· software packages, books, magazines, peripherals and related 
products. 

To help you make a well-informed purchasing decision we have included a 
comprehensive description of every product we sell. For example, descriptions 
of most software packages include screen photos so you can see in advance 
exactly how the output will look. 

Over sixty percent of the products in this catalog are new. We feel 
that they are the best peripherals and software available in the personal 
computing field today. 

Most of these products are produced by Creative Computing although a few 
come from other highly reputable manufacturers. I am proud of every product in 
this catalog and feel that each one offers excellent value in both price and 
performance. 

Speaking of price, although our costs have risen dramatically, we have 
attempted to hold our prices down. Indeed, you'll find the prices of our books 
the same today as when they were first published--in some cases as long as five 
years ago! Furthermore, you 1 l l find four or five programs on each of of our 
software tapes and disks which carry the same price as our competitors charge 
for one program. 

Buying Creative Computing products makes sense. Every product is 
covered by a 30-day money-back guarantee of sati sf action. Whether you buy a 
product in a computer store or by mail, if you're dissatisfied in any way, your 
money will be refunded promptly and courteously. 

We appreciate your patronage, and promise to continue bringing you the 
value, the quality and the innovation that have been the foundation of Creative 
Computing since its inception. 

Sincerely yours, 

David H. Ahl 
Pres.i dent 

Educational Discounts 
All magazines, books and software in this 

catalog qualify for an educational discount 
·when 20 or more products in one category 
are ordered, i.e., 20 books of the same or 
mixed titles. Do not mix books and software 
or software and magazines, etc. 

On prepaid orders, the educational dis
count is 40%. On purchase orders to be 
billed, the discount is 30%. 



Endon9ered Species 
Thirty-six different issues and not one has yet learned to breed in captivity. Their days in 
our warehouse are limited. Could you provide a good home for a magazine? In exchange, 
you're assured hours of reading pleasure. And , before they disappear, find the missing link 
in your own collection. 
The applications, programming techniques , simulations, problems, commentary, articles 
and fiction are practically timeless. Not only that, but the earlier issues are actually 
increasing in value. 
Prices are $2.50 each for all issues after March 1980, $2.00 each for all other issues, $5.00 
for three, $15 for ten. Postage is $1.00 for up to 3 issues, $2.00 for 4 or more. Best bet is the 
Super Special: One of everything we have-36 magazines in all-for only $50 post paid. 
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Vol. 3, No. 4- July/Aug 1971 
Fou r Dynamic Games : E li za (i n 
Basic!). Bot:ce. Backgammon a nd 
UFO. First Pa rt or Owyer"s " 8-H0ur 
Co urse in Basit:."" Writing Yo ur Own 
CA I: "S truc turing the Lesson to the 
student."' Interview with Lee Fe lse n
stein. Desig nt!r of the SOL land sevt!rnl 
mat: hines since!!. Comp uters in Mccli
t:inc and Hea lth Care . Eva lua ti ons: 
Spat:ewar and TREK 80. "Sherloc k 
Holmes and harles 13ahlwge." 

Vol. 3, No. 5-Sept/Oct 1977 
Dynamic Dehugging System fo r 8080 
Assembly Lang uage: Bibliography of 
"Limits to Growth " Mode ls : Dwyer : 8 
Ho ur Cou rse in Basic - Part 2: Pro
gra mming Approac hes to So lving 
Com plex Equations: Computerized 
Confe re nc ing . Symmetric Art o n your 
Com puter. Games : Nomad. Ro tate . 
Li ssajous. Eva lua ti o ns: S Microcom
puter Basics: Softwa re Technologv 

Music System . rJi£~a~· ~~~".......,,,_ 

Programmi ng Tech ni ques: File Strue
tures: CA I : Multip le Problem Types: 

omputer His tory Quiz: Final Exams 
. by Compute r : Dwyer: 8 Hour Cou rse 

li"ll"-..;!!!!!fl in Basic - Pa rt :l. Mastermind II . 
O th e ll o. a nd Ino rgan ic· Chemis try Pm
g rum s. Evaluations: Nin e Mi<.:rocnm
pu t.:r-based Toys: Comp IV: S-100 
Compatihk Kit s: TDL Xuan : and l'hrcc 
KOKO KK Basic·s. 

Vol. 4, No. 1-Jan/Feb 1978 
Fast Sor ting Algorithm : Ho w to Write 
a Computer Simulatio n: More File 
Structures: LOGO : Murphy"s Laws: 

Vol. 4, No . 4-Jul/Aug 1978 
Fea tures o n Business Co mputing a nd 
Wo rd Processi ng: Special Section o n 
Interfac ing Your Computer to the 
Outside Wo rld : Three Pe rspectives on 
Video Games : ROM Section : High 
Reso luti o n Graphics for Apple II : 
GAMMON a nd E VILK Moto r Cycle 
Jump Game Progra ms. Evaluations : 
Pe t ; Apple II : Atari Vid eo Pinba ll : 
Atari Video Compute r. 

Vol. 4, No. 5-Sept/Oct 1978 
Educa tio na l Features : 4 Simulation 
Artic les: Accoun ts Receivab le Sys· 
te rn s: Rea l World Ga mes:A Rea l-Time 
C lock You Ca n Bui ld: All a bo ut PAS
CA L: Inte llige nt Videodiscs: 40 Pro
gra mming Ideas: ROM Section : Hex 
a nd Star War Ga me s. Evaluations : 
Exidy Sorce re r : Radio Shack TRS-80: 
Ha ll y Arcade: Speak & Spe ll a nd Spe ll-
111g tl : ·o mputa lker Speech Synthe
size r : Peninsula Pe t Casse ttes. Merlin 
Video Interface. 

Consu me r Computers Buying Guide: 
Cri ti ca l Path Analysis : Experiment in 
Teac hing Stra teg ic Thinking: ROM 
Section , Subject Index a nd File Index 
in Basic . Prog rams for Mail Li sts. Pa t
te rns. Pl o tting , Co rra l. Joust. Puzzle. 
a nd a C hri stmas Le tter. Eva luations: 
C P/ M Di sk Opera ting Systems : North 

tar Ho rizen : Backga mmo n Compu-
e rs: Sma rt E lec tronic Games and 

ideo Ga mes. 

Dwye r: 8 Hour Course in Basic - Pa rt 
4. Programs fo r World Population 
Mode l. Biorhyth ms in Basic and A PL. 
Yahtzee . Van Garn. Kirkof. a nd Ne t
work. Evalua ti o ns: 3 Electronic 

1Games: Radio Shack T RS-80 : Heath 
H8 Sys tem. 

Vol. 5, No. 1/January 1979 
Compute rs a nd Robots in Fiction : 
li uida nce Counse lo r System : Survey of 
Educator's A ttitudes: How to Hide 
Your Basic Prog ram. A Program to 
Calc ulate Depreciation for T axes. a nd 
the Space Maze Game . Counterfeit 
Cursor a nd Speed Reading for the Pet. 

~~ntt Evaluations : Microsoft Fortran 80: 
..... -~-... Struc tured Progra mming with Tiny c : 

Smoke Signal's Text Edito r : Exidy 
So rce rer : Ohio Scit: ntfic Superbbard 
II. 

Mu ltiple Reg ressi o n Analysis Simpli
fied : Budge t Ma nage ment : Sports Pre
dictions : PEEKing a nd POKEing fo r 
Video Di splays: Interview with 

ichae l Shrayer: Computers a nd Edu-
ation-Q uesti o ns of Va lue : Game 

Prog ra ms for Gold Mine a nd Atom 20. 
Eva lua ti o ns: Heathkit H-8: Thinke r 
Toys Floppy Disk : Electric Pe nci l: 

estern Digi ta l Pa sca l Chip Set : Four 
o mputer Music Rec o rds . 

Vol. 5, No. 3-March 1979 
Six Articles o n Data Base Manage
men t : Sports Judgi ng o n a Microc o m
puter: Sho pping for a Pa yro ll System : 
Progra mming the Game of Go: Busi
ness Computing with the Sorcerer : 
Social Science Survey Progra m. Eva l
uations : Terrapin Turtle: Videobrain : 
Pe t Mo ni tor : TRS-80 Flop py Disk : 
Apple Floppy Disk . 

Vol. 5, No. 4-April 1979 
Safeguarding Yo ur Comp,;te r : Inte r
pre tive Progra mming : Ele me nts of a 
Good Compute r 'Ga me: Music Com
positi o n ; Ma rin Computer Ce nter. 
Programs for An Inte lligen t Ca le ndar . 
Vertical Graphs a nd Ba r Graphs. 
Flowers for the PET. Eva luat io ns : 
C hec ke r C halle nge r : Video C hec ke rs: 
C heckbook Ma inte na nce Sys te m : 
Whatsit Da ta Base Management Pro· 
g ra m . 

Wo rd Processing Systems: Pilo t Tutor
ia l : Writing User-Oriented Prog ra ms: 
Amoritization Schedules , Readi ng a nd 
Comprehe nsion Exa ms: Hiding Yo ur 
Basic Program : Cribbage a nd Mille 
Ba rnes Game Progra ms. Eva lua tio ns: 
WP Da isy Wo rd Processi ng: Word· 
maste r Text Edi tor: POi IQ 13uilder: 
Malibu 160 Line Printer 

Vol. 5, No . 6-June 1979 
Eig nt Articles on Comp ute r Graph ics 
a nd Plo tting : Using Basic Strings : 
Microcomputers in the Hospi ta l: 
Billing Prog ram for the Sorcerer. Ink 
b lo t and Greed Game Prog ra ms. Eva l
uatio ns: TRS-80 Voice Synthesizer : 
HIPLOT Dig ital Pl o tte r: Structured 
Systems. Name and Add ress Progra m : 
ALF/ A pp le Music Synthesizer. 

Four features o n So rting. F iles and 
Data Bases; Creativity Test : Wo rld 
Power ~ystems ; Persona l Finance 
Model : Two Ecologica l Si mula ti o ns: 
Progra ms for a n Ecolog ica l Game. 
Nic he. Brai n Teaser. and Zo ne X. 
Eva lua ti o ns: Brig hte rWrite r, SWTPC 
CT-82 Graphics Terminal : APF PeCos 
O ne: He uris tic s Speec hlab: Mic ro Pro 
Super Sort : Diagnostic Programs for 
the Pet. 

Vol. 5, No. 8-August 1979 
Ca n Compute rs Think '!: 5 Basic Lan
g uage Programmi ng Techniques: T he 
Law a nd Yo ur Computer ; muMath ; 
Image Processing: Manipu lati ng Pe n
ci l Files: Adventure . a new type o r 
computer ga me simula ti o n. The 
Games HVOL T and FORT. Evalua· 
ti o ns: Texas Instrume nts 99/ 4: Rad io 
Shack TRS-80 Mode l I I: SWTPC PR-
40 for the Pet: IMSAI VIO. 



Adventure: Comple te Listing in Basic . 
Controlling Ho useh o ld Devices: Car 
Pooling: Mumps la ng uage : C o mputer 
Art Exhihiti o n : Build Yo ur Own Joy
sticks: T e lepho ne Diale r for TRS-80 
o r North star : Teac her-Made Te sts: 
Evaluations: Comparison Chart o f 6 
Popular Pe rso na l Compute rs: Com
pariso n of 26 Single Boa rd Computers : 
Electronic Games & T oys: Quick 
Printe r 11 : Interact Computer: User
Definab le Character Generators : 
TRS-80 Leve l Il l Basic : Pet Softwa re 
from Creative Software : Wo rd Proces
so r : Intro! X- 10 Ho me Control System. 

Vol. 5, No . 12-December 1979 
Controlling Ho use ho ld De vices: Part 
2: LOGO : Compute rized Bi o feed
back: Computers at the Rodeo: Crea
ting Digitized Vide o Images. Prog rams 
fo r using the Microcomputer as an 
Investment T ool: Animation o n th e 
Apple. Magic Tricks. " Turn-Key" 
CP/ M System. Eva luations: More 
Electronics Games: Lang ua ge Trans
la to rs: APF MPIOOO Video Game Sys
te m : 6 Wo rd Processi ng Printers : 
Satellite Tracking Software: SysKit 
for the 8080: Asse mble rs: CP/ M vs. 
TSC: Stat istics for the TRS-80. 

Vol. 6 , No.1-January 1980 
Interviews with Dona ld E. Knuth and 
William Wulf : Six Features o n Artifi
c ia l Inte lli ge nce : Air Traffic Control
ler : Computerized Resume: GROW: 
A Progra m th a t Lea rns : Eva luati o ns : 
Six Basics: NEWDOS and TRSDOS : 
Auto Scribe: Micro Music . 

Vol. 6. No. 2-February 1980 
Six Articles o n In ves tme nt Analysis: 
David Levy: Inte llige nt Computer 
Games: Prog ram s: Geneology. 
Graph ing. Genetics: Eva luati o ns : 
Wo rd Star vs Electric Penc il : Pa sca l 
fo r th e TRS-80: Micro Compose r: 
Da ta Dubbe r : Sorcerer Wo rd Pro
cessing Pac.: Trivia Contest Results . 

Vol. 6, No . 3-March 1980 
Networks fo r Personal Computers: 
Artificial Inte llige nce: How to Make a 
Ba sic Tree: Interview with Joel Birn
baum: Three Mile Island Game: 
Ex tended Prec ision Computation: 
' Ro lodex' Data Base Progra m : Pho to
graph ing Your Computer System. 
Eva luati o ns: TI 99/ 4. Mode ms. Cobol. 

iny c. 10 Software Package s. 

Vol. 6, No. 4-April 1980 
Dr. Ki lo BYTE's Creative Po pular Pe r
sona l Recrea ti o nal Micro Computer 
Data Interface Wo rld Journa l - the 
Famous 73 page April Fool parady . 8 
Articles o n Re adin.g a nd Language: 
Interview with Gordon Be ll : Eva lua
ti o ns: Hea th WH-89: Atari 800 vs 
PE T: C hatworth Mark Sense Ca rd 

Seven Fea tures on Saving Money with 
your Computer: Analysis of Stock 
Options. Budge ting Model. Shopping 
Lists. Home Inve nto ry. Ho me Pur
chase . Retire ment Pla nning. Compu
ter-A ided Model Roc ket De sig n : Two 
Natural La ng uage Systems: Evalua
tions : PET 2022 Line Printer : A PF 
Imag inati o n IVl'ac hine : Personal Soft

are's De sk to p/ Plan : Universal Da ta 
ntry Syste m . 

Fo urteen Graphics Articles : 
Plots . 3-D Graphics . Animation. 
Graphic Mazes. Mo tion Simulatio n. 
Inside Space Invaders. 7 Music Arti
cles: Digital Audio. Computer-Aided 
Sight Re adi ng . Design o f a Synthe
sizer. Digital Enhancement of O ld 
Recordings. Comparison of Printers : 
Evaluations: The Ata ri Mac hine : 
Neelco's Music Box for the PET : 
He ath Kit-Thomas Electronic 
Kit. 
Vol. 6, No. 7-July 1980 
Fo ur Articles o n Adventure Games: 
Drago n. Dunge o n , How to Fit a Large 
Prog ram into a Sma ll Mac hine, How 
to Write an Adventure. 6 Simulation 
Fea tures: Genetics. Electric Manage
ment. Med ica l. Ecolog ica l. Sports. 
Self -Reproduc ing Programs: Man
Mac hine Dialogs: Selecting a Compu
te r Dea le r. E va luations : Super-Text 
vs . Easy Writer : Mo untain Hardware 
ROM PLUS+ : T oolkit fo r the Pet : 
Chart Comparing Basics of 8 Po pular 
Compute rs. 

Vol. 6, No. 8-August 1980 
Games Feature s : Computer Bismarck . 
Kni)?ht 's T o ur . Guess M y Animal. 
Turnab lock Game. Fifteen and Ho t, 
Mind Exerciser. Ma rketing Yo ur Own 
Program: Computer Graphic Design s : 
Robo tics Confere nce: Inse rti o n So rt: 
Stoc ks and Li sted Options. Eva lua 
ti o·ns : Magic Wa nd : VisiCalc: Beta-80: 
Asteroids in Space. 

Vol. 6, No . 9-September 1980 
Twenty Educational Applications and 
Features: Language Arts CA I Deve l
o pme nt. Grading Progra m, Computers 
in th e C lassroo m. Asimov: Point o f 
View: Ho w to Heapsort : New Consu
me r Elec tronic Prod ucts : TRS-80 
Shopping Li st fo r Schools. Evalua
io ns : Millike n Math Seque nces: Exa
ro n Stringy Floppy: EDS Videotape 
eries " Little Computers-See How 
hey Run ": 8 Apple II Software Pack

ges: Educa ti o na l Pac kages. 

Vol. 6, No. 10-0ctober 1980 
Symposium o n Actor Languages and 
Smalltalk : Linked Merge Sort: How to 
Solve It : 9 New Applications and 
Games: Electi o n Predicti o n . Th e Pres
id e ntia l Ca mpa ign . Computer Division 
Eva luati o ns: OS I C2-4P Compute r . 
TRS-80 Voxbox. T wo T ex t Editors. 
Five Music Systems. 15 Software Pac k
a ges. BASEX . 

Vol. 6, No. 11 - November 1980 
Ac to r La ng uages a nd Smalltalk - Pa rl 
2: Effective Doc ume nta ti o n: Bomb
proof Data Entry: Interac tive Systems 
and Virtuality: Fast Sorting: Co ntrol 
led Input in Basic: Loose ning Pac ked 
Ba sic . Future of Small Business Com
put ing: Pla nning Your Die t. Eva lua
ti o ns: Electronic Ga me s: Computer 
Ambush: TR Copy . 

Vol. 6, No. 12- December 1980 
A Comparison of Basic System s: 
Buying Guides to Perso na l Computers 
a nd Electronic T oys a nd Games: 
Lega l Pro tection of Computer P ro
gra ms : Nuclear Power Pla nt Simula
ti o n: Superman Ga me : Logic Problem 
So lver: Interview with the inve ntor of 
the ZX80. Clive Sinc lair: A lvin Toff 
ler: The Electronic Cottage. Evalua
ti o ns: Sinclair ZX BO. Atari . Apple Pas
ca l. CBM2022 Smart Printer. Pearl. 

(' 

July 1977 
SO L. The In sid e St o ry : Bra ilk and the 
Compute r Vid eo ewspapcr : A C hip 
is Born: The are and Feedi ng o f 
Yo ur Ho me Compute r. Digital Foam 

the periphera l of the future. 

ugust 1977 
~""""-,...,.,..., .... The K i 1 and I. Pa rt I. h y someone 

wh o's neve r so ld e red .before : Intro
duc ti o n to th e Fundamental s o f C om 
pult! r Me mory : Tips for the Do-it-Your
sel f Hardwun; Begin ncr: l3inary clocks: 

September 1977 
Xeroxes and o ther ha rtl co py orf your 
C RT : Pa yrol l Prog ra m ; How Compu
ters Wo rk : The Ki e and I. Part II: or 
Powt! r to the o mputcr: cco·s lt o w 
They Wo rk and How Th ey ·rc Made : A 
look al PLATO . an Educa ti o na l Com
pute r Systl! m: IBM 5 100. 

So la r E ne rgy Measu reme nt : A Beg in
ners Int roduc ti o n to BASI C: Th e Kit 
and I . Part Ill : More Music lo Play o n 
Yo ur Computer : Micro Ma inte na nce:. 
So lo mon and Viet : Pull ing T oge th e r a 
Perso nal Computing Sys te m: Time 
Sha rin g on th e Famil y M IC RO. 

December 1977 

Artificial In tel lige nc e '!: An Elec tronic 
Jungl e Gym fo r Kid s: File Co py Pro
g ra m : Bette r He a lth Through Elec
tro ni c" Th e Kit and I Part IV. 

January 1978 . 

Apple II and Apple II Plus. Pet. TRS- 1~:.0.;o;;;,,-.J"...___..___ __ '-'-"' 

Synthetic Skin fo r Yo ur Rob o t and 
How to Make It : TLC: A Vi sual Pro
g ram ming La nguag e: The Cod e That 
Can ' t Be C rac ked: Beginne rs Guide 
to Computer Graphics: The Co mputer 
a nd Na tura l Language : First-Timers 
G uid e to C irc ui t Boa rd E tchi ng . 80. 



Worth A 
Fortune 

Past issues of Creative Computing. What 
are they worth today? It varies. To a collec
tor, Vol. 1, No. 1 is worth $7 or $8. To a 
scrap dealer, less than two cent~. 

But we're not selling old back issues. 
We're all out. 

On the other hand, you know that much 
of the content of Creative Computing is 
timeless. The Depth Charge program in 
Vol. 1, No. 1 is just as challenging today as 
the day it was written. Walter Koetke 's 
series of five articles on using computers in 
the classrom are as valid today as the day 
they first ppeared in print. And scores of 
people have written about obtaining re
prints of Don Piele's classic problem
solving series. 

Our Mistake 
In our early growth years when we had 

5,000 and then 10,000 subscribers we 
couldn't imagine we would ever need more 
than 1 OOO extra copies for back issue sales. 
That's about what we printed extra. How
ever, by the time we were going into Vol
ume 3, we found our stocks of Volume 1 
issues virtually depleted. 

Our Solutlon 
So we selected the best material from 

Volume 1, edited it, put it together in book 
form and sold it for $8.95, about the same 

as the six individual issues. Nine months 
later, we did the same with Volume 2. Then 
a year and a half later we did it again with 
Volume 3. 

Most other magazines in a high tech
nology field like small computers find their 
contents are quickly out of date. However, 
because we 've concentrated on applica
tions and software, our content retains its 
value for a much longer time. Our sub
scribers know this and retain their copies of 
Creative Computing long after they've dis
posed of the more hardware-oriented 
magazines. 

Now you can obtain the best material 
from the first three years of Creative Com
puting in book form and the next three 
years (minus four issues) in the original 
magazine form. 

Our Offer 
We have a unique special offer, so pay 

close attention to this paragraph. (Compu
ter types ought to be able to understand 
this). If you order any one item below, you 
pay the full price. If you order any two 
items, take a 5% discount from the total; any 
three, take a 10% discount; any four, take a 
15% discount, any five, take a 20% dis
count. and on all six take a whopping 25% 
discount from the total price. 

-------------Best of Creative Computing-Vo! 1 $8.95 
Best of Creative Computing-Vo! 2 8.95 
Best of Creative Computing-Vo! 3 8.95 
Volume 4 (Four issues) 6.00, 
Volume 5 (Ten issues) 15.00 
Volume 6 (Twelve issues) 18.00 
Less discount (5% for two items, 10% for 
three, 15% for four, 20% for five, 25% for all 
six) Shipping ($2.00 USA, $5.00 foreign) __________ , __ _ 

We guarantee you'll never find a better 
value in computer applications reading 
matter. On average you're getting 128 
pages of solid information for each $1.00. If 
you 're not completely satisfied after you've 
read them, send the books or magazines 
back to us and we'll refund your full pur
chase price plus the return postage. 

CP8Btivo 
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Morris Plains, NJ 07950 
Toll-free 800-631-8112 
(In NJ 201-540-0445) 

ARTICLES ANO COMMENTARY Learning About Smalltalk - Goldeen 
Eclectic Programming Languages 

ARTICLES AND COMMENTARY •Computers In Education 

• Editorials A New Approach to Test ing - •Technology - Present and Future 
Instructional Computing in Schools - Ahl 
Should the Computer Teach the 

Student . or Vice-versa? - Luehrmann 
The Art o f Education : Blueprint for a 

Birth of a Magazine - Ahl 
A Compuler in 1he Classroom? 
Is Breaking Into A T1mesharing 

System A Crime? - Tagg 
Where Are We Going? - Ahl 

• Computers in Education 
What 's Wrong With the Little 

Red Schoolhouse/ - Ahl 
How to Cope With Your Computer 
Recent Trends in MalhefT'' •. 

- Howo 
EXPER Sil 
Monty Pytl 
IFIP Confer 

• Transportat 
The Parable 
Technical Tr. 
CONDUIT Do 
Statewide Po 

• Careers 
A Computer Car. 
Career Educatior 
Key to Your Futu1 
Profile of an lndu: 

• Applications 
Computers and the 
Computer Simulatic 
Weather ForecastinL .,... • .111cations 
Relativity for Computers: All Arithmetic 
Mr. Spock's 71h Sense - Kibler 

• Programn·1ing and languages 
Structured Programming - Hoogendyk 
On Computer Languages - Ahl 
Toward A Human Computer 

Language - Cannara 

• Computer Impact on Society 
The Compu1er Threat to Socie1y - Ahl 
D1g1tal Calculalors - Then and Now 
The Computer. Threat to Society? -
Pu11 ing Teeth Into Pr ivacy 

Leg1sla11on - Hastings 
lnd11r•·· · eaders at Privacy 

; - Hastings 
1ing in the Space Age -
Jrer Looks at Data 
Fritze 
'>lie Attitudes Toward 
-Ahl 
'.onference 
vacy Should You Have -
Ex· Social Security 
r - Campbell 
·mputers - Malcolm 
1gement Information 

':riminal Justice 
:elman 
~ to the Computer 

~at Computer 
gs 

Snyder 

ANO THINGS 

~!::;:;;;;-..--:_::;; .. v11 Exchange -
·- " oushnell - Todd 

Playing PONG to W in - Ahl 
Your Own Computer? - Ahl 
Introducing Computer Recreat ions. 

Corp. - Todd, Guthrey 
Creative Computing Compendium 
Flying Buffalo - Loomis 
Compleat Computer Catalogue 
National Computers in Education 

Conference?' 
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The Future of Computer Technology -
Computi ng Power to the People 
Videod iscs - The Ultimate Computer 

Input Device? - Bork 
Rou nd and Round They Go 
The $2 .98 Computer Library -
Personal Computers 
Russian Computing -Ahl 
Desk Calculator from Chi '"'"'~nn 

Microprocessors & Micrc 
The State of the Art - C 

•Languages and Prograrr 
The Reactive Engine Pa 
Aboul Comput ing - Ch; 
David vs . 12 Goliaths -
Sixth Chess Champior 
Beating the Game - Tt 
Si mulated Strategies• 

Reisman 
Beyond BASIC - Sali 
The Computer "Glas 

Teaching with APr 
Creat ive Chess - Ko 
SNOBOL - Tourerz 
A Smalltalk Airplar 

•Artlflclal and Extra 
Non-Human lntell 
An Esoter ic Ethic; 
The Thinking Cor 
Primer on Artifici 
Can Computers · 
An Ear on the Ur 
Communicatior 
The Cosmic Su .. 

•Llleracy, Philosophy, Opinion 
What is Computer Literacy - Moursund 
Computer Literacy Quiz - Moursund 
A Fable • Spero 
Let Us First Make It - Taylor 
Some Thoughts - Lees 
Info rmat ion Anyone? - Griffith 
The Government Dinosaur - Winn 
The Mag ic of EFTS - Ahl 

Renaissance - Dwyer 
Computing at the Universi ty of Texas 
Computers in Secondary Schools - 1975 
Compyouter Fair - Thomas 
The Madness known as 

•Every Person and the Computer 
Amateur Computing - Ubes 

=~--·---· ~;.;•:.::o re? Yi~rt~otta Be 

e Computer on 

ol 
\hi 
TI er 

nbol - Mueller 
·oetry - Chisman 
~cCauley 
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ns 
uzzles -A hl 
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nto A Lesson - Homer 
r 

.me - Yarbrough 
tor Games - Rogers 
s 
d Geometry 

The Mys111.. .._._ m - Dickens 
Mag ic Squares on the Computer - Piele 
Non-Usual Mathematics - Reagan 
The World of Series - Reagan 
Change For A Dollar - Hess 
Sequences - Jessen 
Progression Problems - Reeves 



The Sinclair ZXBO is innovative and powerful. 
Now there's a magazine to help you get 
the most out of it. 

Get in 
sync 

SYNC magazine is different from other 
personal computing magazines. Not just 
different because it is about a unique 
computer, the Sinclair ZX80 (and kit ver
sion, the MicroAc~) . But different be
cause of the creative and innovative phi
losophy of the editors. 

A Fascinating Computer 

The ZX80 doesn't have memory map
ped video. Thus the screen goes blank 
when a key is pressed. To some review
ers this is a disadvantage. To our editors 
this is a challenge. One suggested that 
games could be written to take advan
tage of the screen blanking. For exam
ple, how about a game where characters 
and graphic symbols move around the 
screen while it is blanked? The object 
would be to crack the secret code gov
erning the movements. Voila! A new 
game like Mastermind or Black Box 
uniquely for the ZX80. 

We made some interesting discoveries 
soon after setting up the machine. For 
instance, the CHA$ function is not limit
ed to a value between O and 255, but 
cycles repeatedly through the code. 
CHA$ (9) and CHA$ (265) will produce 
identical values. In other words, CHA$ 
operates in a MOD 256 fashion . We 
found that the "="sign can be used se
veral times on a single line. allowing the 
logical evaluation of variables. In the 
Sinclair, LET X=Y=Z=W is a valid ex
pression. 

Or consider the TL$ function which 
strips a string of its initial character. At 
first, we wondered what practical value it 
had . Then someone suggested it would 
be perfect for removing the dollar sign 
from numerical inputs. 

Breakthroughs? Hardly. But indicative 
of the hints and kinds you 'll find in every 
issue of SYNC. We intend to take the 
Sinclair to its limits and then push be
yond. finding new tricks and tips, new 
applications, new ways to do what 
couldn 't be done before. SYNC functions 
on many levels, with tutprials for the be
ginner and concepts that will keep the 
pros coming back for more. We'll show 

you how to duplicate commands avail
able in other Basics. And, perhaps, how 
to do things that can 't be done on other 
machines. 

Many computer applications require 
that data be sorted. But did you realize 
there are over ten fundamentally differ
ent sorting algorithms? Many people 
settle for a simple bubble sort perhaps 
because it's described in so many pro
gramming manuals or because they've 
seen it in another program. However, 
sort routines such as heapsort or Shell
Metzner are over 100 times as fast as a 
bubble sort and may actually use less 
memory. Sure, 1 K of memory isn't a lot 
to work with , but it can be stretched 
much further by using innovative, clever 
coding. You'll find this type of help in 
SYNC. 

Lots of Games and Applications 

Applications and software are the meat 
of SYNC.· We recognize that along with 
useful , pragmatic applications, like finan
cial analysis and graphing, you 'll want 
games that are fun and challenging. In 
the charter issue of SYNC you 'll find se
veral games. Acey Ducey is a card game 
in which the dealer (the computer) deals 
two cards face up. You then have an op
tion to bet depending upon whether you 
feel the next card dealt will have a value 
between the first two. 

In Hurkle, another game in the charter 
issue, you have to find a happy little 
Hurkle who is hiding on a 10 X 10 grid . In 
response to your guesses, the Hurkle 
sends our a clue telling you in which 
direction to look next. 

One of the most ancient forms of arith
metical puzzle is called a "boomerang." 
The oldest recorded example is that set 
down by Nicomachus in his Arithmetica 
around 100 A.O. You'll find a computer 
ve_rsion of this puzzle in SYNC. 

Hard-Hitting, Objective Evaluations 

By selecting the ZX80 or MicroAce as 
your personal computer you 've shown 
that you are an astute buyer looking for 
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good performance. an innovative design 
and economical price. However, select
ing software will not be easy. That's 
where SYNC comes in. SYNC evaluates 
software packages and other peripherals 
and doesn't just publish manufacturer 
descriptions. We put each package 
through its paces and give you an in
depth , objective report of its strengths 
and weaknesses. 

SYNC is a Creative Computing pub
lication. Creative Computing is the num
ber 1 magazine of software and applica
tions with nearly 100,000 circulation. 
The two most popular computer games 
books in the world, Basic Computer 
Games and More Basic Computer 
Games (combined sales over 500,000) 
are published by Creative Computing. 
Creative Computing Software manufac
tures over 150 software packages for six 
different personal computers. 

Creative Computing, founded in 1974 
by David Ahl, is a well-established firm 
committed to the future of personal com
puting. We expect the Sinclair ZX80 to 
be a highly successful computer and 
correspondingly, SYNC to be a respect
ed and successful magazine. 

Order SYNC Today 

Right now we need all the help we can 
get. First of all , we'd like you to subscribe 
to SYNC. Subscriptions cost $1 O for one 
year (6 issues), $.18 for two years (12 
issues) or, if you really want to beat infla
tion, $24 for three years ( 18 issues). 
Send to the address below or call our 
toll-free number, 800-631-8112 (in NJ 
201-540-0445) to put your subscription 
on your MasterCard, Visa or American 
Express card. Canadian and other fore
ign surface subscriptions are $15 per 
year or $27 for two years. We guarantee 
your satisfaction or we will refund the 
unfulfilled portion of your subscription. 

Needless to say, we can 't fill up all the 
· pages without your help. So send in your 

programs, articles, hints and tips. 
Remember, illustrations and screen 
photos make a piece much more inter
esting . Send in your reviews of peripher
als and software too-but be warned: re
views must be in-depth and objective. 
We want you to respect what you read on 
the pages of SYNC so be honest and 
forthright in the material you send us. Of 
course we pay for contributions-just 
don 't expect to retire on it. 

The exploration has begun. Join us. 

39 East Hanover Avenue 
Morris Plains, NJ 07950, USA 

Toll free 800-631-8112 
(In NJ 201-540-0445) 



Proclaim to the World!
Buckle Up

Our heavy alloy belt buckle has a beautiful
pewter finish. The Creative Computing logo
and border are raised and have a bright
luster finish against a matte background.
Measuring 2" x 3-1 /4", the buckle fits belts
up to 1-3/4" wide. The buckle pin is made
from steel and so will not easily break off
like the common (and cheaper) cast type.
Individually packaged in gift box. $8.00.

Tie One On
For working around the kitchen, work-

bench or house there's nothing like a good
apron. Our bib-type apron measures 22"
from neck to waist and has three deep
pockets across the entire 25" front. The
Creative Computing logo is silk screened in
bold red acrosss the front of this off-white
poplin apron. At shows, people try to rip
these aprons off our backs. Now you can
get one of your own. $6.00.

Reach
Out

Wind up this little acrobatic robot and
watch him walkalong. Knock him down and
he'll reach out with his mighty arms, do a
somersault, righthimself and keep on walking.
Just 2" high, our little acrobatic robot is
sure to capture your heart. $2.00.

Neatness Counts
Are your back issues of Creative Computing

in piles? In boxes? Does the one you want
always seem to be missing? If so, you need
our binder. It's tough vinyl with the Creative
Computing logo silk screened onto both
the front and spine. Holds 12 issues with
sturdy locking wire posts. $6.00 each or 3
for $15.00. Shipping $1.00.

creative
Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -81 12
(In NJ 201-540-0445)
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Creative Computing
Gift Certificate

Here is the perfect gift for the person who has almost everything: A
Creative Computing Gift Certificate.

Having a difficult time selecting a gift for someone? Don't know what
books or software they have now? Then give a Creative Computing
Gift Certificate. Here's how it works. You send us a check for the
amount you'd like the certificate to equal, along with the recipient's
name and address. We'll send them a Creative Computing Gift
Certificate from you for the amount specified. We'll also send them a
48-page catalog from which they can select their gift. Sounds simple?
It is. And it's convenient fo you. Get one today. Creative Computing
Gift Certificates are available for whatever amount you wish to give.
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The story behind the two best selling 
computer games books in the world. 

Computer 
Games 

by David H. Ahl 

Everybody likes games. Children like tic 
tac toe. Gamblers like blackjack. Trekkies 
like Star Trek. Almost eve,.Yone has a favor
ite game or two. 

It Started In 1971 

Ten yeari:; ago when I was at Digital 
Equipment Corp. (DEC), we wanted a pain
less way to show reluctant educators that 
computers weren't scary or difficult to use. 
Games and simulations seemed like a good 
method. 

Contents of Basic Computer Games (right) 
and More Basic Computer Games (below). 

Artillery-3 Life Expectancy 
Baccarat Lissajous 
Bible Quiz Magic Square 
Big 6 Man-Eating Rabbit 
.Binary Maneuvers 
Blackbox Mastermind 
Bobstones Masterbagels 
Bocce Matpuzzle 
Boga 11 Maze 
Bumbrun Millionaire 
Bridge-It Minotaur 
Camel Motorcycle Jump 
Chase Nomad 
Chuck-A-Luck Not One 
Close Encounters Obstacle 
Column Octri x 
Concentration Pasart 
Condot Pasart 2 
Convoy Pinball 
Corral Rabbit Chase 
Countdown Road race 
Cup Rotate 
Dealer's Choice Safe 
Deepspace Scales 
Defuse Schmoo 
Dodgem Sea battle 
Doors Sea war 
Drag Shoot 
Dr.Z Smash 
Eliza Strike 9 
Father Tennis 
Flip Tickertape 
Four In A Row TV Plot 
Geowar Twonky 
Grand Prix Two-to-Ten 
Guess-It UFO 
ICBM Under& Over 
Inkblot VanGam 
Joust Warfish 
Jumping Balls Word Search Puzzle 
Keno Wumpus 1 
LGame Wumpus2 

So I put out a call to all our customers to 
send us their best computer games. The 
response was overwhelming. I got 21 ver
sions of blackjack, 15 of nim and 12 of 
battleship. 

From this enormous outpouring I se
lected the 90 best games and added 11 that 
I had written myself for a total of 1O1 . I 
edited these into a book called 101 Basic 
Computer Games which was published by 
DEC. It still is. 

When I left DEC in 1974 I asked for the 
rights to print the book independently. 
They agreed as long as the name was 
changed. 

Introduction Hi-Lo 
· The Basic Language High 1-Q 
Conversion to Other Hockey 

Basics Horserace 
Acey Oucey Hurkle 
Amazing Kinema 
Animal · King 
Awari Letter 
Bagels Life 
Banner Life For Two 
Basketball Literature Quiz 
Bainum Love 
Battle Lunar LEM Rocket 
Blackjack Master Mind 
Bombardment Math Dice 
Bombs Away Mugwump 
Bounce Name 
Bowling Nicomachus 
Boxing Nim 
Bug Number 
Bullfight One Check 
Bullseye Orbit 
Bunny Pizza 
Buzzword Poetry 
Calendar Poker 
Change Queen 
Checkers Reverse 
Chemist I Rock, Scissors, Paper 
Chief Roulette 
Chomp Russian Roulette 
Civil War Salvo 
Combat Sine Wave 
Craps Slalom 
Cube Slots 
Depth Charge Splat 
Diamond Stars 
Dice Stock Market 
Digits Super Star Trek 
Even Wins Synonym 
Flip Flop Target 
Football 3-D Plot 
Fur Trader 3-D Tic-Tac-Toe 
Golf Tic Tac toe 
Gomoko Tower 
Guess Train 
Gunner Trap 
Hammurabi 23 Matches 
Hangman War 
Hello Weekday 
Hexapawn Word 
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Converted to M lcrosoft Basic 

The games in the original book were in 
many different dialects of Basic. So Steve 
North and I converted all the games to 
standard Microsoft Basic, expanded the 
descriptions and published the book under 
the new name Basic Computer Games. 

Over the next three years, people sent in 
improved versions of many of the games 
along with scores of new ones. So in 1979, 
we totally revised and corrected Basic 
Computer Games and published a CO!l'.l
pletely new companion volume of 84 ad
ditional games called More Basic Com
puter Games. This edition is available in 
both Microsoft Basic and TRS-80 Basic for 
owners of the TRS-80 computer. 

Today Basic Computer Games is in its 
fifth printing and More Basic Computer 
Games is in its second. Combined sales are 
over one half million copies making them 
the best selling pair of books in recrea
tional computing by a wide margin. There 
are many imitators, but all offer a fraction of 
the number of games and cost far more. 

The games in these books include classic 
board games like checkers. They include 
challenging simulation games like camel 
(get across the desert on your camel) and 
Super Star Trek. There are number games 
like Guess My Number, Stars and Battle of 
Numbers. You'll find gambling games like 
blackjack, keno, and poker. All told there 
are 185 different games in these two 
books. 

Whether you 're Just getting started with 
computers or a proficient programmer, 
you'll find something of interest. You'll find 
15-line games and 400-line games and 
everything in between. 

The value offered by these books is out
standing. Every other publisher has raised 
the price of their books yet these sell for 
the same price as they did in 197 4. 

Moneyback Guarantee 
Examine one or both of these books and 

key some games into your computer. If 
you're not completely satisfied we'll refund 
the full purchase price plus your return 
postage. 

Basic Computer Games costs only $7 .50 
and More Basic Computer Games just 
$7.95 for either the Microsoft or TRS-80 
edition (please specify your choice on your 
·order). Both books together are $15. Send 
payment plus $2.00 shipping and handling 
to Creative Computing Press, Morris 
Plains, NJ 07950. Visa, MasterCard and 
American Express orders should include 
card number and expiration date. Charge 
card orders may also be called in toll-free to 
800-631-8112 (in NJ 201-540-0445). 

Order today to turn your computer into 
the best game player on the block. 

cPeat;ive 
computinfj 

Morris Plains, NJ 07950 
Toll-free 800-631-8112 
(In NJ 201-540-0445) 



The Colossal Computer Cartoon Book 
I• 

Do 
Computer 
Enthusiasts 

The best collection of computer cartoons ever is now in 
its second printing, and sports a bright new cover. The 
fifteen chapters contain hundreds of cartoons about 
robots, computer dating, computers in the office, home, 
and lab, and much more. 36 cartoonists share their views of 
man's ultimate machine. 

The 
COlosSal 

computer 
cartoon 

BOok 
Have 
More 

Keep this book with your reference works. When 
needed, the right cartoon can say it all for you. When you 
need a break from debugging a good laugh can give you a 
welcome lift. Recommended for hours of fun and comic 
insight. 

Fun? 

Edited by David Ahl, mastermind behind the April Fool's 
issue of Dr. Kilobyte's Creative Popular Personal Re
cr~ational Micro Computer Data Interface World Journal, 
this cartoon book contains much of that same incurable 
zaniness. [Want this issue? Ifs April 1980 and only $2.50 
postpaid]. 

A large 8 'h x 11" softbound collection of 120 pages, it still sells for only $4.95. (6G). 

A one-hour LP record ·Of eight synthesizers may 
change your views about computer music forever 

Binary Beades 
by David Ahl 

Computer music. Who needs it? It's mostly 
boting beep, beep, beeps or wildly modern 
stuff. It's certainly nothing you'd want to 
listen to more than once. That's what I thought 
about computer music and most of my friends 
agreed. 

In 1978 I entered Yankee Doodle Dandy 
into my Software Technology system just 
to be different. Dick Moberg heard of it and 
asked me to perform in the Philadelphia 
Computer Music Festival. I agr~ expecting 
to be the only one with something out of 
the ordinary. I was wrong. 

Computer Accompanist 
Nine individuals and groups performed 

in the festival. There were the usual Bach 
pieces but even they were different. Gooitzen 
van der Wal performed the last movement 
of the 2nd Bach Suite in a unique. way. He 
played the flute solo while using the computer 
as accompaniment. 

Then Dorothy Siegel .did the same thing, 
playing the clarinet solo part of Wanhal's 
Sonata in b flat. The audience went wild. 

Hal Chamberlin played Bach's Tocatta 
and Fugue in d minor. Butalsowithadiffer
ence. He used a large computer before 
hand to "compute" the waveform of every 

instrument playing every note. It took one 
hour of computation time for each two min
utes of playback time. The result could hardly 
be distinguished from the organ in the 
Haps):>urg Cathedral. 

Don Schertz had a home brewed synthe
sizer truly mounted on a breadboard that 
allowed him to control 25 parameters of 
each note. It produced spectacular sounds 
in his arrangement of Red Wing. 

Singing Computer 
In 1962, D.H. Van Lenten at Bell Labora

tories produced the first talking computer. 
Bell engineers taught it to recite the solilOQuy 
from Hamlet. Then they went one step further 
and taught it to sing Daisy both alone and 
accompanied by another computer. This 
was also performed at the festival. 

Yes, the Beatles were represented. Andrew 
Molda played Hey Jude on his COSMAC 
VIP system with a program called PIN-8 
(Play it Now). 

Superb Quality Recording 
All these pieces and twelve others were 

recorded with broadcast quality equipment. 
Because of audience noise, eight were re
recorded later in a studio. We then took 
these tapes to Tru-Tone, a top recording 
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studio and cut a lacquer master. It was a 
long session since the recording engineers 
insisted uPon analyzing the sound from every 
source and setting up the equilization curves 
accordingly. It took over 12 hours to produce 
a one-hour lacquer master. 

Finished recordings were then pressed 
on top-quality vinyl and inserted into liners 
and record jackets. These were then shrink 
wrapped in plastic for maximum protection. 
We guaranteee that every LP record is free 
from defects or we will replace it free of 
charge. 

The extensive descriptions of each of the 
eight synthesizers and the festival would 
not all fit on the jacket so we·ve included an 
extra sheet with each record . This entire 
package is mailed in a protective corrugated 
package to insure that it reaches you in 
mint condition. The cost is a modest $6.00 
postpaid in the U.S. and $7.00 foreign. Send 
order with payment or Visa, MasterCard or 
American Express number to Creative Com
puting, Morris Plains, NJ 07950. 

This 12" LP record of the Philadelphia 
Computer Music Festival contains one hour 
of eight computer music synthesizers that 
you 'll listen to over and over again. Order 
one today! 

· cPoativo 
·computinfj 

Morris Plains, NJ 07950 
Toll-free 800-831-8112 
(In NJ 201-540-0445) 



Computer 
Lawnmower 

Can a computer mow your lawn? Not yet. 
But a flowchart can show you how to 

make money cutting five lawns a day. The 
flowchart is easy. Mowing the lawns is still 
hard work. 

Dr. Sylvia Charp and Marion Ball wanted 
a way to introduce basic computer concepts 
to children in grades 5 to 9 of the Philadelphia 
City Schools. So they identified some tasks 
that kids understood like mowing lawns, 
issuing paychecks1 and controlling traffic 
lights. They showed how computers are used 
in these tasks. 

Fred D'lgnazlo and Stan Gilliam have 
created a delightful picture book adven
ture that explains how a computer works 
to a child. Katie " falls" into the Imaginary 
land of Cybernla Inside her Daddy's home 
computer. Her journey parallels the path 
of a simple command through the stages 
of processing In a computer, thus 
explaining the fundamentals of computer 
operation to 4 to 10 year olds. Supple

. mental explanatory information on com
puters, bytes, hardware and software is 
contained In the front and back end 
papers. 

Flowcharts - A basic concept 
They devised flowcharts. They located 

scores of photos. And they found an artistic 
high school student to illustrate these con
cepts with lively full-color drawings. 

They then wrote a light-hearted but infor
mative text to tie it all together. It talked 
about kinds of computers, what goes on 
inside the machine, the language of the 
computer and how computers work for us. 

They took the problem of averaging class 
grades and showed how a simple program 
could be written to do this job. 

Well-qualified authors 

Marion Ball has written other books on 
computer literacy. Sylvia Charp is the director 
of educational compuuting for Philadelphia 
City Schools. They pooled their talents to 
produce this book, Be A Computer Literate . 

This easy-to-read book explains how com
puters are used in medicine, law enforce
ment, art, business. transportation and ed
ucation. It's interesting and understand
able. 

Thrill with your chidren as they join the 
Flower Bytes on a bobsled race to the 
CPU. Share Katie's excitement as she 
encounters the multi-legged and mean 
Bug who lassoes her plane and sp ins her 
into a terrifying loop. Laugh at the 
madcap race she takes with the Flower 
Painters by bus to the CRT. 

"Towards a higher goal, the book 
teaches the rewards of absorbing the 
carefully-written word and anticipating 
the next page with enthusiasm . .. " 

The Leader 
"Children might not suspect at first 

there's a method to all this madness-a 

I 
lesson about how computers work. It 
does its job well." 

The Charlotte Observer 

" .. . the book Is both entertaining and 
<!l educational." 

=i~=z....:... lnfosystems 
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Too much demand 

The Bell System distributed 50,000 copies 
to schools throughout the U.S. but they 
couldn 't meet the continuing demand. So 
Creative Computing Press now distributes 
the book. It's just $3.95 plus $1 .00 shipping 
and handling. Send name and address plus 
payment or credit card number and expiration 
date to Creative Computing Press. Morris 
Plains, NJ 07950. Visa, MasterCard and 
American Express orders may also be called 
in toll-free to 800-631-8112 (in NJ 201-540-
0445). 

Order yours today. If, after reading it, you 
do not feel that you are "computer literate," 
return it for a full refund plus your postage 
to send it back. 

cPoativo 
computlnf1 

Morris Plains, NJ 07950 
Toll-free 800-631-8112 
(In NJ 201-540-0445) 

The book has received wide acclaim 
and rave reviews. A few comments are : 

" Lively cartoon characters guide read
ers through the inner chamber of the 
computer. " 

School Library Journal 

" . .. an imaginative and beautifully con
ceived children's story that introduces 
two characters-the Colonel and the 
Bug-who already seem to have been 
classic children's story book characters 
for generations ." 

The Chapel Hiii Newspaper 

Written by Fred D'lgnazio and illustrat
ed In full color by Stan Gilliam. 42 pages, 
casebound, $6.95. (12A) 

A t-shirt with the Program Bug is 
ava ilable in a deep purple design on a 
beige shirt. Adult size S. M, L, XL. 
Children 's size S. M, L. $6.00. 



The most complex computer circuit can be 
explained with just nine cents 

Common 
Cents 

The "penny switch." It sounds strange. 
But it's not. 

Joe Weisbecker, the designer of the RCA 
1802 microcomputer, was trying to explain 
to some children just how a computer works. 
He wasn't having much success. 

Computers Aren't Magic 

Joe 's hobby is magic. He thought, "maybe 
I can use some kind of illusion to show how 
a computer works." But he didn't really want 
to use an illusion. He didn 't want the chil
dren to think of a computer as magic. 

So he hit upon the idea of a simple flip
flop switch (the most common circuit in a 
computer) represented by the head or tail 
of a penny. This flip-flop circuit uses just 
one penny. Every time it receives an impulse 
it changes from head to tail or tail to head . 
Simple. 

But then Joe went on and put two of 
these simple flip flops together to make a 
circuit that adds two numbers together. And 
another that subtracts numbers. Kids loved 
these circuits and played with them like 
games. 

Games With Pennies 
Before long, Joe devised circuits to play 

more complicated games like Tic Tac Toe, 

lsToP! 
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"Heads Up Game. " Starting with tails in all 
positions, how many times through to get 
all four pennies heads up? 

Guess A Number and Create A Pattern. 
Pretty soon he had 30 circuits (or games) 
that explained everything about computers 
from a basic adder to complex error correc
tion. The most complex circuit uses just 
nine pennies (or dimes for the big spender). 

These circuits, each one with a full size 
playing diagram, have been collected to
gether in a book called Computer Coin 
Games. With this book children or adults 
can easily understand the workings of even 
the most complex computer circuits. 

Games Magazine said, "whether or not 
you have any experience with computer 
technology, you'll be both amazed and de
lighted with the simplicity of the format and 
the complexity of the play. All you need is 
some common cents." 

Dr. Dobbs Journal agreed, saying, "Com
puter Coin Games is a simple approach to a 
complicated concept. The book is liberally 
sprinkled with clever illustrations and dia
grams, and provides a relatively painless 
route to understanding how computer cir
cuits function." 

Money back Guarantee 

We're convinced that you'll understand 
the inner workings of a computer after playing 
these 30 games. If you don 't, send the book 
back and we'll refund the complet~ price 
plus your postage to send it back. 

To order your copy of Computer Coin 
Games, just send $3.95 plus $1 .00 shipping 
and handling to Creative Computing Press, 
Morris Plains, NJ 07950. Visa, MasterCard 
and American Express orders may be called 
toll free to 800-631-8112 (in NJ, 201-540-
0445). 

With its wonderful illustrations by Sunstone 
Graphics, Computer Coin Games makes an 
ideal gift. The Association for Educational 
Data Systems calls the book "an ideal intro
duction to the concepts of computer 
circuitry." 

Order your copy today. 

cPoatlvo 
computlnf1 

Morris Plains, NJ 07950 
Toll-free 80CM31-8112 
(In NJ 201-540-0445) 
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An Important Reference 

ComputerS, 
Ethics and 

Society 

Where is the computer leading us? Is it a 
menace or a messiah? What are its bene
fits? What are the risks? What is needed to 
manage the computer for society's 
greatest good? Will we become masters or 
slaves of the evolving computer tech
nology? 

This bibliography was created to help 
answer questions like these. The works 
cited can provide the range of facts and 
opinion necessary to your understanding 
of the role of the computer. 

This is a bibliography of works dealing 
with the ways in which computers are 
being used in our society, the beneficial 
changes that are taking place in our lives 
as a result of computer technology, the 
social and ethical problems intensified by 
the improper use of computers, the dan
gers of computerized society, the safe
guards and defenses against those 
dangers, the attempts to indicate what 
computerized direction the future will 
take, and the responsibilities of computer 
professionals. It contains 1920 alpha
betical entries of books, magazine articles, 
news items, scholarly papers and other 
works dealing with the impact of compu
ters on society and, ethics. Covers 1948 
through 1979. 

Compiled by Gary M. Abshire. Hard
bound, 128 page. $17.95. (12E) 



Prob-
1 em 

The world is full 
of intriguing problems 

that never got into 
a textbook. 

Problems for Computer Solution 
by Stephen Rogowski. 

Ninety intriguing and fascinating prob
lems, each thoroughly discussed and ref
erenced, make an excellent source of 
exercises in research and preliminary 
investigation. Eleven types of problems 
are provided in the following areas: arith
metic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, 
number theory, probability, statistics. cal
culus and science. Author Stephen 
Rogowski of SUNY-Albany has included 
several problems which have never been 
solved . He feels that some research and 
an attempt to solve these will sharpen 
students' insight and awareness. 

Some of the problems are not new like 
the one asking how much the $24 the 
Indians were paid for Manhattan would be 
worth today had it been deposited in a 
bank. However. this problem was revised 
to have a variable interest rate so it would 
be a challenge to program. Of course, 
many of the problems are new and have 
never been in print before . 

The student edition has 106 pages and 
includes all 90 problems (with variations), 
7 appendices and a complete bibliog
raphy. Cost is $4.95. 

The 182-page teacher edition contains 
solutions to the problems, each with a 
complete listing in Basic, sample runs, and 
in-depth analyses explaining the 
algorithms and theory involved . Cost is 
$9.95. 

To get one or both books send payment 
plus $2.00 shipping and handling per 
order to Creative Computing . Credit card 
orders may be called in toll-free to the 
number below. 

Order yours today. If you are not com
pletely satisfied, return it for a full refund 
plus your return postage . 

CP8Btivo 
computinfj 

Morris Plains, NJ 07950 
Toll-free 800-631-8112 
(In NJ 201-540-0445) 

Sourcebook 
of Ideas 

Many mathematics ideas can be better illustrated 
with a computer than with a text book. 

Consider Baseball cards. If there are 50 
cards in a set, how many packs of bubb le 
gum must be purchased to obtain a complete 
set of players? Many students will guess 
over 1 million packs yet on average it's only 
329. 

The formula to solve th is· problem is not 
easy. The computer simulation is. Yet you 
as a teacher probably don 't have time to 
devise programs to illustrate concepts like 
this. 

Between grades 1 and 12 there are 142 
mathematical concepts in which the com
puter can play an important role . Things 
like arithmetic practice, X-Y coordinates, 
proving geometic theorems, probability, 
compounding and computation of pi by 
inscribed polygons. 

Endorsed by NCTM 

The National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics has strongly endorsed the use 
of computers in the classroom. Unfortunately 
most textbooks have not yet responded to 
this endorsement and do not include pro
grams or computer teach ing techniques. 
You probably don't have the time to develop 
all these ideas either. What to do? 

For the past six years, Creative Computing 
magazine has been running two or three 
articles per issue written by math teachers. 
These are classroom proven, tested ideas 
complete with flowcharts, programs and 
sample runs. 

Teachers have been ordering back issues 
with those applications for years. However, 
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many of these issues a·re now sold out or in 
very short supply. 

So we took the most popular 134 articles 
and applications and reprinted them in a 
giant 224-page book called Computers in 
Mathematics: A Sourcebook of Ideas. 

Ready-to-use-material 

This book contains pragmatic , ready to 
use , classroom tested ideas on everything 
from simply binary counting to advanced 
techniques like multiple regression analysis 
and differential equations. 

The book includes many activities that 
don 't require a computer. And if you 're 
considering expanding your computer 
fac ili ties, you'll find a section on how to 
select a computer complete with an invalu
able microcomputer comparison chart. 

Another section presents over 250 
problems, puzzles, and programming ideas, 
more than are found in most "problem collec
tion " books. 

Computers in Mathematics: A Sourcebook 
of Ideas is edited by David Ahl , one of the 
pioneers in computer education and the 
founder of Creative Computing. 

The book is not cheap. It costs $15.95. 
However if you were to order just half of the 
back issues from which articles were drawn, 
they would cost you over $30. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 

If you are teaching mathematics in any 
grade between 1 and 12, we're convinced 
you 'll find this book of tremendous value. If, 
after receiving it and using it for 30 days 
you do not agree, you may return it for a full 
refund plus your return postage. 

To order, send your check for $15.95 
plus $1 .00 postage and handling to Creative 
Computing Press, Morris Plains. NJ 07950. 
Visa , MasterCard , and American Express 
orders may be called in toll-free to 800-
631 -8112 (in NJ 201-540-0445). School 
purchase orders should add an additional 
$1 .00 billing fee for a total of $17 .95. 

Don't put it off. Order this valuable source
book today. 

CP8Btivo 
computinfl 

Morris Plains, NJ 07950 
Toll-free 800-631-8112 
(In NJ 201-540-0445) 



A robot friend. A computer God. Artificial intelligence challenging 
human intelligence in a life and death srruggle. A detective solving a 
computer murder. Computers tricl.c;ing people or people tricl.c;ing 
people with computers. A computer with a soul. Or power. A lonely 
computer. Or one in love with its operator. 

In thirty-five wonderful stories about computers, authors such as 
Frederick Pohl, Charles Mosmann, M.Y. Mathews, Carol Cail, and 
George Chesbro depict a life in which computers affect the way 
people live, thinl.c;, and relate to each other. Interested in what the 
effect of computer saturation might be? Only fiction can so 
wonderously dramatize future life. 

The bool.c; is fun, and will provide wonderful hours of 
entertainment. For the reader interested in a srructured approach 
to understanding the potential roles of the computer, or wanting 
quicl.c;ly to locate stories that support or challenge his viewpoint, a 
multiple table of contents is provided. This I ists the stories in 
fourteen different categories. 

For example, a list of stories in which the computer tal.c;es on the 
attributes of a human separates them from those in which the 
computer is only an intelligent machine. The stories are categorized 
by whether they clarify, improve, or worsen the human lot. Stories 
in which the computers have capabilities available today are 
separated from those in which the capabilities could be available 
in the future. There is a listing of the wildly whimsical stories and 
those in which the computer is utilized in a unique fashion . 

Can criminals be caught by computer? Does computer crime pay? Do computers fall in love? 
Are we all part of a larger organic computer? Here are 35 tantalizing tales that will open your 
eyes to a new perspective of computers. 

51.c;illfully drawn illustrations augment the stories, giving glimpses of scenes as envisioned by 20 
talented artists. This anworl.c; odds another dimension to the. text. 

Tales of the Maivelous Machines: 35 Stories of Computing, edited by Robert Taylor and 
Ourchenol Green, is a beautiful big 8 112'' x 11 " softbound anthology of 272 pages. 12(3 

It is available for $7.95 plus $2.00 shipping and handling per order from Creative Computing, 
P.O. 13ox 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960. NJ residents odd 5% soles tax. Visa, MasterCard and 
American Express orders ore welcome. For faster service, call in your bonl.c; cord order toll free 
to 800-601-8112 (in NJ call 201 -540-0445) .. Or use the handy order form bound into this magazine. 

CP6ativ6 computlnf1 pP6SS 



Reprints & Previews 
Sorting and Shuffling is a 20-page booklet 
of reprints from Creative Computing . It 
includes in-depth discussions of five sorting 
techniques (bubble, heapsort, Shell-Metzner, 
delayed replacement and Woodrum). It also 
covers file structures and shuffling tech
niques. Most textbooks either ignore or gloss 
over these techniques. The booklet is a 
vital necessity for those doing any program
ming at all. 50 cents. 

Guide to Computer Music Systems by Phil 
Tubb primarily dicusses the design 
philosophy behind the ALF computer music 
system. It also covers the principles of 
computer music reproduction and compares 
three popular systems for the Apple II. 
$2.00. 

Stocks and Listed Options by Alfred Adler 
is a collection of five articles about using a 
small computer for analysis of a stock portfolio 
with an emphasis on listed options. The 
booklet serves as the instruction manual 
for a 5-program package for the TRS-80 
marketing by Creative Computing Software. 
$1.00. 

Odell Woods. This is a program listing in 
Basic and instruction booklet for a popular 
MECC program. In it, the user plays the role 
of a fox. mouse or wolf and attempts to 
survive in the northwoods. The listing is in 
Applesoft Basic but uses few special features 
so it could be converted easily to other 
systems. $1 .00. 

Complete 6-year Index 

Find it Fast! 
Our new 6-year cumulative index lists 

every article , program and review that has 
appeared in Creative Computing from its 
inception in November 197 4 to December 
1980. The index lists not only the issue in 
which an article .appeared but a cross 
reference to The Best of Creative Computing, 
Volumes 1, 2 and 3. It also lists all the articles 
in ROM magazine. 

Articles are classified by subject area and 
listed by title and author. Over 3500 separate 
items are included. Note: the index does 
not include a cross reference to author. 

Looking for information on computers in 
education? You 'll find 76 articles and 155 
application programs. How about art and 
graphics? You'll find 44 entries. In the market 
for a computer? You find 82 hardware 
evaluations and 94 of software. 

Price of this huge index is just $2.00. 
Even if you 've been a reader for only a year 
or two you 'll find the index of great value. 
Orders yours today. 

CP6atlv6 
COIRpntlnf1 
Morris Plains, NJ 07950 

Special editJons for Apple, 
Atari and TRS-80 Computers. • 

Hey kids, are the folks out of the room? 
Good , 'cause I've got a secret to tell you . 
You know that computer they fuss over? 
Well , kid, between you and me, this whole 
programming thing is a lot simpler than 
they realize. 

What's that? Sure, you can learn. Just 
get a copy of Computers For Kids. It's a 
super book, and it tells you everything you 
need to know. Huh? You have an Apple? 
No problem. There 's a version just for the 
Apple. One for the TRS-80 and one for the 
Atari too , with complete instructions for 
operating and programming . 

The book will take you through every
thing programmers learn . Its easy to 
understand and the large type makes it 
easy to read . You 'll find out how to put 
together a flowchart, and how to get your 
computer to do what you want it to do. 
There 's a lot to learn, but Computers For 
Kids has 12 chapters full of information. 
You 'll even learn how to write your own 
games and draw pictures that move. 

Just so the folks and your teachers won 't 
feel left out, there 's a special section for 
them. It gives detailed lesson ideas and 
tells them how to fix a lot of the small 
problems that might pop up. Hey, this 
book is just right for you. But you don 't 
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have to take my word on that. Just listen to 
what these top educators have to say 
about it: 

Donald T. Piele, Professor of Mathe
matics at the University of Wisconsin
Parkside says, "Computers For Kids is the 
best material available for introducing stu
dents to their new computer. It is a perfect 
tool for teachers who are learning about 
computers and programming with their 
students. Highly recommended ." 

Robert Taylor, Director of the Program 
in Computing and Education at Teachers 
College, Columbia University states, " it's a 
good idea to have a book tor chidren ." 

Not bad, huh? Okay, you can let the 
adults back in the room. Don't forget to tell 
them Computers For Kids by Sally 
Greenwood Larsen cost only $3.95. And 
tell them you might share it with them, if 
they're good. Specify edition on your 
order: TRS-80 ( 12H); Apple ( 12G); Atari 
(12J). 

Your local computer shop should carry 
Computers For Kids. If they don 't ask them 
to get it or order by mail. Send $3.95 pay
ment plus $1 .00 shipping and handling to 
Creative Computing Press, P.O. Box 789-
M, Morristown, NJ 07960. 

cPoatlve comput;lnd pPoss 
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Warehouse Sale 

Perfect for 
Schools 

and Libraries 

Build Your Library! 
Our warehouse is bursting at the seams. We just don't 

have enough room for everything we publish. So we've 
put together some cartons of every single thing we print 
plus some other books and cutthe price nearly in half. The 
books are brand new-not damaged or rejects . The 
magazines range from July/August 1977 to December 
1980. We don't have every issue, of course, but there are 
over 4200 pages of good reading in the 28 issues of 
Creative Computing and another 700 pages in the 7 issues 
of ROM. 

Huge45% 
Discount!· 

Here's the ideal way to start or build a basic computer 
library. There are 15 books on applications, the impact of 
the computer on society, sets of problems and much 
more. The package has 35 timeless magazines. You'll get 
a nifty board game, an LP record, 6-year index, and a set 
of binary dice. All together 56 separate items for only 
$130.00 postpaid! 

if you just want the 35 magazines alone, they're available 
for $45.00 postpaid , still a whopping 42% discount. 

Orders must be prepaid by check or money order. (Sorry 
we can't afford WATS charges or bank card charges on a 
deal this good.) 

Send order and payment to: 

Creative Computing 
Warehouse Sale 
P.O. Box 789-M 

Morristown, NJ 07960 

Limited Time Offer 

Here's what you get-

18 Books 
The Best of Creative Computing, Volume 1 
The Best of Creative Computing, Volume 2 
The Best of Creative Computing , Volume 3 
Tales of the Marvelous Machine 
The Best of Byte, Volume 1 
Basic Computer Games 
More Basic Computer Games t 
The Colossal Computer Cartoon Book ,, e \ 
Computer Coin Games sa ~ 
Be A Computer Literate . 
Computers in Mathematics : A Sourcebook of Ideas 
The Impact of Computers on Society and Ethics: 

A Bibliography 
Katie and the Computer 
Problems for Computer Solution-Student Edition 
Problems for Computer Solution-Teacher Edition 

Miscellaneous Items 
Computer Rage Game 
Binary Dice (Set of three) 
First Philadelphia Computer Music Festival 

12" LP Record 
6-year Index 
Mr. Spock Poster 
Reprint: Sorting, Shuffling and File Structures 

35 Magazines 
Creative computing : 28 issues from Vol. 3, No. 4 

to Vol. 6 No. 12) 
ROM (7 issues, numbers 1 to 7) 
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Sub Total 
Less 45% discount 

Sub Total 
Postage and handling• 

Total $130.00 

List 

$8.95 
8.95 
8.95 
7.95 

11.95 
7.50 
7.95 
4.95 
3.95 
3.95 

15.95 
17.95 

6.95 
4.95 
9.95 

$8.95 
1.25 
6.00 

2.00 
1.00 

:50 

56.00 
14.00 



In which we sell a 386 page, $11.95 book for just 2~. 

Liquidation 
Giveawa~ 

Byte magazine. You've seen it. It's the fat 
technical one. 

Back when Byte was first publishing 
independently, Creative Computing and Byte 
cooperated in many areas. We ran joint 
promotions, directed articles to each other 
and the like. 

In 1976, Creative published The Best of 
Creative Computing, Volume 1. I proposed 
to Virginia Londoner, publisher of Byte , that 
we also publish articles from Byte in book 
form. She agreed, and so we published The 
Best of Byte, Volume 1. It's a huge book of 
386 pages with articles on hardware, software, 
technical tutorials, how-to materials and even 
some philosophy. 

Although some of the technical material 
in The Best of Byte is out of date today, it 
nevertheless provides a good historical 
framework for the personal computing field . 
Not at all out of date are most of the software 
articles and tutorials. Similar books of other 
publishers are selling for $20 and up, so at 
$11 .95, this one is quite a bargain. 

Big Hearted 
About the same time we were preparing 

The Best of Byte for publication , Nat 
Wadsworth of Scelbi approached Byte about 
doing a similar book. Virginia wanted to be 
nice to everyone, so she gave permission. 
Thus was born the See/bi-Byte Primer. 

Unfortunately, about half of the content 
of the two books was identical. Thus Byte 
was faced with a dilemma of which book to 
endorse and sell through their magazine. 
Inexplicably, they chose the Scelbi book. 
Thus we were left with twelve skids of The 
Best of Byte. 

Hidden Away 
In the next three years we sold a lot of 

these books. In fact, after we ran a special 
in 1979, we thought we had sold out. . 

However, we just moved to new quarters. 
In the move we found, lurking away in the 
back of our old garage, four skids of The 
Best of Byte . After some fitting words, the 
boss said "for 24:, I'd give them away." So 
that's what we're doing. 

Our Ridiculous Offer 

The original price of The Best of Byte 
was $11 .95. If you order $11.95 worth of 
any of our other books or records, we'll 
throw in The Best of Byte for 24:. 

Thus you could order The Best of Creative 
Computing, Vol. 3 ($8.95) and Computer 
Coin Games ( $3.95). The toal price is $12.90. 
For $12.92 you also get The Best of Byte. 
Shipping and handling on all book orders is 
$2.00. 

Here are the books you can use to come 
up with an $11.95 or greater total : 

Best of Creative Computing, Vol. 1 $8.95 
Best of Creative Computing , Vol. 2 8.95 
Best of Creative Computing, Vol. 3 8.95 
Basic Computer Games 7.50 
More Basic Games (Microsoft) 7.95 
More Basic Games (TRS-80) 7.95 
Computer Coin Games 3.95 
Be A Computer Literate 3.95 
Computers in Mathematics 15.95 
Problems for Computer Solution 

(Student) 4.95 
(Teacher) 9.95 

Computers in Society Bibliography 17.95 
Katie and the Computer 6.95 
Computers For Kids (TRS-80) 3.95 
Computers For Kids (Apple) 3.95 
Tales of the Marvelous Machine 8.95 
Colossal Computer Cartoon Book 4.95 
Computer Rage Game 8.95 
Computer Music Record 6.00 
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limited Supply 

We expect a heavy response to this offer, 
so order today to be sure of getting The 
Best of Byte for just 2 cents. 

Send us your order for books of $11 .95 
or greater plus 24: for The Best of Byte and 
$2.00 postage handling. Send payment or 
Visa, MasterCard or American Express 
number and expiration date to the address 
below or call our toll-free number. 

Don't delay; order today. 

GPoativo 
computinf1 

P.O. Box 789-M 
Morristown, NJ 07960 
Toll-free 800-631-8112 
(In NJ 201-540-0445) 



Binary dice? That sounds strange. What's 
the point? 

Each binary die has six sides but instead 
of one to six spots, three sides have the 
numeral one and three have a zero. When 
rolled , the three dice, red , blue and green , 
produce a 3-bit binary number. 

The binary number can be easily converted 
to a decimal numbr. A binary 101 equals a 
decimal 5. After using these dice a few times, 
these conversions are quickly done even 
by 7 year aids. 

Designed for Understanding 

Binary dice are just one of many unique 
elements of the Computer Rage board game. 
The whole game is designed to help players 
easily understand the complexities of a large 
multiprocessing computer system while 
having great fun playing . 

Imagine you 're using a large computer 
along with many other users. It's Thursday 
and payroll checks have to be run . They 
have priority over your job . When this 
happens in the game you lose a turn . But 
then a vice president wants the results from 
the program you're working on - take another 
turn . Oh , oh , in your hurry, you make a 
program mistake . Too bad-return to the 
last checkpoint. 

Meanwhile one of your opponents, a fellow 
user of the computer, has heard from the 
president that one of his three programs 
has top priority; it advances to the output 
queue. But wait, on your next move you 
land on an "interrupt" and find that a brownout 
has just occurred, the computer has crashed , 
and all the programs of all players must 
return to the last checkpoint. 

The binary dice return to your opponent. 
He rolls 011, a four, and lands on a decision 

High 
Roller 

Three binary dice add up to 
fast fun and easy winnings 

point. Rolling one die he gets a 1 which 
means he takes an 8-step flow intead of a 
16-step one . 

One it goes until one of the two to four 
players gets all of his programs to the output 
printer and wins. 

Sets of three binary dice used in Computer 
Rage are available separately. 

Sturdy Components 

The game comes with a colorful , big 19" x 
19" playing board , 38 interrupt cards, 12 
miniature disk pack playing pieces (3 for 
each player) and 3 binary dice. A supplement 
to the rules describes the way in which 
Computer Rage parallels a multiprocessing 
system. 

Computer Rage is designed for players 
from 7 to 14 years old but obviously can be 
played by adults as well. It is for two to four 
players. Many schools use the game along 
with a book such as Be A Computer Literate 
in computer literacy units for Grades 3 to 8. 
It's also an excellent game to have available 
in open or alternative classrooms. 
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Discounts Available 

In fact we feel so strongly that Computer 
Rage should be in every school that we 're 
offering a special discount to schools and 
to people who buy a game for a school. 

The price of one game is $8.95 postpaid . 
Buy one game for your family and another 
for a school and the total price is just $14.00 
postpaid (and $8 .95 is tax deductible). 
Individuals or schools buying five or more 
games may take a whopping 50% discount
just $4.50 each. Customers outside of the 
U.S. must add $2.00additional postage per 
game. 

If you 'd like an extra set of three binary 
dice for home or classroom, they are available 
for just $1 .25 per set or five sets for $5.00. 

Order today at no risk. If you 're not com
pletely satisfied , return the game or dice 
for a full refund .. To order, send your check 
or charge card number to the address below. 
Visa , MasterCard, and American Express 
orders may be called in toll-free to 800-
631-8112 (in NJ 201-540-0445). School 
purchase orders should add an additional 
$1 .00 billing fee. 

Don 't put it off. Order this entertaining 
and educational game today. 

cPoativo 
computinf1 

Morris Plains, NJ 07950 
Toll-free 800-631-8112 
(In NJ 201-540-0445) 
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Creative Computing-- Albert Einstein in 
black on a red denim-look shirt with red 
neckband and cuffs . 

I'd rather be playlng spacewar-- black 
with white spaceships and lettering. 

Computer Bum-- black design by car
toonist •Monte Wolverton on gray 
denim-look shirt with black neckband 
and cuffs . 

Creative's own outrageous Bionic Toad 
in dark blue on a light blue shirt for 
kids and adults . 

Give your 
tie a rest! 

All T-shirts are available in adult sizes 
S,M,L,XL. Bionic Toad , Program Bug and 
Spacewar also available in children 's sizes 
S(6-8), M(10-12)and L(14-16). Made in USA. 
$6.00 each plus 75 C shipping . . 

Specify design and size and send payment 
to Creative Computing, 39 E. Hanover Ave., 
Morris Plains, NJ 07950. Orders for two or 
more shirts may be charged to Visa, Master
Card or American Express. Save time and 
calltoll-freeS00-631-8112 (in NJ 201-540-
0445). 

f~ ll••k •..it i... C-..,Crr 

The Program Bug that terrorized Cyber
n ia in Katie and the Computer is back 
on this beige t-shirt with p.urple design. 
You can share the little monster with 
your favorite kid . 
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Plotter display of PI to 625 Places in 
dark brown on a tan shirt. 

Crash Cursor and Sync from the comic strip 
in SYNC magazine emblazoned in white on 
this black shirt. 

Roll down the block with this little 
black Robot Rabbit (on a bright orange 
t-shirt) on your back and you can 
intimidate every carrot, radish or cuke 
in your way. 



ALF Music 
Synthesizer 

The ALF Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS) is an easy to 
use peripheral which allows you to program music into 
an Apple II computer using standard musical notation . 
The ALF kit includes the synthesizer board (plugs into any 
peripheral slot), exceptional quality software, and an 
extensive user manual. 

Sophisticated Music Entry PrQgram 

Sheet music is easily entered using the Apple game 
paddles. The high-resolution ENTRY program features the 
familiar music staff with a "menu" of musical items listed 
beneath it (note lengths, rests, edit commands, acciden
tals , etc.). One game paddle moves a cursor up and down 
the music staff and is used to select the note pitch; the 
second paddle chooses from the menu items (note length, 
etc.) With the ALF hl-res ENTRY program , you won't have 
tq use cryptic codes to select note parameters. 

As you program sheet music with ENTRY, measure bars 
are inserted automatically (and note values are tied over 
the bar where necessary). Key signatures are also 
automatic-you don't have to keep writing in every sharp 
or flat! 

Three monophonic, individual parts can be programmed 
with each ALF Music Synthesizer. Two boards are 
required for stereo . A total of three synthesizers can be 
used simultaneously for a maximum of nine voices . By 
controling the envelope (or shape) of each voice, many 
different instrumental sounds can be simulated. 

Eight-octave Range 

The ALF Music Synthesizer has a pitch range of eight 
octaves-a wider range than a grand piano. The ALF can 
also play semitones-"blues notes" or the pitches in 
between the keyboard notes of a piano . (The pitch range is 
from 27.5 to 55,000 Hertz, well beyond the limits of human 
hearing.) Tuning accurancy is virtually perfect within 
two cents of pitch value. 

Every parameter of the ENTRY program can be changed 
again and again during a musical piece. For example, you 
can make changes in key, time signature, volume, and 
timbre (envelope) . Parts can be edited at any time, also. 
Notes can be added or deleted, note length can be 
changed, as well as pitch, volume, etc. 

You can save songs on either cassette or disk, and play 
them back using either ENTRY or PLAY. The playback 
speed Is adjusted with one of the game paddles, and can 
be varied during the playback, If you wish to change the 
overall tempo. 

Colorful Playback Display 

The ALF Music Synthesizer features a 16-color low·tes 
graphic display during song playback. Each musical part 
is represented on a stylized piano "keyboard"-the 
Intensity of the note determines the color, and the pitch is 
shown In relation to "middle C". 

The ALF Music Synthesizer requires the use of an 
external audio amplifier. Stereo programming Is possible 
with the use of two or three synthesizer boards. 

The ALF software Includes the ENTRY and PLAY 
programs, sample songs, an introduction to "envelope 
shaping" , and demonstrations of advanced uses of the 
synthesizer. 

Apple is the registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. 
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With the ALF software, entry of music is easy, 
fast and accurate. 

Nine Voices for only $198 

The new ALF "AM-II" music synthesizer offers an 
unbeatable value for the Apple owner who is a music 
hobbyist. With nine voices on a single music board for 
$198.00, the AM-II is the most economical device for 
creating music with the Apple . 

The AM-II uses the same excellent ENTRY and PLAY 
programs as the more sophisticated ALF Music Synthe
sizer (AMS); the same hi-res graphic display from which 
notes are selected with the Apple game paddles (not typed 
with cryptic codes). All of the conveniences of the ENTRY 
program apply-easy editing , playback with low-res 
display, ability to save songs on cassette or disk, etc. 

The AM-II has stereo output (3 voices In left, 3 voices in 
the middle, 3 voices in the right) . 

How can the AM-II offer so much for only $198.00? The 
two basic differences between the AM-II and the ALF 
Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS) are pitch accuracy and 
dynamic range. The AM-II has an accurate pitch range of 
about six octaves . Pitch values above the treble staff 
become increasingly inaccurate. Also, the AM-II has a 
dynamic range of 28db, with 16 different volume levels, 
(the AMS has a dynamic range of 78db). 

The AM-II is manufactured with the same high quality 
standards as other products from the ALF Corporation. 
No sacrifice has been made in reliability; the new AM-II is 
simply a great bargain . 

Professional musicians will still want to use the original 
Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS) for Its extended range and 
volume controls (the AMS has a range of 8 octaves). But 
for the Apple owner who is Interested in music as a hobby, 
the AM-II is the best music peripheral value available 
today . 

Requires : 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus, cassette or Disk 
Ii, and an external audio .amplifier (all necessary patch 
cords are included). 
AM-II ALF/Apple Synthesizer $198.00 
AMS ALF/Apple Synthesizer 248.00 

To order, send payment plus $3.00 shipping and handling 
to Peripherals Plus, 39 E. Hanover Ave . Morris Plains, NJ 
07950. Credit card customers should inck.Jde card number 
and expiration date of Visa , ·MasterCard or American 
Express. Credit card customsr-s may also order toll-f,ree : · 

800-631-8112 
(In NJ call 201-540-0445) 

39 E. Hanover Avenue, Morris Plains, NJ 07950 



High-Resolution Color Graphics 
for the Apple and Atari 

How many programs have you written 
that would benefit from animated high
resolution graphics? Probably several. It is 
this kind of dramatic graphics that distinguish 
outstanding programs from ordinary ones. 
But if you 've ever agonized for hours or 
days just to get one image perfected, you 're 
probably not anxious to do it again. Now 
there's a better way. 

New Graphics Entry System 
Today there is a new graphics system 

available that is not only amazingly user
oriented but surprisingly economical. Galled 
VersaWriter, it starts with an ingeniously 
simple entry board consisting of a 14" X 12" 
high impact plastic bed with a tough clear 
plastic overlay sheet. The original drawing 
or diagram is fastened with masking tape to 
the plastic bed and then covered with the 
clear sheet. Instead of using a light pen or 
complicated electronic X-Y head, the Versa
Writer uses a double jointed arm attached 
to the top of the entry board at one end and 
a magnifying lens with crosshairs at the 
other end. The VersaWriter resembles a 
draftsman's pantograph on a smaller scale. 

At each joint in the arm of the Versa Writer 
is a potentiometer. A cable from these 
pontentiometers connects to the paddle input 
of the computer. No special interface 
electronics or board is needed. Since the 
arm of the VersaWriter bends only in one 
direction, each point on the plotting head 
corresponds to a unique set of resistances 
on the potentiometers. All that's needed 
now is software to translate these resistances 
into usable screen coordinates. 

Exceptionally powerful software 
It is in the software where VersaWriter 

really stands out. VersaWriter comes with 
two full disks of user-oriented software. First 
it has sets of "low level " commands for 
entering, creating and copying drawings 
and diagrams. Secondly, it has extensive 
sets of application routines for moving, 
enlarging , rotating, coloring or animating 
drawings that the user has created. 

Graphics Systems 

Versa Writer 
Kurta Graphics Tablet 
Summagraphlcs Digitizer 
Houston Instruments HI Pad 
Apple Graphics Tablet 

Apple ie the roglstered lrademar1t of Apple Compucer. Inc. 

$249.00 
695.00 
745.00 
795.00 
795.00 

Of course the basic commands let you 
enter a drawing freehand or by tracing it. 
Want a wider "brush stroke"? Six widths are 
available. Drawings can be independently 
scaled in both the vertical and horizontal 
directions. An enclosed shape may be filled 
in with any of 212 colors. No, that is not a 
misprint-by the same technique that a 
printing press can create hundreds of colors 
from three primary ones, so can Vera
Writer. 

Here a shape (the letter A) is being 
scanned. After putting it in a shape table 
it may be used in other programs. 

From the shape table, a shape (the letter 
A) may be enlarged, shrunk, rotated, 
colored or moved about the screen. 

Create Animation for Other Programs 
The shapes you create with .VersaWriter 

can be used and manipulated with ease in 
other programs. Up to 255 shapes can be 
entered into a shape table. These shapes 
may then be placed on the screen in any 
position or may be overlaid on a full or 
partial screen image. Animation is produced 
easily by moving about a portion of the 
image created by VersaWriter. For example, 
by alternating between two images of an 
airplane propeller it will appear to be spinning. 
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Other Versa Writer software includes text
writer with which text can be added to 
graphics. Upper and lower case. choice of 
color, text size, direction and starting point 
all may be specified . 

The Area/Distance program lets you 
calculate distances (or perimeters) by enter
ing a scale and tracing a shape or map route 
with the drawing arm. Areas offigures, open 
and irregular, can be similarly calculated. 

The software also includes sets of elec
tronic and computer logic shapes. In addition, 
an entire disk of dramatic demonstration 
graphics is included. These twelve full-screen 
graphics run the gamut from a fully labeled 
cross section of a human skull to colored 
maps to animated cartoons to an electronics 
schematic. 

Free Software Updates 
You may have read a review of Versa Writer 

that indicated that the color fill routine was 
slow. It was. But not anymore . Several new 
routines and improvements were added to 
the VersaWriter software since its introduc
tion . All customers of Peripherals Plus 
received these changes free . 

As new updates are developed, Peripherals 
Plus will furnish them free to all customers 
FOREVER. We make this unique guarantee 
because it is in our best interest to have you 
make the best use of your computer. We're 
convinced that if other people see your 
VersaWriter in use. they'll want one too. 

Best Performance and Price 
At Peripherals Plus, we evaluated every 

graphics entry device. We wanted to handle 
the best one regardless of price. Versa Writer 
has the best performance bar none . 
Surprisingly it also has the lowest price, 
just $249.00 for the Apple version. 

VersaWriter requires an Apple II with 
Applesoftin ROM (or an Apple II P.lus).disk, 
and 48K of memory. The Atari version 
requires an Atari 800, disk and at least 32K. 
It is priced at $300. 

Versa Writer comes complete with two disks 
of software, a comprehensive instruction 
manual, a 90-day limited warranty and 
Peripherals Plus unique guarantee of soft
ware updates forever. 

Try Versa Writer for 30days. If you are not 
completely satisfied we'll give you a prompt 
and courteous refund of the full price plus 
shipping both ways. 

To order, specify Apple or Atari version, 
send payment plus $3.00 shipping and han
dling to Peripherals Plus, 39 East Hanover 
Ave ., Morris Plains, NJ 07950. (New Jersey 
residents please add 5% Sales tax.) Credit 
card customers should include card number 
and expiration date of Visa, MasterCard or 
American Express card . Credit card cus
tomers may also call toll-free 800-631-8112 
(in NJ 201-540-0445). 

For spectacular graphics on your computer, 
order VersaWriter today. 

39 E. Hanover Ave., 
Morris Plains, NJ 07950 
Toll-free 800-631-8112 
(In NJ 201-540-0445) 



Why would anyone spend $59.95 for a joystick? 

Star Wars. Played with paddles, it's difficult 
at best and frustrating at worst. But with 
a joystick it becomes an entirely new 
experience. l_t's still challenging . It's also 
fun . And very aqdictive. 

Have you ever used a drawing program 
in which one paddle controls the horizontal 
movement of the "brush " and the other 
paddle the vertical? It's slow, tedious work. 
But with a joystick, drawing is an absolute 
joy. 

Exceptional Precision 

The Apple high-resolution screen is divided 
into a matrix of 160 by 280 pixels. To do 
precise work on this screen, you need a 
precise device. Most potentiometers used 
in paddle controls are not quite linear. If 
you rotate a paddle control at a constant 
speed , you 'll notice that the cursor speeds 
up slightly at the beginning and end of the 
paddle rotation. 

The Super Joystick has a pure resistive 
circuit which is absolutely linear within one 
tenth of one percent. In other words it would 
give you precise control over an image of 
1 OOO by 1 OOO pixels, were such resolution 
available. Thus it is suitable for high precision 
professional applications as well as educa
tional and hobbyist ones. 

Matched to your application 

The Super Joystick also has two external 
trim adjustments, one for each direction . 
This allows you to perfectly match the unit 
to your application and computer. Say you 
want to work in a square area instead of the 
rectangular screen. Just reduce the horizontal 
size with the trim control. 

How many times have you played Space 
Invader and had your thumb ache for hours 
from the repeated button pressing? This 
won 't happen with the Super Joystick. It's 
two pushbuttons are big. Moreover, they 
use massive contact surfaces with a life of 
well over 1,000,000 contacts. A few games 
of Super Invader using these big buttons 
will justify the purchase of the Super Joy
stick. 

The Super Joystick is self-cantering in 
both directions. That means when you take 
your hand off it. the control will return to the 
center. However, if you want it to stay where 
you leave it, self-cantering may be easily 
disabled. 

The Super Joystick plugs right into the 
paddle control socket and doesn't require 
an 1/0 slot. 

Super 
Joystick 

High-quality construction 

The sturdy metal case of the Super Joystick 
matches that of the Apple computer. Every 
component used is the very highest quality 
available. The Super Joystick even uses a 
full 16-conductor ribbon cable so you can 
add a second joystick if you wish. The first 
Super Joystick replaces Paddles 0 and 1. 
You may not .realize it, but the Apple can 
support four paddle controls. A second Super 
Joystick would replace Paddles 2 and 3. 

By removing two springs, self-centering 
can be defeated. 

We invite your comparison of the Super 
Joystick with any other unit available. Order 
it and use it for 30 days. If you're not 
completely satisfied, return it for a prompt 
and courteous refund plus your return 
postage. You can't lose. 

The Super Joystick consists of a self
centering, linear joystick, two trim controls, 
and two pushbuttons mounted in an attractive 
case. It comes complete with an instruction 
booklet and 90-day limited warranty. Cost 
is $59.95. 

Order Today 

To order the Super Joystick send $59.95 
plus $2.00 postage and handl.ing (NJ 
residents add $3.00 sales tax) to our address 
below. 

Experience the joys of using the world 's 
finest joystick. Order your Super Joystick 
at no obligation today. 

39 East Hanover Ave. 
Morris Plains, NJ 07950 
Toll-free 800-631-8112 
(In NJ 201-540-0445) 
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Super 
PaCJdle 

Are the paddle controllers on your Apple 
wearing out? Or did you get a new Apple 
without paddles? 

We 've got good news for you! Super 
Paddl'es. Each paddle control consists of a 
high-precision linear potentiometer and a 
big ( 1 /2" D) industrial-quality pushbutton 
mounted in a sturdy 4" x 2" x 1" metal case 
which matches the Apple. Each of the two 
paddles is connected with a long 5-footcable 
to the Apple paddle socket. 

Every component in a set of Super Paddles 
is the very finest quality available. The set is 
backed by a 90-day limited warranty from 
the manufacturer as well as Peripherals Plus' 
moneyback guarantee of satisfaction. 

To order, send $39.95 plus $2.00 postage 
and .handling (NJ residents add $2.00 sales 
tax) to the address below. Credit card 
customers may call orders to our toll-free 
number. 

39 East Hanover Ave. 
Morris Plains, NJ 07950 
Toll-free 800-631-8112 
(In NJ 201-540-0445) 

Blank Cassettes 
The quality of cassette tape used to 

save and load programs is an important 
factor in getting the programs to run . 
Tape quality for computers is measured 
differently from quality for audio tape. 
The tape must be capable of sending to 
the computer the electronic signals of 
the program without transmitting extra
neous noises that could interfere with the 
ability of the computer to load the tape. 

Our blank cassettes are tested and 
recommended for computer use. C-10 
cassette, 5 min. per side, blank label on 
each side in a Norelco hard plastic box . 
(0010) $1.25 each. 

Head Cleaner 
After hours of use, the read /write head in 

a cassette recorder will pick up minute 
particles of tape oxide. This dirt will hardly 
be noticable in dictation or music. But it is 
very noticable in computer use. One dropped 
bit in 16,000, and the program won 't load. 

Help keep your recorder in top shape 
with our non-abrasive head cleaner. ltconsists 
of 18 inches of stiff cleansing fabric in a 
standard cassette shell. One 10-second pass 
every 40 hours of use will keep your heads 
as good as new. [0011] $2.00. 

Morris Plains, NJ 07950 



You and your Apple can have 
a new view of the world. 

Dithertizer ! 
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Lynn Busby, president of the Computer Station, as seen by the Dithertizer II. 

Dithering. Developed at Bell Labs and 
MIT. dithering was originally an approach 
to picture transmission . Compared to other 
methods, dithering is fast and accurate. 

The Dithertizer II was designed for the 
Apple computer by David K. Hudson, a 
researcher at MIT. Design goals were high 
accuracy, fast scanning, maximum reliability 
and an economical price. 

High Quality Images 

The resolution is of the Dithertizer is the 
maximum the Apple can handle in the high
resolution mode, i.e ., 280 x 192 (53,760) 
pixels. 

To produce an image, a video camera is 
focused on the subject. Peripherals Plus 
furnishes a Sanyo VC1610X camera , a 
laboratory/ industrial unit with an f 1.6 lens. 
This camera has a focus range of 18" (for 
extreme close ups) to infinity (for distant 
subjects). 

The camera scans an entire frame in 1 /60th 
of a second. Two frames are scanned, of 
course, in 1 / 30th of a second. By adjusting 
the blackness control (with Paddle 0) to any 
one of 255 levels you can determine the 
threshold of gray between the two frames. 

A 1 / 30th second, two-frame scan has two 
levels of gray and produces a high-contrast 
but quite recognizable image. 

Pictures or Contours 

Using the "Contour" software routines and 
contrast control (Paddle 1 ), it is possible to 
subtract one image from another. If the 
blackness thresholds of the two images are 
close, say 125 and 127, the resulting image 
will show just the outlines or highlights of 
an object. 

Another possibility is to reduce the contrast 
to zero which results in a nearly blank screen 
except for movement in the area scanned . 

Apple is the reg1s1ered tradomark ol Apalc Compu1er, Inc 

This type of movement detector is much 
faster ( 1 / 30th second) and more precise 
than other much more expensve systems. 
It is currently being used to detect and record 
movement of laboratory animals. It is also 
used in security installations. 

The "Dithering" software routines use the 
contrast control to divide an image into gray 
tones. As mentioned above, two levels 
(usually white and black) result in a high 
contrast image. Four gray levels provide 
additional definition while sixteen levels 
produce a highly detailed image in just over 
1/ 4th of a second . Extremely high detail is 
possible using the highest 64-gray level 
setting . At this level , an image is produced 
in 64/ 60ths of a second or just over one 
second . The quality of this image is close to 
that of a halftone photograph found in a 
newspaper or magazine. 

Using Dithered Images 

What can one do with a dithered image? 
Upon completion it can be stored automatic
ally in either page 1 or 2 of the high-resolution 
graphics area of the Apple . Hence, it can be 
printed out on practically any printer. To 
print it on an Apple Silentype printer or 
equivalent requires no additional software. 

To take advantage of the·automatic print 
routines in the Dithertizer itself does require 
additional software tailored to a specific 
printer. Software packages are available at 
$44.95 each for the following printers: IDS 
440, 445, 460, and 560; IP225; Anadex 
DP9500 and DP9501; Spinwriter 5510 and 
5520. 

Individual images or series of images may 
also be incorporated in other programs in 
the same way that other hi-res graphics are 
used. Using Versa Writer software. for exam
ple, text may be added to images. An image 
may be shown on the screen while a disk is 
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loading or while the computer is completing 
a time-consuming calculation in another 
program. 

With the proper software, the Dithertizer 
can be used to perform image enhancement, 
to identify featu.res, detect motion. track a 
moving target or create a detailed picture 
for display. The possibilities are limited only 
by your imagination . 

Quality Construction 

The dithertizer is manufactured to exacting 
specifications by Computer Station. It consists 
of the Dithertizer II board which plugs into 
Slot 7 in the Apple 11 , a cable which connects 
between the Dithertizer and motherboard 
and a 10 foot cable to the camera. The 
system requires a 48K Apple disk system. 

The software package consists of three 
routines on disk: " Dither" to build a gray 
scale picture. "Contour"to produce an edge 
scan using image subtraction, and "Dscan" 
to store a binary image in either page 1 or 2 
of the high-resolution graphics area. 

Peripherals Plus also includes a Sanyo 
VC161 OX video camera with external hori
zontal and vertical sync input. 

The components of the packge-hardware. 
softwarEl and camera - are warranteed by 
the manufacturers against defects in material 
and workmanship for 90 days. In addition, 
Peripherals Plus guarantees that if you are 
not completely satisfied you may return the 
system for a prompt and courteous refund. 

Order Today 

The entire Dithertizer system consisting 
of the Dithertizer board, Sanyo camera , 
cables and software costs only $650 plus 
$6 shipping and handling in the continental 
United States. Customers in other loctions 
should write for shipping rates. Price for 
the board and software alone is $300 while 
the camera alone is $41 O. To order your 
system, send payment or Visa , MasterCard 
or American Express card number and 
expiration date to the adress below. Credit 
card customers may also call orders to our 
toll-free number. 

Don 't put it off. Remember. your system 
is backed by both manufacturer warranties 
and a complete moneyback guarantee of 
satisfaction from Peripherals Plus. 

Give your Apple a new view of the world 
with a Dithertizer. Order today. 

12 :! J c .f ~! i · l ~i j [I tJ 
39 East Hanover Avenue 
Morris Plains, NJ 07950 
Toll-free 800-631-8112 
(In NJ 201-540-0445) 
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Space Games-I 
Cassette CS-4001 $11 .95 4 programs Requires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus 

Saucer Invasion. Fire missles to destroy Rocket Pllol Maneuver your spaceship over 
the invaders who fly at different speeds the mountain using horizontal and vertical 
and altitudes. thrusters. 

~---... r_ r, 

~..-d 
Star Wars. Shoot down as many TIE fighters Dynamic Bouncer. A colorful, ever-<:hanging 
as possible in 90 seconds. graphics demonstration. 

Sports Games- I 
Cassette CS-4002 $11.95 4 programs Requires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus , 
~ ··-. -J ,,.I 

~S·-· · STR l kES UMS •-H ITS u ii e. II a • ••• 

"········· 
Baseball; A 2-p!ayer game with pitching, Breakout. Four skill leve ls and improved 
batting . fie ld ing , stealing and double scoring make this the best breakout ever. 
plays. 

... 
... 

... 

Torpedo Alley. Sink as many wa rships as Darts. Use game paddles to control the 
possible in 2 minutes. throw of 6 darts. 

Space & Sports Games 
Disk CS-4501, $24.95 
Requires 32K Apple II or Apple II Plus 

This disk contains all eight games from 
cassettes CS-4001 and CS-4002. 

Apple 1s the reofstorod tradonurk ol Apple Compuler. Inc. 

Strategy & Brain Games 
Disk CS-4502. $24.95 
Requires 32K Apple II or Apple II Plus 

This disk contains all 12 games and programs 
from cassettes CS-4003 and CS-4004. 

Strategy Games 
Cassette CS-4003 $11 .95 5 Programs Requires 16K Apple 11 or Apple 11 Plus 

Blockade. Build a wall to trap your opponent, UFO. Use lasers, warheads or guns to des-
but don't hit anything. troy an enemy spacecraft. 

Skunk. A 2-player strategy game played Genius. A fast-moving trivia quiz with scores 
with dice, skill and luck. of questions. Checkers. A computer version 

of an all time favorite. 

Brain Games 
Cassette CS-4004 $1 1.95 7 programs Requires 16KApple II or Apple II Plus 
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Dodgem. Bethefirsttomove all yourpieces Nuclear Reaction . A ga me of ski l l , fast 
across the board in this intriguing strategy dec isions and quick reversa ls of position. 
game . ~---------
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Parrot. A Simon-type game with letters and Midpoints and Lines. Two colorful graphics 
tones. Dueling digits is a version with num- demonstrations. Tones lets you make music 
bers. and sound effects. 
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Order Today 
To order any of these software packages. 

send payment plus $2 .00 postage and 
handling per order to Creative Computing , 
Morris Plains. NJ 07950. Visa . MasterCard 
and American Express orders may be called 
in toll-free . 

Order today at no risk. tf you are not 
completely satisfied . your money will be 
promptly and courteously refunded. 

Creative Computing Software 
Morris Plains. NJ 07950 
Toll-free 800-631-8112 

In NJ , 201 -540-0445 

GPeatlve compath~f1 softwaPe 
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Haunted House 
Cassette CS-4005 

$11 .95 
Requires_ 16K 

It's 6 :00 pm and you have until midnight to find the secret 
passageway out of a large rambling HAUNTED HOUSE. During 
your search you'll encounter skeleton keys, charms, friendly 
ghosts, and evil spirits, Sound effects add to the eerieness. The 
layout changes in every game. 

Outdoor Games 
Cassette CS-4010 $14.95 4 Programs 

Forest Fire. Use chemical retardants and 
backfires to control raging forest fires. 

Fishing Trip. Try to catch flounder end 
salmon while avoiding logs, sharks. bad 
weather and running out of fuel. 

Outdoor Games and 
Haunted House 

Disk 4504, S24.95 
Requires 32K Apple 11 or Apple 11 Plus 

This disk contains all five programs from 
cassettes CS-4005 and CS-4010. 

Apple is the registorod trademark of Applo Computer. Inc. 

Requires 16K Apple 11 or Apple II Plus 

Treasure Island I. Your map shows buried 
treasure but unfortunately you don't know 
where you are. Try to find the treasure 
while moving about and observing your 
surroundings. You have a 3-day supply of 
food and water. You may find useful objects 
(compass, weapons, a horse) but watch out 
for hazards (robot guards. pirates. caves, 
crocodiles, mountain lions and more). 

Treasure Island 11. Same game except you 
have to use a metal detector to find the 
treasure. 

Super Invasion 
Space War 

Disk CS-4508 S29.95 
Requires 48K Apple 11 or Apple 11 Plus 
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Super Invasion 
Cassette CS-4006 $19.95 

Requires 16K Apple 11 or Apple 11 Plus 

This original invasion game features superb high res
olutior. graphics. nail biting tension and hilarious antics 
by the moon creatures. Fifty-five aliens whiz across the 
screen. quickening their descent, challenging you to 
come out from behind your blockades and pick them off 
with your lasers. A self-running "attract mode" makes it 
easy to learn and demonstrate the game. Game paddles 
are required . 

Space War 
Take command in Space War.Select from 
five game modes. includif'9 reverse gravity, 
and the battle begins. Challenge your op
ponent with missle fire, force him to collide 
with the sun or to explode upon re-entry 
from hyperspace. Be wary/ . . He may circle 
out of sight and re-appear on the opposite 
side of the galaxy. (This is the classic MIT 
game redisgned especially for the Apple.) 

Order Today 
To order a"y of these software packages. 

send payme"t plus S2 .00 postage and 
handling per order to Creative Computing . 
Morris Pla ins. NJ 07950. Visa . MasterCard 
and American Express orders may be called 
in toll-free . 

Cassette CS-4009 S14.95 
Requires 16K 

Apple 11 or Apple 11 Plus 

Order today at no risk. If you are not 
completely satisfied . your money will be 
promptly and courteously refunded . 

Creative Compu ting Software 
Morris Plains. NJ 07950 
Toll-free 800-631 -8112 

In NJ . 20 1-540-044 5 
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Air Traffic Controller 

Milestones 
Cassette CS -4015 $11 .95 Requires 48K Applesott or Apple II Plus 

The ob1ec1 of M1les1ones 1s lo complete a 
700-mile auto trip before your opponent. 
the computer. You must deal with hazards 
of the roads: stop lights. flat tires. speed 
limits. accidents and gas shortages Spec
tacular h1gh-resolut1on color graphics. 

Action & Bumping Games 
Disk CS-4516, $24.95 Advanced 
Requires 32K Applesoft or Apple II Plus 
This disk contains all six games from cassettes 
CS-4017 and CS-4020. 

Milestones 

Air Traffic Controller 
Disk CS-4517, $19.95 
Requires 16K Apple or Apple II Plus 

DiskCS-4515, $19.95 
Requires 4BK Apple II or Apple II Plus 

In addition to the game itself, this disk contains 
the complete playing instructions. 

This price is an advanced version of Air 
Traffic Controller (Cassette CS-4008) offering 
additional features and challenge. 

Apple is the registered trade mark of Apple COmPUter. Inc 24 

Action Games 
Cassette CS-4017 S 11 .95 3 Games Requires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus 

Cycle Jump. Try to jump over rows of 
cars, buses and trucks. 

Mine Rover. Use your rover to cross a 
mine field with moving mines. 

Road Machine. Drive over a curving, 
mountain road as fast as possible. Eight 
ski ll levels. 

Bumping Games 
Cassette CS-4020 $11 .95 3 Programs Requires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus 

Obstacle Course. This multi-level course Huslle. The score keeps building bul the 
includes hurdles. ladders. tires and escape routes dwindle. Can you reach the 
penalty areas. Different every time . blocks before they disappear? 

-. . 

Bumper Blocks. An absorbing game of 
evasion and collision . Five skill levels. 

Order Today 
To order any of lhese software packages. 

send payment plus S2.00 postage and 
handling per order to Creative Computing . 
Morris Plains. NJ 07950. Visa , MasterCard 
and American Express orders may be called 
in toll -t ree . 

Order today at no risk. If you are not 
completely satisfied , your money wi ll be 
promplly and courteously refunded . 

Crea tive Computing Software 
Morris Plains. NJ 07950 
Toll-free 800-631 -8112 

In NJ . 201-540-0445 
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Story Time and Don't Fall 
Disk CS-4 702 S24.95 Requi res 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus 

Story Time. 
What"s your name? Please name someone 
you like. What are you afraid of? Name a 
food you don 't like. Using the answers to 
these questions, the computer makes up a 
delightful story presented with sound and 
full-<:olor graphics. Over 100,000 variations 
are possible which incorporate different 
locales (desert, mountain, seashore, school 
yard). weather, time of day, and surprise 
events (find a creepy cave, haunted house, 
pink flying saucer and much more). 

Don't Fall . 
Several new features make this adaptation 
of hangman better than ever. You can choose 
words from nine categories (sports, countries. 
etc.). Every letter you guess that is not in 
the words brings you one step closer to 
falling in the water. In the second part of 
each round you give the computer a word 
which it must guess, otherwise it falls in. 
Three skil l levels. 

Available 5/81 

3 Adventures 
Disk CS-4513 $39.95 
Requires 48K Apple II or Apple II Plus 

Adventures on Cassette 
Five adventures are available singly on cas
sette . Each requires a 16KApple II or Apple 
11 Plus and costs S 14.95. 

CS-4011 Adventureland 
CS-4012 Pirate Adventure 
CS-4013 Mission Impossible 
CS-4014 Voodoo Castle 
CS-4021 The Count 

Adventureland (by Scott Adams) 
You ·11 encounter wild animals. 
dwarfs and many other puzzles 
and perils as you wander through 
an enchanted world , trying lores
cue the 13 lost treasures. Can 
you rescue the Blue Ox from the 
quicksand? Or find your way out 
of the maze of pits? Happy 
Adventuring ! 

Pirate Adventure (by Scott 
Adams)- ··yo Ho Ho and a bottle 
of rum. ·· You ·11 meet up with 
the pirate and his daffy bird along 
with many strange sigh ts as you 
attempt to go from your London 
flat to Treasure Island. Can you 
recover Long John Si lver's lost 
treasures? Happy sailing matey .. 

Mission Impossible Adventure (by 
Scott Adams)- Good Morning , 
Your mission is to. and so it 
starts. Will you be able to complete 
your mission in time? Or is the 
world "s first automated nuclear 
reactor doomed? This one·s we ll 
named , its hard. there is no magic 
but plenty of suspense. 

Good Luck . 

Story Time 
Cassete CS-4207, $11 .95 

Requires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus 

Available 5/81 

Apple Is the registered tr&dem;irk ol Apple Computer, Inc. 
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Know Yourself 
Cassette CS-4301 $11 .95 5 Programs Requires 16K Integer Basic 

Alcohol . Using body weight, time drinking, 
and type and number of drinks the program 
predicts your likely behavior . 

Sex Role . Are you androgynous? Examine 
your nature. behavior and attitudes in light 
of society"schanging concept of sex ro les. 

Life Expectancy. The computer analyzes 
your responses to 20 questions and estimates 
your life expectancy. Find out the influence 
of where you live . smoking or exercise with 
this program. 

Psychotherapy. Feelings. phobias and mental 
health are analyzed in this program. The 
computer makes no judgements but helps 
you decide if you might benefit from a psycho
therapist. 

Computer Literacy . 5 questions per round 
on history. technology and practices in the 
computer field . 

Voodoo Castle 
The Count and Ghost Town 

Voodoo Castle (by Scott Adams). Count 
Cristo has had a fiendish cu rse put on him 
by his enemies. There he lies. you are his 
only hope . . will you be able to rescue 
him-or is he forever doomed? Beware 
the Voodoo man. 

The Count (by Scott Adams). You wake up 
in a large brass bed somewhere in Tran· 
Sylvania. Who are you. what are you doing 
here. and why did the postman deliver a 
bottle of blood? You ·111ove this Adventure . 
In fact . you might say ifs Love at First 
B~ / 

Ghost Town (by Scott Adams) . Explore a 
deserted western mining town in search of 
13 treasures. From rattlesnakes to runaway 
horses. this Adventure has them all' Just 
remember. pardner. they don·t call them 
Ghost Towns for nothin' (Also includes a 
new bonus scoring system.) 

Order Today 
To order any of these software packages. 

send payment plus S2 .00 postage and 
handling per order to Creative Computing . 
Morris Pla ins. NJ 07950. Visa, MasterCard 
and American Express orders may be called 
in toll-free . 

Disk CS-4514 $39.95 
Requires 48K 
Apple 11 or Apple II Plus 

\~ 

Order today at no risk . II you are not 
completely satisfied . you r money will be 
promptly and courteously refunded . 

Creative Computing Software 
Morris Plains, NJ 07950 
Toll-free 800-631-8112 

In NJ , 201-540-0445 
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CAI Programs Vo/ I 
CassetteCS-4201 $11 .95 ReQuires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus 

RIGHT HRONG GRADE 
51 9 8+ 

HI NT 
CARBURETOR 

? CRRBURETOR .. ..... . . 
SUPER• 1111 
PRESS . ANV . KEY FOR NEXT HORD 
PRESS ' S' TO STOP 

U.S. Map. Identify states and their capitals. Spelling . Study aid with your list of trouble
some words. 

• • ilOD H!TH CARRY * + 

222 

132 
868 
857 

+584 

2252 

·;ou •3ET A GRADE OF ' w 

Math Drlll . Arithmetic dri ll and practice with Add W ith Carry . Drill and practice on sums 
large or small display. reQuiri ng numbers to be carried . 

CAI Programs Vo/ II 
Cassette CS-4202 $11 .95 

European M ap. Identify countries and 
their capitals. 

Music Composing Aid. Make and play 
your own music on the Apple . No addi
tional hardware requ ired . Includes a 
sample from Bach 's Tocatta & Fugue in 
D minor. 

CAI Programs I and II 
DiskCS-4701, $24.95 
ReQuires 32K Integer Basic 

This disk contains all 7 programs from cas
settes CS-4201 and CS-4202. 

Note: The ecology simulations programs 
are not available on cassette . 

Apple 1s tne registered lrademark of Apple Computer. Inc. 

Requi res 16KApple II or Apple II Plus 

• • - -• • + - .=e 
Lf + .... =e 

---: 
Hl) lol l'I ANY78 

Meteor Math. Learn math ski lls by destroy
ing menacing meteors. 

Stock & Options Analysis 
Disk CS-4801 . $99.95 
ReQui res 32K Applesoft or Apple II Plus 

This is a comprehensive set of four programs 
for the investment strategy of hedging listed 
options against common stocks. A complete 
description is in the TRS-80 section. Avai lable 
August 1981 . 
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Ecology Simulations - I 
Disk CS-4 706. $24.95 ReQuires 48KApplesoft in ROM or Apple II Plus 

Sie rt 
STEA L allows you to investigate the 

effectiveness of two different methods of 
pest control- the use of pesticides and the 
release of sterile males into a screw-worm 
fly population . The concept of a more 
envi ronmenta lly sound approach versus 
traditional chemical methods is introduced. 
In addition. STEAL demonstrates the effec
tiveness of an integrated approach over 
either alternative by itself. 

Pop 
The POP series of models examines three 

different methods of population projection. 
including exponential , &shaped or logistical, 
and logistical with low density effects. At 
the same time the programs introduce the 
concept of successive refinement of a model, 
since each POP model adds more details 
than the previous one. 

Tag 
TAG simulates the tagging and recovery 

method that is used by scientists to estimate 
animal populations. You attempt to estimate 
the bass population in a wa rm-water. bass
bluegill farm pond . Tagged fish are released 
in the pond and samples are recovered at 
timed intervals. By presenting a detai led 
simulation of real sampling by "tagging and 
recovery," TAG helps you to understand 
this process. 

Butta lo 
BUFFALO simulates the yearly cycle of 

buffalo population growth and decline. and 
allows you to investigate the effects of 
different heard management policies. Simu
lations such as BU FFALO allow you to 
explore "what if" questions and experiment 
with approaches that might be disatrous in 
real life . 

Ecology Simulations - II 
Disk CS-4 707 $24.95 ReQuires 48K Applesoft in ROM or Apple II Plus 

Pollute 
POLLUTE focuses on one part of the water 

pollution problem; the accumulation of certain 
waste materials in waterways and their effect 
on dissolved oxygen levels in the water. 
You can use the computer to investigate 
the effects of different variables such as 
the body of water. temperature , and the 
rate of dumping waste material. Various types 
of primary and secondary waste treatment, 
as wel l as the impact of scientific and 
economic decisions can be examined. 

Order Today 
To order any of these software packages. 

send payment plus $2.00 postage and 
handling per order to Creative Computing. 
Morris Plains. NJ 07950. Visa . MasterCard 
and American Express orders may be called 
in toll-free. 

Rats 
In RATS. you play the role of a Health 

Department officia l devising an effective . 
pratical plan to control rats. The plan may 
combine the use of sanitation and slow kill 
and quick kill poisons to eliminate a rat 
population. It is also possible to change the 
initial popu lation size . growth rate , and 
whether the simulation will take place in an 
apartment building or an eintire city. 

Malaria 
With MALARIA. you are a Health Official 

trying to control a malaria epidemic while 
taking into account financial considerations 
in setting up a program. The budgeted use 
of field hospitals, drugs for the ill . three 
types of pesticides. and preventative medica
tion . must be properly combined for an 
effective control program. 

Diet 
DIET is designed to explore the effect of 

four basic substances. protein. lipids. calories 
and carbohydrates, on your diet. You enter 
a list of the types and amounts of food eaten 
in a typical day, as well as your age, weight. 
sex, health and a physical activity factor. 
DIET is particularly va luable in indicating 
how a diet can be changed to raise or lower 
body weights and provide proper nutrition. 

Order today at no risk. If you are not 
completely satisfied . your money will be 
promptly an.d courteously refunded . 

Creative Computing Software 
Morris Pla ins. NJ 07950 
Toll-free 800-631 -8112 

In NJ . 20 1-540-0445 
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Hail to the Chief 
by 

Phillip W. Brashear 
and 

Richard G. Vance 

Cs-4 704 Apple II Disk, 48K $24.95 

Your object in this simulation is to be 
elected president. In your campaign you 
set your strategy and carry it out week by 
week. You may run TV or magazine ads, 
travel to different states, hold news con
ferences and participate in a debate. 

You must take a position on ten campaign 
i'"'"1lllill'll1!1"•'1 issues such as Energy Policy, Unemploy
"I ment, Taxes, Mid-East Policy and Strategic 

~llllllll'l•"IArms Limitations. You must manage your 
fund raising efforts to business. labor and 
mass direct mail solicitations. 

CS 4710 Applesoft Disk (32K) $24.95 

Trucker Available 7 / 81 

This program simulates coast-to-<:oast 
trips by an independent trucker hauling 
various cargos. The user may haul 
oranges, freight or U.S. mail. All have dif
ferent risks and rewards. Maximum profit 
comes from prudent risk-taking . 

If all goes well , you can obey the speed 
limits, stop for eight hours of sleep each 
night and still meet the schedule . Bad 
weather. road construction or flat tires 
may put you behind schedule . You may try 
to increase your profit by skimping on 
sleep, driv ing fast or carrying an over
weight load . 

Other factors are choice of routes, truck 
payments. fuel . food , tolls and fines. The 
simulation is engrossing and informative. 

Disk Organizer 

Disk CS-4802, $24.95 48K Apple II Plus 

Tired of writing scads of disk information 
on tiny little labels? Let your Apple do the 
work with Disk 011Janlzer. This utility program 
examines each disk, displays the number 
of free sectors, searches for control char
acters. and creates a file of your programs. 
The file can be sent to the screen or to a 

The package includes lour models of 
varying complexity; each can be used at 
ten levels or difficulty. The more complex 
models introduce the influences of lncum
bancy, campaign finance and spending 
limits. 

Hail to the Chief has been used as a 
teaching aid in Political Science, Voting 
Behavior and Computer Science at the 
University level since 1976. It is a well 
proven package which includes a compre
hensive manual. 

Trucker 
and 

Streets 
of the City 

This simulation is modeled on Grand 
Rapids, Mich igan, a metropolitan area with 
a population of 550,000. The budgeting , 
cost and work standard bases are derived 
from actual experiences of the city over 
the past five years. The objective of the 
simulation is to complete a ten-year plan 
of street and transit improvements while 
retaining the support of a majority of the 
City Commission. 

During your tenure , you must construct 
streets and Interstate highways, repair 
existing streets. and improve traffic safety. 
For the Transit Authority you have to up
grade and replace a delapidated bus fleet , 
increase ridership, reduce maintenance 
downtime and improve on-shedule perfor
mance 

Other factors to be considered are oper
ating tax levies. construction bonding and 
labor negotiations: The simulation pro
vides a substantial challenge and it is both 
educational and entertaining . 

printer. And that's just the start. You can 
sort the file by program name, program 
language, or disk volume number, and search 
for a specific program. for all programs in a 
certain language, or for all programs on a 
specific disk. Once a file is created . it can 
be transferred to any disk. For those emer
gencies when you need to save a file and 
have no space on available disks, the program 
includes an ititialize utility. Disk organizer 
can save hours of time that were once wasted 
searching for programs. 

Gradebook 
Disk CS-4709 $24.95 Requires 32K Applesoft or Apple II Plus 

The GRADEBOOK system is a package of ten interlocking pro
grams in APPLESOFT BASIC on a single diskette. Gradebook 
brings the speed and accuracy of the computer to the teacher's tra
ditional grading and record-keeping prncedures. In this process, 
several new capabilities emerge. Some are described below, while 
you will discover others for yourself as you explore this highly in
teractive, user-oriented system designed with the classroom 
teacher in mind. 

1) CLASSFILE INITIATION leads you step-by-step through setting 
up a class file and storing it on the disk. 

2) SCORE ENTRY uses the roster set up in CLASS FILE INITIATION 
to enter a class set of scores on one or more assignments. 

3) SINGLE STUDENT EDITOR permits you to fill in " incompletes", 
correct mistakes made in SCORE ENTRY, etc. 

4) CLASS ROSTER CHANGE is exactly what it sounds like. 

5) RECORD CHECK first summarizes the state of the class as a 
whole, then lets you check on how any individual is doing. 

6) STATISTICAL SUMMARY can actually be run at any time you 
want a detailed summary of student performance for an entire 
class. 

Scientific 
Plotter and 
Cur.ve Fitter 

Scientific Plotter 
Disk CS-4803, $24.95 
Requires 48K Apple II Plus 

Turn your Apple into a valuab le and 
versatile laboratory tool. Scientific Plotter 
produces high-resolution graphs with ease 
and elegance. Data can be entered through 
the keyboard , from disk files . or directly 
from Basic subroutines. The scale and 
endpoints of the graph are under your control. 
Numeric labels are automatically added to 
the axes. Text labels can be placed anywhere 
on the screen. with horizontal or vertical 
orientation . 

This brief description barely begins to 
cover the full range of this versatile graphic 
aid . The program can scale logarithmically. 
scale each axis independently, plot selec
tively in quadrants of the screen, plot with 
any of twenty symbols in four different sizes. 
and much more. Anyone who needs to 
convert data into meaningful graphs will 
find that Scientific Plotter is an invaluable 
aid. 

Order Today 

Curve Fitter 
Disk CS-4804, $34.g5 
Requires 48K Apple II Plus 

Curve Fitter gives visual meaning to your 
data. Information can be entered through 
the keyboard or from disk. Curve Filler can 
also accept information from analog instru
ments such as spectrophotometers or pH 
meters. Data can be scaled , converted to 
log form . or offset by a constant. Smoothing 
and averaging features are included in the 
program. 

With a choice of three methods of Inter
polation and three methods of least squares 
fitting , Curve Fitter can provide the best 
high resolution curve for any meaningful 
data. Once the curve has been produced. 
unknowns can be entered and an interpolated 
value will be returned . 

With many user-oriented features. such 
as numbered axes. four selectable plotting 
symbols. and the ability to save all data on 
disk, Curve Fitter will prove invaluable to 
anyone working with data. 

To order any of these software packages. 
send payment plus $2.00 postage and 
handling per order to Creative Comput ing . 
Morris Pla ins. NJ 07950. Visa . MasterCard 
and American Express orders may be called 
in toll-free . 

Order today at no risk . If you are not 
completel y satisfied . your money wi ll he 
promptly and courteously retunded 

Crea tive Computing Softwa re 
Morr is Plains. NJ 07950 
Toll-free 800-631 -8112 

In NJ . 20 1-540-0445 

GPeatlve computluf1 softwaPe 
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Educational Excellence 

Excellence in educational software . It's 
not easily achieved . 

Many large publishers have entered the 
computer software business. Many have 
flopped . Why? Because producing good 
software is not the same as producing a 
textbook. 

Tough Criteria 

Good educational software must meet 
specific objectives in the teaching/learing 
process. It must motivate and hold the 
attention of the students. It must not bore 
the gifted students nor be over the heads of 
slower students. It must be "user friendly" 
to both the teacher and student. And it must 
be accompanied by clear documentation, 
worksheets and all the material necessary 
to use it effectively. 

A tall order. 
But one which MECC has met. 
The Minnesota Educational Computer 

Consortium (MEEC) was founded in 1973 
with the goal of extending the benefits of 
computers to every school in the state. Over 
the years, MECC has developed procedures 
for finding and perfecting programs from 
contributors throughout the state . 

Few Programs Qualify 

Before a program is accepted for the MECC 
library it is judged on ten specific criteria . 
For example: 

1) Accuracy ... Is all spelling and grammar 
correct? Does each question provide for a 
correct and appropriate response? 

2) Audience ... Is the intended audience 
(grade level and subject) served by the 
degree of difficulty and scope of the program? 
Is the reading level of the text material suit
able? 

3) Clarity ... Are explanations and instruc
tions sufficient, clear and straight forward? 
Is the presentation well-formatted? 

4) Graphics ... Are the graphics appropriate 
and sufficient in quantity? 

Other criteria include documentation. 
function, programming, and the like. Similar 
criteria are applied to the documentation. 
This insures that the reading level is appro
priate, that objectives are well-stated and 
that associated materials are available . 

What this all means is that the educational 
softWare packages from MECC are among 
the best available anywhere. They are 
pedigogically sound. throroughly tested and 
well documented. 

Now the MECC software library is available 
to both schools and individuals through 
Creative Computing Software. 

MECC software is currently available only 
on disk for the Apple II . All disks run under 
DOS 3.2 and require a minimum of 32K 
memory and Applesoft in ROM or an Apple 
II Plus. 

Order Today 
Order in confidence at no risk. All MECC 

software is covered by an unconditional 
3D-day money-back guarantee from Creative 
Computing Software. 

To order any MECC software package, 
send payment plus $2 .00 postage and 
handling to the address below. To charge 
an order to Visa, MasterCard or American 
Express include card number and expiration 
date. Chargeordersmayalsobecalled into 
our tolHree number. School purchase orders 
should add an additional $2 .00 billing fee. 

Order MECC software today for the highest 
quality and best value in educational software 
available anywhere . 

Excellent educational software is the 
exception rather than the rule. 

Apple Demonstration Diskette 
MECC-701 , $19.95 

A sample of the different kinds of applica
tions available on the MECC diskettes is 
shown. The software demonstrates applica
tions in drill and practice, tutorial , simulation, 
problem solving, and worksheet generation. 
Samples from music, science, social studies. 
industrial arts, reading and mathematics are 
provided . 

Elementary-Volume 1 (Mathematics) 
MECC-702, $24.95 

The first elementary diskette contains 
programs to be used in the elementary 
mathematics classroom. Games of logic such 
as BAGELS, TAXMAN, and NUMBER.drill 
and practice programs, such as SPEED 
DRILL, ROUND, and CHANGE, and pro
grams about the metric system such as 
METRIC ESTIMATE. METRIC LENGTH. and 
METRIC 21 are included on the diskette. 

Elementary-Volume 2 (Language Arts) 
MECC-703, $24.95 (Available 7/ 81) 

The teacher can enter lists of spelling 
words in the computer and have them used 
by the program SPELL, which drills students 
on the spelling , MIXUP which presents the 
word in mixed up order, or WORD FIND, 
which will create a word find puzzle for the 
teacher to duplicate. If words and definitions 
are entered , a CROSS WORD puzzle can 
be generated or a WORD GAME can be 
played. Two other programs included on 
this diskette are TALK, a program designed 
to introduce students to the computer or 
AMAZING which prints out worksheet mazes. 
Several programs on this diskette use a 
printer. 

Elementary-Volume 3 (Social Studies) 
MECC-704, $24.95 (Available 7/ 81) 

The sell series, SELL APPLES, SELL 
PLANTS, SELL LEMONADE, and SELL 
BICYCLES which appears on the ELEMEN
TARY VOLUME 3 diskette can be used to 
teach elementary economics to students in 
grades 3-6. CIVIL will reinact battles of the 
CIVIL war while STATES and STATES2 
provide drill and practice on the location of 
states in the U.S. and their capitals. 

Elementary-Volume 4 (Mathematics And 
Science) 
MECC-705, 524.95 

Two mathematics programs ESTIMATE 
and MATHGAME provide reinforcement on 
estimating and basic facts. Food chains in 
fish can be stud ied through ODELL LAKE 
while ODELL WOODS deals with food chains 
in animals. SOLAR DISTANCE teaches the 
concepts or distances in space and URSA 
provides a tutorial on constellations. 

Elementary-Volume 5 (language Arts) 
MECC-719, $24.94 (Aailable 7/ 81) 

ELEMENTARY-VOLUME 5 deals with 
the reading concept of prefixes. The diskette 
contains five lessons which both teach the 
prefixes of UN, RE, DIS, PRE, and IN . Two 
review drils, DRAGON FIRE and PRE-APP 
II , are also contained on the diskette. 
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Elementary-Volume 6 
MECC-725. $24.95 (Available 7/ 81) 

Historical simulations, OREGON, 
VOYAGEUR and FURS are included in the 
ELEMENTARY- VOLUME 6diskette. Along 
with these programs are NOMAD which 
teaches map reading and SUM ER. 

Special Needs-Volume 1 (Spelling) 
MECC-727, $24.95 (Available 7/ 81) 

This diskette is designed to drill .handi
capped students on frequently misspelled 
primary and intermediate words. Students 
answer problems by either using the game 
buttons, the game paddles or any key on 
the keyboard . 

Science-Volume 2 (Senior High) 
MECC-709, $24.95 (Available 7/ 81) 

Many of the programs on this diskette 
were developed by Minnesota teachers. 
PEST, which deals with the use of pesticides, 
and CELL MEMBRANE which the user takes 
the part of a cell membrane. can be used in 
biology classes. SNELL plots light refraction 
demonstrating SNELL's law while COLLIDE 
simulates the collision between two bodies. 
DIFFUSION deals with the diffusion rates 
of various gasses, NUCLEAR SIM ULA TION 
shows radioactive decay of nine different 
radioisotopes, ICBM and RADAR teach 
angles and projections on a coordinate sys
tem. 

Science-Volume 3 (Middle School) 
MECC-707, $24.95 (Available 7 / 81) 

The FISH program through the use of 
low resolution graphics show the circulatory 
system of a fish . Simulations like ODELL 
LAKE which is used to explore food chains. 
U RSA which teaches about constellations, 
and QUAKES which simulates earthquakes 
are on the diskette. MINERALS can be used 
in the area of earth science to identify 29 
minerals by having students perform simple 
tests. 

Mathematics-Volume 1 (Senior High) 
MECC-706, $24.95 (Available 7/ 81) 

BAGELS, SNARK, ICBM, and RADAR will 
teach students logic while reinforcing the 
concepts of plotting prints orang le measure
ments ALEGBRA provides a drill and practice 
in solving equations. Three programs on 
the diskette can be used in plotting equations 
on a grid: SLOPE which is designed for use 
in ninth grade with linear functions, POLY
GRAPH which will plot any equation on a 
rectangular coordinate system. and POLAR 
which graphs functions on polar coordi
nates. 

Aestheometry-Volume 1 
MECC-716, S24.95 (Available 7/ 81) 

AESTHEOMETRY deals with the topic of 
curve sketching by introducing and demon
strating the "space concepts" of elliptical. 
parabolic and hyberbolic curves. Curve 
sketching designs are developed to provide 
an ae~thetic view of geometric shapes. 

It is the goal of Creative Computing to 
convert MECC software to as many 
computers as possible . Our initial focus 
is on the Atari and TRS-80 . 

If you are interested in assisting in this 
conversion effort and have both an Apple 
II Plus and TRS-80 or Atari , please contact 
John White of Creative Computing Soft
ware , 3g E. Hanover Ave., Morris Plains, 
NJ 07950. 

Teacher Utllltes-Volume 1 
MECC-715, $24.95 (Available 7/ 81) 

The TEACHER UTILITIES diskette is 
designed to aid the teacher and would not · 
be used by the student unless the teacher 
creates questions using the REVIEW .pro
gram. This program allows the teacher to 
set up a list of questions which can be used 
either by the REVIEW program or the TEST 
GENERATOR program. The teacher can 
also make CROSS WORD puzzles, WORD 
FIND puzzles, BLOCK LETIER banners and 
POSTERS using this program. FREQUENCY 
and PERCENT can be used to calculate 
grades and to do statistical analysis. A printer 
is needed for some of the programs on this 
diskette. 

Programmer's Aid-Volume 1 
MECC-720, $32.95 (Available 7/ 81) 

The PROGRAMMER·s AID diskette pro
vides help for the programmer.Programs to 
be able to UPLOAD and DOWNLOAD to 
the MECC system, programs that work with 
text files including FP TO TEXT. RANDOM 
EDITOR. SEQUENTIAL EDITOR, and TEXT 
UST along with programs to work with binary 
files, BINARY FILE INFO, BINARY FILE 
TO FPare included. Two programs TABLES 
and MERGE allow the user to create, change 
and merge graphic shapes for use in a 
program. FREE SPACE will tell the amount 
of space on the diskette while HIDDEN 
CHARACTERS will locate contol character. 
STARTER will put standard routines such 
as space bar, music , graphic characters or 
input into a user's program which is just 
being created or already created . 

MICAS-Volume 1 
MECC-721 , $32.95 (Available 7/ 81) 

Microcomputer Integrated Computerized 
Accounting System requires dual disks and 
132 characters width printer. The MICAS 
computerized accounting system provides 
a realistic experence with automated 
accounting systems. The package consists 
of four integrated systems: ( 1) general ledger, 
(2) accounts payable, (3) accounts receivable, 
and (4) inventory control. 

Shape Tables-Volume 1 
MECC-724. $24.95 (Available 7/ 81) 

The SHAPE TABLES diskette includes 
12 files of 187 shapes that can be incorpor
ated in a user's program. Also included are 
aids needed to work with shape tables. 
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Brain Games 
Cassette CS-6002 S 11 .95 3 Programs 

Dueling Digits. Repeat a sequence of 
numbers selected by the computer. How 
far can you get? Includes sound effects. 

Parrot. Dueling Digits using letters instead 
of numbers. Much harder. How good are 

I you? 

Darts. Consider the wind and throw your 
dart. 

Strategy Games 
Cassette CS-6003 $11.95 

.. 

4 Programs 

Blockade. A challenging war of dexterity 
and quick thinking for two persons. Trap 
your opponent with a moving wall . 

Tunnel Vision. Play this before visiting the 
Minotaur! You are lost in a maze. with a 
three dimensional v iew of your surround
ings. 

Checkers. Can you beat the mechanical mind 
of the computer? 

Depth Charge. Use logic to outwit the sub 
commander and sink him before he sinks 
you! 

Important Note: All software packages for 
the TI 99/ 4 are expected to be released in 
July 1981 . Customers may order these 
packages in advance, however, these orders 
will not be shipped until July. 
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Know Yourself 
Cassette CS-6301 Sll .95 

Psychoanalysis. Your feelings, phobias, and 
mental health are analyzed and explained 
by the computer. 

Sex Roles. Are you androgynous? Examine 
your nature, behaviour. and attitudes with 
reference to changing sex roles in society. 

Alcohol and Behavior. How many is one 
too many? The computer analyzes your body 
weight. the time you are drinking , and the 
number and type of your drinks to predict 
your likely behavior. Don 't leave the party 
without it ! 

3 Programs 

Strategy and 
Brain Games 

Diskette CS-6501 $24.95 

7 Programs Require TI 99/ 4 Disk 

Blockade. A challenging war of dexterity 
and quick thinking for two persons. Trap 
your opponent with a moving wall. 

Tunnel Vision. Play this before visiting the 
Minotaur! You are lost in a maze. with a 
three dimension.al view of your surround
ings. 

Checkers. Can you beatthe mechanical mind 
of the computer? 

Depth Charge. Use logic to outwit the sub 
commander and sink him before he sinks 
you ' 

Order Today 
To order any of these software packages. 

send payment plus $2 .00 postage and 
handling per order to Creative Computing. 
Morris Plains. NJ 07950. Visa . MasterCard 
and American Express orders may be called 
in toll-free . 

Dueling Digits. Repeat a sequence of 
numbers selected by the computer. How 
far can you get? Includes sound effects. 

Parrot. Dueling Digits using letters instead 
of numbers. Much harder. How good are 
you? 

Darts. Consider the wind and throw your 
dart. 

Order today at no risk. If you are not 
completely satisfied. your money will be 
promptly and courteously refunded . 

Crea tive Computing Software 
Morr is Plains. NJ 07950 
Toll-free 800-631 -8112 

In NJ . 201 -540-0445 

GP0atlv0 compntlnf1 softwHP6 
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Trivia Unlimited 
Cassette CS-7001 $11 .95 Requires 24K 

Test your expertise in any of seven areas: 
science, geography, history, computers. 
TV and movies, English language, or trivia. 
Speed and number of correct answers de
termine your score in this challenging ser
ies of multiple-choice quizzes. Over 200 
questions in all . 

Outdoor Games 
Cassette CS-7002 11 .95 4 Programs 

Forest Fire. Use chemical retardants end 
backfires to control raging forest fires. 

Fishing Trip. Try to catch flounder and 
salmon while avoid ing logs, sharks, bad 
weather end running out of fuel. 

Cassette CS-7002 (32K) $11 .95 

nElTL~ ~~ FR~2¥"~f rnu0aHoit~ 1~~1fAIM 

~· 
Treasure Island I. Your map shows buried 
treasure but unfortunately you don't know 
where you are. Try to find the treasure 
while moving about and observing your 
surroundings. You have a 3-<lay supply of 
food and water. You may find useful objects 
(compass. weapons, a horse) but watch out 
for hazards (robot guards, pirates, caves, 
crocodiles, mountain lions and more). 

Treasure Island II. Same game except you 
have to use a metal detector to find the 
treasure. 

Original Adventure Haunted House 
Cassette CS-7003 

$11 .95 
Requires 32K 

Somewhere nearby is a colossal cave where 
others have found fortunes in treasures and 
gold, but some who have entered have never 
been seen again. You start at a small brick 
building which is the wellhouse for a large 
spring. You must try to find your way into 
the underground caverns where you'll meet 
a gian clam, nasty little dwarves. and much 

, more. 

Trivia Unlimited 
Disk CS-7501 (16K) $19.95 

This is a menu driven version of CS-7001 . 

Hall to the Chief 
Disk CS-7,701 (40K) $24.95 
Cassette CS-7201 (32K) $24.95 

This comprehensive election simulation is 
described completely in the Apple software 
section. 

Available 7 /81 

Outdoor Games & 
Haunted House 

Disk CS-7502 (40K) $19.95 

This disk contains all five programs from 
cassettes CS-7002 and CS-7003. 
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It's 6:00 pm and you have until midnight to find the secret 
passageway out of a large rambling HAUNTED HOUSE. During 
your search you'll encounter skeleton keys, charms, friendly 
ghosts, and evil spirits. Sound effects add to the eerieness. The 
layout changes in every game. 

Order Today 
To order any of these software packages. 

send payment plus S2 .00 postage and 
handling per order to Creative Computing. 
Morris Plains. NJ 07950. Visa. MasterCard 
and American Express orders may be called 
in toll-free. 

Order today at no risk. If you are not 
completely satisfied. your money will be 
promptly and courteously refunded . 

Creative Computing Software 
Morris Plains. NJ 07950 
Toll-free 800-631-8112 

In NJ . 201 -540-0445 

GP6attv6 computh~fj softwaP6 
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CS-7707 Atari Disk (40K) $24.95 

Trucker Available 7/ B1 

This program simulates coast-to-<:oast 
trips by an independent trucker hauling 
various cargos. The user may haul 
oranges, freight or U.S. mail. All have dif
ferent risks and rewards. Maximum profit 
comes from prudent risk-taking . 

If all goes well, you can obey the speed 
limits. stop for eight hours of sleep each 
night and still meet the schedule. Bad 
weather, road construction or flat tires 
may put you behind schedule. You may try 
to increase your profit by skimping on 
sleep, driving fast or carrying an over
weight load. 

Other factors are choice of routes, truck 
payments, fuel , food , tolls and lines. The 
simulation is engrossing and informative. 

Trucker 
and 

Streets 
of the City 

This simulation is modeled on Grand 
Rapids, Michigan, a metropolitan area with 
a population of 550,000. The budgeting, 
cost and work standard bases are derived 
from actual experiences of the city over 
the past five years. The objective of the 
simulation is to complete a ten-year plan 
of street and transit improvements while 
retaining the support of a majority of the 
City Commission. · 

During your tenure. you must construct 
streets and Interstate highways, repair 
existing streets, and improve traffic safety. 
For the Transit Authority you have to up
grade and replace a delapidated bus fleet, 
increase ridership, reduce maintenance 
downtime and improve on-shedule perfor
mance 

Other factors to be considered are oper
ating tax levies, construction bonding and 
labor negotiations. The simulation pro
vides a substantial challenge and it is both 
educational and entertaining. 

Pub Games 
and Cribbage 

Diskette CS-7507 $24.95 

Pub Games 

3 Programs Requires 32K Atari BOO 

Tilt. A two player game in which each player 
must move three balls into any of the five 
pockets in a maze. 

Cribbage. A fast one player game of cribbage. 
Set your skills against the computer's 
strategy. 

Domlnos. This one player game has two 
versions and four skill levels. Fast action 
and great graphics. 

@ ® 1981 THORN EMI PROGRAMMES LIMITED 

Cribbage 
Cassette CS-7007 (24K) 511 .95 
Includes Tilt and Dominos. 

Cassette CS-7DOB (24K) $11 .95 

Available 7/ B1 

Advanced 
Air Traffic Controller 

Cassette CS-7004 (BK) S14.95 
Disk CS-7503 (24K) $19.95 

Available 7 /B1 

Math & Chase Games 
Disk CS-7505 (24K) 524.95 

In this popular, fast-moving simulation you 
must successfully control the flight paths of 
27 aircraft as they take off. land and fly over 
your airspace. 

This disk contains all of the programs from 
cassette CS-7005, Math Games, and CS-
7006, Chase Games. 

Available 7/ B1 
Available 7/B1 
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Math Games 
Cassette CS-7005 $14.95 4 Programs Requires 16K Atari 400/BOO 

Darts. How's your aim? Compete against ;L f / j. 
the clock to solve addition problems to score / ,1 

points on the dart board. Skill levels from / /' /,~~/ 9( 
easy to hard. ~ l) 
Bomber Dynamic graphics help you wi~t~r ~ , A. 
your fractions. Correct answers put you in r '511i' 
an explosive situation! v 

Snoopy. Can you solve the math problems 
before the Red Baron shoots you down? 

Available 7/B1 

Chase Games 
Cassette CS-7006 $11 .95 4 Programs Requires 16K Atari BOO 

Obstacle Course. Test your reactions and 
compete against the clock as you move and 
capture pieces through and around all 
obstacles. 

Chase. Gan you elude your·pursuer? Two 
players take turns chasing each other through 
a field of obstacles. You get points for the 
time it takes to catch the pursued in each of 
several rounds. 

Snake. Control the snake as it wriggles 
across the screen. keeping away from head 
on crashes and your opponents snake. Fast 
action and sound. 

Tank. A two player game with several game 
options, including tunnels. You must move 
your laser tank between mines, trees, and 
walls to pursue and zap your opponent. 

Order Today 
To order any of these software packages. 

send payment plus $2 .00 postage and 
handling per order to Creative Computing, 
Morris Plains. NJ 07950. Visa . MasterCard 
and American Express orders may be called 
in toll-free. 

Available 7/81 

Order today at no risk. II you are not 
completely satisfied . your money will be 
promptly and courteously refunded . 

Creative Computing Software 
Morris Plains, NJ 07950 
Toll-free 800-631-8112 

In NJ, 201-540-0445 
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Board Games Space Games 
Cassette CS-3001 S 11 .95 

Qulbic . A 3-dimensional tic-tac-toe type of 
game played in a 4x4x4 cube. A real 
challenge . 

Flip Disc. Our version of Othello with three 
skill levels from good to expert. 

Requires BK Cassette CS-3002 $11.95 4 Programs Requires BK 

Backgammon. (by Scott Adams). Excellent 
graphics and challenging play in this popular Star Lanes. The ultimate game of inter
game . galactic commerce and trade for 

earthbound entrepreneurs. 

Mugwump. Four friendly Mugwumps are 
hiding on a 10x10 grid . Can you find them Romulan. Use your sensors to find the 
ail i n ten moves? hidden Romulan spacecraft and then des-

Wumpus. Try to find the Wumpus in a 
dodecahedron network of caves complete 
with bottomless pits and giant bats. 

Wumpus 2. Five different types of caves 
or create your.own. More hazards too. 

troy it. 

Star Wars. Lioe up the TIE fighters in your 
sights and zap them. It's not easy. 
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Ultra Trek. Battle klingons with lasers. tor
pedoes and mines in this real-time game 
with action graphics. 

Pursuit Games Strategy Games 
Cassette CS-3004 S 11 .95 5 Programs Requires 16K 

5 Programs Requires 16K 

Indy Racer. Real-time with gear changing 
similar to the popular arcade game. 

TRS·80 1s the rcg1s1ered trademark of Tandy Corp 

Cassette CS-3005 $11.95 

Depth Charge. Move your ship and drop 
charges to destroy as many subs as Evasion. Try to escape from the snake. It's 
possible. not easy. 

Maze. Nine skill levels in this high-speed 
pursuit game. 

Kaleidoscope. A ever-<:hanging graphic 
demonstration. 

Games Pack on Disk 
Disks CS-3503 (32K) $39.95 

This set of menu-driven disk contains ail 20 
games from cassettes CS-3001 , CS-3002 
CS-3004 and CS-3005. 

Tunnel Vision. Find your way out of a maze 
given only a mouse-eye view. 

Order Today 
To order any of these software packages. 

send payment plus $2 .00 postage and 
handl ing per order to Creative Computing. 
Morris Plains. NJ 07950. Visa . MasterCard 
and American Express orders may be called 
in toil-free . 

Motor Racing. Real-time racing action and 
excellent graphics with your choice of 
tracks. 

Jigsaw. Use reasoning and luck to fit your 
pieces into the puzzle. 

The Masters. Choose your club and go 
from tee to green on each hole. 

Order today at no risk If you are not 
completely satisfied. your money will be 
promptly and courteously refunded : 

Creative Computing Software 
Morris Plains. NJ 07950 
Toll-free 800-631-8112 

In NJ . 201·540-0445 

GPaatlva compatlnf1 softwaPa 
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Air Traffic Controller 

Battle Games 
Cassette CS-3012 $11 .95 4 Programs Requires 16K 

Z-Chess II 
Cassette CS-3017 $19.95 Requires 16K 

This is one of the most sophisticated computer chess playing 
programs available today. Seven different skill levels provide 
practice for the beginner as well as challenge the more experi
enced players. The speed of Z-Chess will also surprise you. 
Even at the highest skill level it is one of the fastest chess pro
grams available. 

Deep Space Games 
Cassette CS-3013 $19.95 3 Programs Requires 16K 

GUNNER. Destroy enemy aircraft with your 
anti-aircraft gun. 

SPACE LIFEBOAT. Can you find a suitable 
SUB HUNT. Pursue and destroy a computer- planet for the survivors of a space 
controlled submarine. accident? 

ASTEROID. Escape from enemy space in 
a small but powerful ship in this machine 

TANK BATTLE. Two players battle it out in GETACROSS. Evade the enemy in this real-
this real-time graphic game. time, sound game. 

Advanced 
Air Traffic Controller 

Disk CS-3519 ( 16K) S 19.95 

This is an advanced version of Air Traffic 
Controller (Cassette CS-3006 ) offering 
additional features and challenge. Available 
June 1981 . 

TRS·6 0 is the registered lradcmark ol Tandy Corp. 

Z-Chess on Disk 
Disk CS-351 3 (32K) S24.95 

This is a disk version of cassette CS-3017. 
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language game. -· 
GALAXY 1. Secure your solar system before 
the enemy threat arrives. 

Order Today 
To order any of these software packages. 

send payment plus S2.00 postage and 
handling per order to Creative Computing , 
Morris Plains. NJ 07950. Visa . MasterCard 
and American Express orders may be called 
in toll-free . 

Order today at no risk. If you are not 
completely satisfied. your money will be 
promptl y and courteously refunded . 

Creative Computing Softwa re 
Morr is Plains. NJ 07950 
Toll-free 800-631-8112 

In NJ . 20 1-540-0445 

GP6atlv6 compntlnf1 softwaP6 
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CS-3207 TRS-80 Cassette (32K) 
CS-3703 TRS-80 Disk (32K) 

Trucker 

$24.95 

This program simulates coast-to-<:oast 
trips by an independent trucker hauling 
various cargos. The user may haul 
oranges, freight or U.S. mail. All have dif
ferent risks and rewards. Maximum profit 
comes from prudent risk-taking . 

If all goes well , you can obey the speed 
limits, stop for eight hours of sleep each 
night and still meet the schedule . Bad 
weather. road construction or flat tires 
may put you behind schedule . You may try 
to increase your profit by skimping on 
sleep, driv ing fast or carry ing an over
weigh t load . 

Other factors are choice of routes, truck 
payments, fuel, food , tolls and fines. The 
simulation is engrossi ng and informative. 

sansational 
softwaPa 
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Trucker 
and 

Streets 
of the City 

Streets of the City 

This simulation is modeled on Grand 
Rapids, Michigan, a metropolitan area with 
a population of 550,000. The budgeting , 
cost and work standard bases are derived 
from actual experiences of the city over 
the past fi ve years. The objective of the 
simulati on is to complete a ten-year plan 
of street and transit improvements while 
retaining the support of a majori ty of the 
City Commission. 

During your tenure , you must construct 
streets and Interstate highways, repair 
existing streets, and improve traffic safety. 
For the Transit Authority you have to up
grade and replace a delapidated bus fleet , 
increase ridership, reduce maintenance 
downtime and improve on-shedule perfor
mance 

Other factors to be considered are oper
ating tax levies, construction bonding and 
labor negotiations. The simulation pro
vides a substantial challenge and it is both 
educational and enterta ining . 

Hail to the Chief 
by 

Phillip W. Brashear 
and 

Richard G. Yance 

CS-3701 TRS-80 Disk, 48K $24.95 

Your object in this simulation is to be 
elected president. In your campaign you 
set your strategy and carry it out week by 
week. You may run TY or magazine ads. 
travel to different states, hold news con
ferences and participate in a debate. 

You must lake a position on ten campaign 
issues such as Energy Policy, Unemploy

"''~•lillll'llll .. I".! ment, Taxes, Mid-East Policy and Strategic 
.,.,. ... Arms Limitations. You must manage your 

fund raising efforts to business, labor and 
mass direct mail solicitations. 

The package includes four models of 
varying complexity; each can be used at 
ten levels of difficulty. The more complex 
models introduce the influences of incum
bency, campaign finance and spending 
limits. 

Hail to the Chief has been used as a 
teaching aid in Political Science, Voting 
Behavior and Computer Science at the 
University level since 1976. It is a well 
proven package which includes a compre
hensive manual. 

3 Adventures Voodoo Castle 
The Count and Ghost Town 

Disk CS-3516 $39.95 
Requires 32 K 

Original Adventure 
Disk CS-3518 (48K) $19.95 

This is the original adventure game complete 
wi th a colossal cave populated with nasty 
little dwarves, a giant c lam, trools and much, 
much more . Includes the SAM76 language 
in which the game runs. 

TRS..80 Is the regilite red trademark of Tandy Corp. 

Adventureland (by Scolt Adams) 
You·11 encounte r wi ld anima ls. 
dwarfs and many other puzzles 
and peri ls as you wander th rough 
an enchanted world . lrying to res
cue the 13 lost treasures. Can 
you rescue the Blue Ox from the 
quicksand? Or find your way out 
of the maze of pits? Happy 
Adventuring' 

Pirate Adventure (by Scolt 
/\dams)- .. Yo Ho Ho and a bolt le 
of rum. · You II mee t up wi th 
the pi rate and his daffy bird along 
wi th many stra nge sights as you 
altempt to go from your London 
flat to Treasu re Island. Can you 
recover Long John Si lvers lost 
treasures? Happy sai ling matey. 

Mission Impossible Adventure I by 
Scott Adams) - Good Morning. 
Your mission is to. and so it 
starts. Will you be able to complete 
your mission in time? Or is the 
world 's f irst automated nuc lear 
reactor doomed? This one·s well 
named. its hard , there is no magic 
but plenty of suspense. 

Good Luck 

Adventures on Cassette 
Five adventures are avai lable separately 
on cassette . Each requires 16K and costs 
$14.95. 
CS-3007 Adventureland 
CS-3008 Pirate Adventure 
CS-3009 Mission Impossible 
CS-301 O Voodoo Castle 
CS-3011 The Count 
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Voodoo Castle (by Scott Adams). Count 
Cristo has had a fiendish curse put on him 
by his enemies. There he lies, you are his 
only hope ... will you be able to rescue 
him-or is he forever doomed? Beware 
the Voodoo man . 

The Count (by Scott Adams) . You wake up 
in a large brass bed somewhere in Tran
sylvania . Who are you, what are you doing 
here, and why did the postman deliver a 
bottle of blood? You 'll love this Adventure . 
In fact , you might say it's Love at First 
Byte. I 
Ghost Town (by Scott Adams). Explore a 
deserted western mining town in search of 
13 treasures. From rattlesnakes to runaway 
horses, this Adventure has them all' Just 
remember. pardner. they don 't call them 
Ghost Towns for nothin ' (Also includes a 
new bonus scoring system.) 

Order Today 
To order any of these software packages. 

send pa yment plus S2.00 postage and 
handling per order to Creative Computing . 
Morri s Plains. NJ 07950. Visa . MasterCard 
and American Express orders may be called 
in toll -free. 

/ 

Disk CS-3517 S39.95 
Requ ires 32K 

Order today at no risk. If you are not 
completely satisfied . you r money wi ll be 
promptl y and courteously refunded 

Creative Computing Sof tware 
Morris Pla ins. NJ 07950 
To ll -free 800-631-8112 

In NJ . 20 1-540-0445 
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Stock & Options Analysis 
Cassette CS-3306 ( 16K), $99.95 
Disk CS-3801 (32K). $99.95 

Should you hedge, buy, or sell out? Stock 
and Options Analysis puts a securities advisor 
in your computer. providing you with four 
powerful investment tools . Option gives 
important ind ices for opening and closing 
call option transactions. Opgraph presents 
a graph or table of profit for any combination 
of long or short calls, puts, and stocks. This 
allows the detailed evaluation of three types 
of hedges. Newprem helps predict the future 
premiums of an option at any desired time 
and future stock price. Portval lets the 
computer do the paper work, providing full 
portfolio services, including value per share. 
current value , and capital gain. The program 
includes the effects of commissions, margin 
interest and dividends. Beyond helping to 
organize and evaluate your present portfolio. 
Stock and Options Analysis is an excellent 
aid for planning and testing future 
strategies. The comprehensive 24-page 
manual with this package not only shows 
how the programs work, but is also a primer 
on the strategy of hedging listed options 
against common stocks. This strategy has 
been repeatedly shown to actually be more 
conservative and more consistently profitable 
than straight buying and selling of stocks. 

Personal Address and 
Information System 

Disk CS-3509 (32K) 524.95 

Is your address book beginning to resemble 
a heavily-edited inkblot? Do your friends 
keep moving. forcing you to cross out and 
rewrite addresses and phone numbers? Let 
the Personal Address & Information System 

Business Address & 
Information System 

Disk CS-3510 (48K) $24.95 Available 7/ 81 

Do you need quick access to business 
contacts and customers? Put more organiza
tion in your organization with the Business 
Address & Information System. A complete 
file containing company name. address. 
phone number. and comments can be quickly 
entered and stored . Information can be 

TRS-80 is lhe regislered trademark of Tandy Corp. 

turn filing drudgery into computing pleasure. 
You can store all the crucial information, 
including name. address. home and work 
phone numbers, spouse 's name, and 
comments or remarks. At any time, the 
information can be edited or changed. 

And there 's more. Names can be sorted 
in alphabetical order. Entire entries can be 
printed . as well as mailing labels. Names 
can be searched for by first letter. In a 32K 
system. you can search any record for up to 
two key phrases. turning Personal Address 
& Information System into a versatile filing 
system with unlimited uses. 

Available 7/ 81 

changed or edited whenever necessary. 
The program allows entire entries to be 
printed , and can also generate mailing 
labels. 

When you need information fast , you can 
search for specific names or find all entries 
that contain one or two key phrases. Any 
key phrases can be used. Business Address 
& Information System will help you make 
the most of your time, putting the routine 
work in the computer where it belongs. 

Solar Energy Analysis 
Cassette CS-3307 ( 16K). $49.95 
Disk CS-3802 (32K) $99.95 

F-Chart Solar Energy Analysis eliminates 
many of the ted ious calculations required 
when designing solar-heating systems. 
Beyond providing a thermal analysis. the 
program allows designers to quickly deter
mine the effects of changing any specifica
tions, allowing fast. accurate. and inexpensive 
experimentation. 

Systems using air. liquid, or domestic hot 
water in any climate can be analyzed in 
detail. The program expands the traditional 
F-Chart procedure by taking ground-water 
temperature into account and allowing for 

' 

Available 7 / 81 

mixing valves in domestic hot water systems. 
F-Chart Solar Energy Analysis quickly pays 
for itself by freeing you from time-consuming 
calculations. 

The disk version of the program includes 
a data base of all necessary climatic data 
for any location in the United States. These 
data are in the printed booklet included 
with the cassette version but must be entered 
manually for your geographic location. 

' -.... 

Text Processing 
Cassette CS-3302 (16K) $14.95 

This program turns a 16K. TRS-80 and 
lineprinter into a line oriented text-processing 
system. 
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Developed exclusively for the TRS-80 
this program lets you use the computer to 
enter general text or business letters. edit 
and modify your work. save text on cassette 
tapes, and print out a perfect report. docu
ment, or letter every time. 

Order Today 
To order any of these software packages. 

send payment plus S2 .00 postage and 
handling per order to Creative Computing, 
Morris Plains. NJ 07950. Visa , MasterCard 
and American Express orders may be called 
in toll-free. 

CS-3504 Disk (32K) 524.95 
(Disk includes Checking 

Account . CS- 3304) 
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Editing commands are similar to those 
used in Level II BASIC, so there are no 
complicated new commands to learn. Lines 
maybe eitherinserted ordeleted .A special 
format is available to speed entry of business 
letters. Fin<!I printout can be done in 
numbered pages and you may print multiple 
copies. 

Order today at no risk. If you are not 
completely satisfied. your money will be 
promptly and courteously refunded . 

Creative Computing Software 
Morris Plains. NJ 07950 
Toll-free 800-631 -8112 

In NJ . 201 -540-0445 
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Investment Analysis 
CS-3305 Cassette (4K) S24.95 

This program was originally 
developed for personal use by 
an investment specialist. Crea
tive Computing Software now 
makes this package available 
for you to analyze your invest
ments and investment decisions. 
Programs in this package include 
regression analysis, stock market 
simulations, market/stock values, 
risk analysis, time related invest
ments, and tax analysis. 

Checking Account 
CS-3304 Cassette ( 16K) S 11 .95 
CS-3504 Disk (32K) $24.95 
(Disk includes Text Processing, CS-3302) 

This program does not re
place the standard method of 
checkbook balancing. Instead it 
acts as an aid in keeping track 

of individual and monthly ex
penses. You enter the amounts 
and payees of individual checks, 
and save the information on 
cassette tape. The program then 
allows you to analyze your checks 
by payee or date of payment. Keep 
track of where your money is 
going and how effective your 
budget is. 

Graphic Package 
CS-3301 Cassette(16K)S11.95 

Th is package provides a 
variety of interesting and useful 
graphing routines . Graphing 
Package combines text and 
TRS-80 graphics to plot a variety 
of funct ions and other graphs. 

1. BarGraph 

Bar Graph plots graphs for up 
to six different categories . An 
optional display does con
version to a line graph . 
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2. Cartesian Coordinate 
Graphing 

This program plots a standard 
X. Y graph from a user entered 
function . A special feature of 
this program automatically 
scales of the Y-axis . 

3. Polar Coordinate 
Graphing 

Rarely found in computer 
graphing packages , this polar 

TRS-80 is the regislered lr:idemark of Tandy Corp. 

graphing program provides 
plots of polar functions . The 
program labels all axes, features 
automatic scaling , and lets you 
input the range and increment of 
the plot. A unique and valuable 
program . 

4. Parametric Graphing 

Parametric functions are 
functions in which both x and y 
are expressed in terms of an 
independent variable t. The 
resulting graph is X vs . Y. This 
program allows the user to input 
two parametric functions and 
produces a graph . 

5. Linear and Parabolic 
Regression 

These two programs are used 
for data analysis which can later 
be entered into the graphing 
routines . Regression routines 
analyze how well a series of 
points fit on a linear or quadratic 
function . 

Tape Manager and Advanced Statistics 
CS-3303 Cassette ( 16K) S24.95 

This package may be the 
ultimate in statistical appli
cations for the 16K TRS-80. 
Attractively packaged in a vinyl 
binder with a large instruction 
booklet, Advanced Statistics 
will provide you with the ability 
to perform statistical tests never 
before available on small com
puters . Its cassette based data 
file system allows you to store, 
retrieve, and transform data 
files for use in several different 
tests. 

1. Tape Manager 

Tape Manager, the heart of 
the statistical file management , 
allows you to create, edit, and 
transform data files. Unique to 
this program are features that 
allow the user to perform 
transformations on variables, 
extract and create subfiles, and 
selectively copy records. Up to 
twenty variables and an un
limited number of cases can be 
processed. 

2. Descriptive Statistics 

Descriptive Statistics com
putes the mean , standard devi
ation, standard error of esti
mate, variance, skewness, kur
tosis, range, median, and quar
tiles for a variable and con
structs a histogram for each 
value. A test scoring option for 
conversion of raw scores into 
percentiles is included . 

3. Two Variable 
Statistics 

This program calculates de
scriptive statistics for each 
variable . It performs a t-test for 
the difference of means, com
puting the product-moment 
correlation coefficient and its 
associated significance level. In 
addition , it performs linear 
regression and computes stand
ard error of estimate for Y. 

4. Crosstabulation 
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This program constructs con
tingency tables for displaying 
frequencies, column percentages 
and table-wide percentages for 
each cell. It computes the Chi
square, the level of significance 
and gamma statistics. Tables as 
large as 10x10 may be evaluated. 

5. Regression-Trend 
Analysis 

This program computes least
squares regression coefficients 

CS-3505 Disk (32K) $24.95 

from time-series or paired data for 
best-fit equations (linear, para
bolic, hyperbolic, logarithmic, 
power, exponential and cubic 
types) . Calculates standard error 
of estimate for each equation and 
more. 

6. Multiple Linear 
Regression 

Performs multiple linear regres
sion using up to ten independent 
variables. The program computes 
both unstandardized and normal
ized coefficients , covariance , 
multiple correlation coefficient, 
and the standard error of estimate. 
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7. Correlation Analysis 

Computes product-moment cor
relation matrices, multiple cor
relation coefficients and partial 
correlation coefficients with their 
associated significance levels. 

8. Analysis of Variance 

This program performs one-way 
and two-way analysis of variance 
for a maximum of ten groups in 
each control variable. Statistics 
include the mean and standard 
deviation for each group, sum of the 
squares, degrees of freedom, mean 
square, F-ratios, and significance 
level. 



Economic and Ecology 
Simulations 

The Ecology Simulations 
series are a unique educational 
tool. They are based on 
"si mulation models" developed 
by the Hunt ington Two 
Computer Project at the State 
University of New York at Stony 
Brook under the direction of Dr. 
Ludwig Braun . The programs 
and accompanying document
ation are written for self
teaching or c lassroom use and 
incl ude background material, 
sample exercises and study 
guides. Graphic d isplays were 
specia lly developed by Jo Ann 
Comito at SUNY and Ann 

Corrigan at Creative Com
puting . The Ecology Simula
tions packages are a remarkable 
educational application of 
micro-computers. 

Ecology Simulations-1 
CS-3201 Cassette (1 6K) $24.95 
CS-3501 Disk (32K) 524.95 

1. Pop 

The POP series of models 
exami nes three different 
methods of population 
projection, incl uding exponen
tial . S-shaped or logistical, and 
logistical with low density 
effects . At the same time the 
programs introduce the concept 
of successive refi nement of a 
model , since each POP model 
adds more details than the 
previous one. 

2. Sterl 

STEAL allows you to 
investigate the effectiveness of 
two different methods of pest 
control-the use of pesticides 
and the release of steri le males 
into the fly population. The 
concept of a more environ
mentally sound approach 
ve rsus traditional chemical 

methods is introduced . In 
addi tion . STEAL demonstrates 
the effective n ess of an 
integ rated approach over either 
alternative by itself. 

3. Tag 

TAG simu lates the tagging 
and recovery method that is 
used by scientists to estimate 
animal populations . You 
attempt to estimate the bass 
population in a warm-water, 
bass-bluegill farm po·nd . 
Tagged fish are rE:leased in the 
pond and samp les are recovered 
at timed intervals . By presenting 
a detailed simu lation of real 
samp ling by " tagging and 
recovery," TAG helps you to 
understand this proces" . 

4. Buffalo 

BUFFALO simulates tl 'e 
yearly cyc le of buffal ,1 
population growth and decline, 
and allows you to investigate the 
ef f ects of different h erd 
management policies. Simula
tions such as BUFFALO allow 
you to explore "What if" 
questions and experiment with 
approaches that might be 
disastrous in real life. 

IQ Test 
CS-3203CassetteI16K) S 14.95 

IQ tests have been the subject 
of a great deal of controversy in 
the past few years . Yet, few of 
us know our IQ score. Now you 
can find out with our IQ test. 

Taking advantage of the TRS-

80's graphic capabilities , this 
test consists of 60 multiple 
choice questi ons. A special 
machine language routine does 
the scoring of the test and 
makes cheating almost impos
sible. 

Ecology Simulations-2 
CS-3202 Cassette (1 6K) $24.95 
CS-3502 Disk (32K) $24.95 

1. Pollute 

POLLUTE focuses on one 
part of the water pollution 
problem ; the accumulation of 
ce rtain waste materials in 
waterways and their effect on 
dissolved oxygen leve ls in the 
water . You can use the 
computer to investigate the 
effects of different variables 
such as the body of water. 
temperature , and th e rate of 
dumping waste material . 
Various types of primary and 
secondary waste treatment . as 
well as th e impact of scientific 
and economic decisions can be 
exami ned. 

2. Rats 

In RATS, you play the ro le of a 
Health Departme nt officia l 
devising an effect ive , practical 
plant to control rats . The plan 
may combine the use of 
sanitation and slow kill and 
quick kill poisons to eliminate a 
rat population. It is also possible 
to change the initial population 
size. growth rate , and whether 
the simulation will take place in 

an apartment building or an 
entire city. 
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3. Malaria 

With MALARIA, you are a 
Hea lth Official trying to co ntro l 
a malaria epidemi c while taking 
into account financial con
siderations in setting up a 
program . The budgeted use of 
field hospitals . drugs for the ill . 
three types of pesticides , and 
preventative medication. must 
be proper ly combined for an 
effective control program. 

4. Diet 

DI ET is designed to explore 
the e ff ect of four basic 
substances. protein , lipids . 
calories and carbohydrates. on 
your diet. You en ter a list of the 
types and amounts of food eaten 
in a typical day, as well as you r 
age, weight. sex , health and a 
physical activity factor . DI ET is 
particularly valua ble in 
indicating how a diet can be 
changed to raise or lower body 
weights and provide proper 
nutrition . 

Social and Economic Simulations 
CS-3204 Cassette ( 16K) $24.95 
CS-3508 Disk (32K) $24.95 

1. Limits 

LIMITS is a micro-com
puter version of the wel I known 
" Limits to Growth" project 
done at MIT . It contains a 
model of the world that is built 
of five subsystems (popula
tion , pollution , food supply , 
industrial output , and resource 
usage) linked together by six 
variables : birth rate, death 
rate , pollution generation , re
source usage rate, industrial 
output growth rate , and food 
production rate . 

2. Market 
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Market allows two or more 
people to play the roles of 
companies who are competing 

for the market for a part icular 
product : in this case, bicycles . 

Each player makes market
ing dec isions quarterly includ
ing the production level, the 
advert ising budget , and the 
unit price of the product for 
his/her company. 

3. USPop 
USPOP allows the user to 

study many aspects of the 
United States' human demo
graphy (population change) 
including population growth , 
age and sex distribut ion . 
USPOP makes population pro
jections and investigates the 
consequences of many differ
ent demographic changes . 

(Available in November). 
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Graphic Games-I 
Cassette CS-1004 S 11 .95 5 Programs Requires SK 

:scape. Try to escape from a maximum Chase. A fast, !w(>.player game with one 
iecurity prison patrolled by 11 robot player purauing the other through obstac-
~uards. les and zap doors. 

Snoopy. Try to shoot down the Red Baron 
by estimating and - distances on a scale. 

Sweep. Control the path of a speeding 
rollerball to clear nine targets in order. 

Dart. Quickly estimate the answer to an 
arithmetic problem. One or two players. 

Conversational Games 

Graphics Games-II 

Checkers. Pit your skill against the corn- Nuclear Reaction. Wipe out your oppon
puter version of this all time favorite . ent's pieces by causing explosive chain 

reactions. 
Dodgem. Choose the dimensions of the 
grid. then apply your best strategy to get 
all your pieces off the board before your 
opponent does. 

LEM. Use information provided by the 
computer to execute a perfect landing on 
the surface of the moon. 

Bounce. An intriguing graphics demon- Artillery. Two players shoot cannons at 
stration which traces the path of a ball as it each other over computer-9enerated 
bounces around the screen. terrain. 

Board Games 
Cassette CS-1006 $11 .95 5 Programs RequiresBK C8swtteCS-1007 $11 .95 5 programs Requires BK 

Hurkle. Try and find the hidden hurkle on a 
10 X 10 grid in five moves. 

Haiku. You and the Pet compose Haiku poe 
sometimes funny sometimes meaningful. 

Eliza. Weizenbaum 'scomputerized psychi 
atrist. 

Note: All PET software is designed to run 
with the new ROM . 

Available 7/ B1 

On~heck. Try to clean off the outside 
rows of checkers with diagonal jumps. It 
can be done. 

Order Today 
To order any of these software packages. 

send payment plus $2 .00 postage and 
handling per order to Creative Computing. 
Morris Plains. NJ 07950. Visa . MasterCard 
and American Express orders may be called 
in toll-free . 

Backgammon. Varies strategy within and 
between games and provides a very tough 
challenge. 

Trek 3. The PET version of the popular 
Star Trek game. Control your phasers, tor
pedoes and navigation in real-time . 

Blackjack. Up to four players can play with 
the PET dealer. 

Order today at no risk. If you are not 
completely satisfied. your money will be 
promptly and courteously refunded . 

Creative Comput ing Software 
Morris Plains. NJ 07950 
Toll-free 800-631-8112 

In NJ . 20 1-5 40-0445 

GPaatlva computluf1 softwaPa 
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Action Games 
Cassette CS-1 DOB $11.95 6 programs Requires BK 

Car Race. Drive around a race track to Subs. Command a ship on the surface, 
qualify for the Grand Prix. dropping depth charges on enemy subs 

Tank. Maneuver around walls, trees and 
lakes to destroy your opponent's tank. 

while avoiding their torpedoes. 

Splat Land a parachutist as quickly as pos
sible without going splat. 

Breakout. Try to knock all the bricks off 
the wall in this popular game. 

Bowling. Up to four players can compete 
in this league. 

Sensational Simulations 
Cassette CS-1201 $11.95 

Animal 

In this game, you teach the computer. 
You think of an animal a·nd the computer 
tries to guess what it is. If the computer 
guesses incorrectly it will ask for a yes-no 
question that differentiates the animal you 
were thinking offrom the one it guessed. In 
this way the computer 'learns' new animals. 
And just what does distinguish a leopard 
from an ocelot? . 
Fur Trader 

You are the leader of a French fur trading 
expedition in 1779 leaving the Ontario area 
to sell furs and get supplies for the next 
year. You can choose the fort at which you 
wish to trade and the type of furs you wish 
to trade. To getthe best prices for your furs, 
you must take your chances with the Iroquois 
Indians. the Lachine Rapids, and other 
hazards. 

5 Programs Requires BK 

Hammurabl 

Test your administrative abilities by gov
erning ancient Sumeria for a 10-year term 
in office (if you last that long). Each year 
you must make decisions of how much to 
feed your people, and what land to cultivate 
and trade with neighboring city-states. 
Hazards include a bad harvest and rats that 
eat the grain in storage. 

Stock Market 

Try your luck in the stock market and 
make your fortune! You start with $10,000 
and may ouy or sell stocks with a 1 % 
brokerage fee on each transaction. The com
puter controls the mini~conomy and the 
stock exchange. 

Word 

How rich is your vocabulary? Match your 
wits against the computer by trying to guess 
the computer's mystery word. After each 
guess, clues are provided which indicate 
how many of the letters in your guess are in 
the mystery word and if any are in the correct 
position. 

Note: All PET software is designed to run 
with the new ROM. 

Available 7 / 81 

Adventure/and 
and Pirate Adventure 

Cassette CS-1009 $19.95 
Requires 24K 

Adventureland (by Scott Adams) 
You·11 encounter wild animals. 
dwarfs and many other puzzles 
and perils as you wander through 
an enchanted world . trying to res
cue the 13 lost treasures. Can 
you rescue the Blue Ox from the 
quicksand? Or find your way out 
of the maze of pits? Happy 
Adventuring! 

Pirate Adventure (by Scott 
Adams)- '"Yo Ho Ho and a bottle 
of rum. . ·· You·11 meet up with 
the pirate and his daffy bird along 
with many strange sights as you 
attempt to go from your London 
flat to Treasure Island . Can you 
recover Long John Silvers lost 
treasures? Happy sailing matey. 

Study Made Easy 
Cassette CS-1202 $14.95 

Study Made Easy is a quick 
and easy way to study. You 
decide which subjects you wish 
to study. You decided how fast 
you want to work and when 
you 've done enough. The PET 
becomes your assistant, aiding 
in the entry of questions and 
answers. 

Order Today 
To order any of these software packages. 

send payment plus $2 .00 postage and 
handling per order to Creative Computing, 
Morris Plains. NJ 07950. Visa , MasterCard 
and American Express orders may be called 
in toll-free . 

Requires BK 

Study Made Easy will create 
study drill tapes automatically. 
You can use this program to 
study chemical symbols, U.S. 
presidents, or any other subject 
which can be studied by drill 
and practice . The computer 
creates a tape that you can 
place in the PET and use 
immediately. You don 't need to 
know anything about com
puters to use Study Made Easy. 

Study Made Easy comes with 
three prepared drills and the 
program needed to make new 
study drills packaged in ·an 
attractive cassette binder. The 
programs are interactive, self
instructing and easy to use. 

Order today at no risk. If you are not 
completely satisfied . your money will be 
promptly and courteously refunded . 

Creative Computing Software 
Morris Plains. NJ 07950 
Toil-free 800-631-8112 

In NJ . 201-540-0445 

GPsatlvs Gomputlnf1 softwaps 
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Graphics Games 
Cassette CS-5001 $1 1.95 6 Programs Requires BK 

Pie Lob. Splatter your opPOnent with pie 
filling by choosing the correct angle and 
strength of your throw over a computer
generated hill 

Dodgem. Choose the dimensions of the 
grid . then apply your best strategy to get 
all your pieces off the board before your 
opPOnent does. 

LEM. Use information provided by the 
computer to execute a perfect landing on 
the surface of the moon. 

Nuclear Reaction. Wipe out your oppon
ent's pieces by causing explosive chain 
reactions. 

Bounce. An intriguing graphics demon- Checkers. Pit your skli l against the com
stration which traces the path of a ball as it puter version of this all time favorite . 
bounces around the screen. 

Strategy Games 
Cassette CS-5009 $14.95 

Air Traffic Controller 
Cassette CS-500B ( 16K) $11 .95 

Th is fast-moving . real-time program puts 
you in the chair of an air traffic controller. 
You control 27 prop planes and jets as they 
land. take oft and fl y over your air space. 
You give orders to change altitude. turn, 
maintain a holding pattern . approach and 
land at two airports. Written by an air trattic 
controller, this realistic machine language 
simulation inc ludes navigational beacons 

4 Programs Requires BK Sorcerer 

Breakout. Break through the wall at the top 
of the screen by bouncing the ball oft your 
paddles in this challenging game from the 
video arcades. 

Prize. Two players compete to match the 
prizes behind the hidden squares. 

Delteclion. Set up deflectors to move your 
piece and destroy the computer's pieces. 

Sweep. Clear the board of the computer's 
pieces with the minimum number of changes 
in direction. 

and requires planes to take off and land into 
the wind . Continuously variable skill level. 

Adventures on Cassette 
Five adventures are available on cassette 
for the Sorcerer. See descriptions in the 
Apple or TRS-BO Section. Each adventure 
requires 16K and cost S 14.95. 
CS-5003 Adventureland 
CS-5004 Pirate Adventure 
CS-5005 Mission Impossible 
CS-5006 Voodoo Castle 
CS-5007 The Count 
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Trivia Unlimited 
Cassette CS-5002 $11 .95 Requires BK 

Test your expertise in any of seven areas: 
science . geography. history . computers. 
TV and movies. English language . or trivia . 
Speed and number of correct answers de
termine your score in this challenging ser· 
1es of multiple-choice quizzes Over 200 
questions in all. 

Order Today 
To order any of these software packages. 

send payment plus S2 .00 postage and 
handling per order to Creative Computing. 
Morris Plains. NJ 07950. Visa . MasterCard 
and American Express orders may be called 
in toll-free. 

Order today at no risk. If you are not 
completely satisfied . your money wi ll be 
promptly and courteously refunded . 

Creative Computing Software 
Morris Plains. NJ 07950 
Toll -free 800-631-8112 

In NJ . 20 1-540-0445 

GPaatlva compath~f1 softwapa 



1. Wumpus1 

Chances are if you ever leave 
your keyboard you have heard 
of the mythological Wumpus. In 
the game of Wumpus 1, you are 
scouring a network of under
ground caves in search of the 
prized Wumpus. The dreaded 
super bats and bottomless pits 

1. Asteroid 
(Machine language) 

How good an astrogator are 
you? ASTEROID gives you a 
chance to find out as you 
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Strategy Games cs-8004eassette1a2K1 $11 .95 

make Wumpus hunting a risky 
affair. On each turn , as you 
wind your way through the 
caves, you have a choice of 
moving or shooting through the 
cave . Bagging a Wumpus wins 
the game, but if you accident
ally stumble into his cave , the 
Wumpus will enjoy a tasty 
dinner of sauteed computer 
freak . 

2. Wumpusll 
If you master the dodecahed

ron cave network in Wumpus I. 
you may proceed to Wumpus II 
which allows you to choose 
from five different caves , or you 
can design your own . Super 
bats and the infamous bottom
less pits are also included in 
Wumpus 11 , so be prepared to 

· jump into the frying pan' 

3. Trap (Machine Language) 

This two-player game chal-

lenges you to circle and trap 
your opponent. Move your 
marker around the board , leav-

• • • 

ing a trailing path that cannot 
be crossed . This real-time game 
gets very frantic as the markers 
move faster and faster. 

4. Race 
(Cassette Extended BASIC) 

RACE is a car racing game 
which gives you a choice of 
three different tracks. Use the 
number pad to control the 
direction of your Formula 1 
racer around the course to get · 

Space Games cS-Sooa eassette 1a2K1 $1195 

navigate through space, avoid
ing asteroids, stars and the 
hostile space meanies. You 
have torpedoes with which to 
defend yourself , but the enemy 
shoots back with deadly ac
curacy. This real-time program 
will run in 16K. 

2. Lunar 
(Cassette Extended BASIC) 

This traditional and popular 
lunar landing game puts you in 
the pilot 's seat of an Apollo 
space mission. Control the 
speed of descent and horizontal 
motion of the spacecraft. This 
version also adds lunar moun
tains for an extra challenge . 

3. StarWars 
(Cassette Extended BASIC) 

If you hate Darth Vader, you'll 
love Star Wars. Take an X-Wing 
fighter into combat and save the 
Rebels ' base camp. Using the 
number pad to control the ship, 
you' must line up the TIE 
fighters in your sights and zap 
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the best time while avoiding 
crashes . 

5. Kingdom 
(Cassette Extended- BASIC) 

This is a particularly chal
lenging version of the popular 
Hammurabi game. You rule a 
kingdom , sowing and reaping 
crops , buying and selling land 
and trying to keep the peasants 
happy. Hazards include bad 
weather and rats in the grain 
bin . . Remember too , how pop
ular impeachment was in the 
old days, especially when the 
natives got restless. (Available 
in October) 

them with lasers. This real time 
game is fun for aliens of all 
ages. May the Force by with 
you! 

4. Romulan 
(Cassette Extended BASIC) 

. Your mission is to destroy an 
invading Romulan space craft , 
but you'll have to find it first. 
The Romulans have a NEW 
cloaking device. By activating 
your - sensors . the Romulan 's 
position will be shown briefly, 
but the sensors use a lot 
of energy. Maneuver through 
space and around stars looking 
for the deadly enemy, but be 
careful! The nasty Romulans 
fire back. (Available in October) 

Air Traffic Controller cs-8001 eassette(4K) s11 .95 Reading Comprehension cs-8201 eassette 1a2K1 $50.00 
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This real time machine lan
guage program puts you in the 
chair of an air traffic controller. 
There are 27 airplanes - jets and 
prop planes - which must be 

controlled as they land, take off, 
and fly over your air space. You 
give the orders to change 
altitude, turn, maintain a hold 
ing pattern , clear for approach, 
and land at your two airports. 
This realistic simulation in
cludes navigational beacons, 
collisions, and requires the 
planes to take off and land into 
the wind . Air Traffic Controller 
was written by an air traffic 
controller and is a popular 
favorite of the Creative Com
puting staff' (Available in Oc
tober) 

Reading comprehension is an 
important skill for any student 
to master. Unfortunately, most 
traditional methods for devel
oping this skill have been 
tedious for both the student and 
instructor. Reading Compre
hension is a five cassette 
package designed to help de
velop these skills. 

Teachers have complete con
trol over the subject matter and 
level of difficulty of the exer
cises . The package uses cas
sette based files to present a 
short story and accompanying 
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multiple choice questions on 
the screen. Two of the pro
grams are used for creating , 
copying , and editing these files. 
Two other programs use these 
files to present the story and the 
quiz . The final program con
tains a sample short story and 
questions. A 32-page instruc
tion manual is included in the 
package. 

The package requires a SOL-
20 with a minimum of 32K of 
memory and Processor Tech
nology's Extended Cassette 
BASIC. 



All disks expect CS-9004 
require 48K and Microsoft 
Basic. All 8" CP/M disks cost 
$24.95. 

Basic Games-1, CS-9001 Basic Games-2, CS-9002 
Includes the Following : Includes the Following: 
Acey Ducey Civilwar Horserace Rocket 
Amazing Combat Hurkle Rock , Scissors, Paper 
Animal Craps Kinema Roulette 
Awari Cube King Russian Roulette 
Bagels Depth Charge Letter Salvo 
Banner Diamond Life Sine Wave 
Basketball Dice Life For Two Slalom 
Batnum Digits Literature Quiz Slots 
Battle Even Wins I Love Splat 
Blackjack Even Wins II Lunar LEM Rocket Stars 
Bombardment Fl ip Flop Madlib Stock Market 
Bombs Away Football 1 Mastermind Super Star Trek 
Bounce Football II Math Dice Synonym 
Bowling Fur Trader Mugwump Target 
Boxing Golf Name Trek Instructions 
Bug Gomoko Nicomachus 3-D Plot 
Bullfight Guess Nim 3-D Tic Tac Toe 
Bullseye Gunner Number Tic Tac Toe 
Bunny Hammurabi One Check Towers 
Buzzword Hangman Orbit Train 
Calendar Hello Pizza Trap 
Change Hexapawn Poetry 23 Matches 
Checkers Hi-Lo Poker War 
Chemist High 1-Q 
Chief Hockey 

Qubic Weekday 
Queen Wo~ 

Chomp Reverse 

ADVENTURE 

Original Adventure 
Disk CS-9004 (48K) $24.95 
(by Crowther, Woods, Manning and Roichel)
Somewhere nearby is a colossal cave where 
others have found fortunes in treasures and 
gold, but some who have entered have never 
been seen again. You start at a small brick 
building which is the wellhouse for a large 

CP! M Is the registered tratlemark ot Olgl tal Research, Inc 

spring. You must try to find your way into 
the underground caverns where you'll meet 
a giant clam, nasty little dwarves, and much 
more. This Adventure is Bi-Lingual-you 
may play in either English or French-a 
language learning tool beyond comparison. 
Runs in 32K CP/ M system (48K required to 
SAVE GAME feature). Even includes SAM76 
language in which to run the game. The 
troll 5ays "Good Luck." 

Two Adventures 
Disk CS-9003 (48K) $24.95 

Adventureland (by Scott Adams)-You 
wander through an enchanted world trying 
to recover the 13 lost treasures. You 'll 
encounter WILD ANIMALS, BEINGS, and 
many other perils and puzzles. Can you 
rescue the BLUE OX from the quicksand? 
Or find your way out of the maze of pits? 
Happy Adventuring .... 

Pirate Adventure (by Scott Adams)-"Yo 
Ho Ho and a bottle of rum ... " You 'll meet up 
with the pirate and his daffy bird along with 
many strange sig~ts as you attempt to go 
from your London flat to Treasure Island. 
Can you recover LONG JOHN SILVER's 
lost treasures? Happy sailing matey .... 
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Basic Games-3, CS-9005 
Includes the Following : 
Artillery-3 
Baccarat 
Bible Quiz 
Big 6 

, Binary 
Blackbox 
Bobstones 
Bocce 
Boga II 
Bombrun 
Bridge-it 
Camel 
Chase 
Chuck-A-Luck 
Close Encounters 
Column 
Concentration 
Con dot 
Convoy 
Corral 
Countdown 
Cup 
Dealer's Choice 
Deeps pace 
Defuse 

Dodgem 
Doors 
Drag Race 
Dr. Z 
Eliza 
Father 
Flip 
Geowar 
Grand Prix 
Guess-It 
ICBM 
Ink Blot 
Joust 
Jumping Balls 
Keno 
L Game 
Life Expectancy 
Lissajous 
Magic Square 
Man-Eating Rabbit 
Maneuvers 
Maze 
Millionaire 
Motorcycle Jump 
Lewis 

Basic Games-4, CS-9006 
Includes the Following: 
Mastermind Seawar 
Masterbagels Shoot 
Matpuzzle Smash 
Minotaur Strike 9 
Nomad Tennis 
Not One Tickertape 
Obstacle TV Plot 
Octrix Twonky 
Pasart I Two-to-Ten 
Pasart II UFO 
Patterns Under & Over 
Pinball U.S. Population 
Rabbit Chase Van Garn 
Road race Warfish 
Rotate Word Search Puzzle 
S~e Wumpus I 
Scales Wumpus II 
Schmoo Yahtzee 
Seabattle 4-ln-A-Row 

Special Packages 

Special package: BASIC 
Comput,r Games Book and 

Disks 1 and 2 
CS-9000 $50.00 

Special package: More BASIC 
Computer Games Book and 

Disks 3 and 4 
CS-9007 $50.00 

BASIC Computer Games Book, 
More BASIC Games Book and 

All four disks 
CS-9008 $95.00 



If you are a CP/M user, on any system-S-
100, Apple, TRS-80, Heath, Ohio Scientific, 
Onyx, Durango, Intel MOS, Mostek MDX, 
etc-after all CP/M is the Disk Operating 
System that has been implemented on more 
computer systems than any other DOS-then 
Microsystems magazine is the "only" maga
zine published specifically for you! 

Or, if you use an S-100/IEEE-696 based 
computer-and the most sophisticated 
microcomputer systems available use the 
S-100/IEEE-696 hardware bus-then Micro
systems magazine is the :·only" magazine 
published specifically for you! 

We started publishing Microsystems almost 
two years ago to fill the void in the microcom
puter field . There were magazines catering 
exclusively to the TRS-80, Apple, Pet, Heath, 
etc. system users. There were also broad 
based publications that cover the entire field 
but no one system in depth. But no magazine 
existed for CP/M users-nor did one exist 
for S-100 users. 

The why and what of a software bus 

First of all what is a "bus?" And why do we 
call CP/M "the software bus?" 

A "bus" is a technique used to interface 
many different modules. Examples are the 
"S-100/IEEE-696 Bus" and the " IEEE-488 
Bus." These are hardware buses that permit 
a user to plug a bus-compatible device into 
the bus without having to make any other 
hardware modifications and expect the 
device to operate with little or no monifica
tion. 

CP/M is a Disk Operating System (DOS). 
It was first introduced in 197 4 and is now 
the oldest and most mature DOS for micro
computer systems. CP/M has now been 
implemented on over 250 different computer 
systems. It has been implemented on hard 
disk systems as well as floppy disk systems. 
It is supported by two user groups (CP/M
UG and SIG/M-UG)thathave released over 
sixty volumes containing over 1,600 public 
domain programs that can be loaded and 
run on systems using the CP/M DOS. Add 
to this another 1,500 commercially available 

CPI M Is the reg1storcd trademark ol Digital Research, Inc 

Microsystems· -
the CP/M and S-100 

User's Joumal 

CP /M is the software bus! 
S-100 is the hardware bus 
for sophisticated microcomputer users! 

CP/M software packages and you have the 
largest applications software base in exis
tence. 

CP/M is the only DOS for micros that has 
stood the test of time (seven years) with 
the highest level of compatibility from version 
to version. And over the years this compati
bility has been maintained as new features 
have been added . 

. This is why we say "CP/M is the software 
bus" and why Microsystems magazine is 
vital to providing CP/M users with technical 
information on using CP/M, interfacing to 
CP/M, new CP/M compatible products and 
for CP/M users to exchange ideas. 

Why support the S-100 bus? 

S-100 is currently the most widely used 
microcomputer hardware bus. It offers 
advantages not available with any other 
microcomputer system. Here are a few of 
the advantages: 

S-100 is processor independent. There 
are already thirtydifferent S-100 CPU cards 
that can be plugged into an S-100 bus 
computer. Nine 8-bit microprocessors are 
available: 6502, 6800, 6802, 6809, 2650, 
F8, 8080, 8085 and Z80. Eight 16-bit micro
processors are available: 8086, 8088, 9900, 
Z8000, 68000, Pascal Microengine, Alpha 
Micro (similar to LSl-11) and even the · 
AMD2901 bit slice processor. Take your 
pick from the incredible offerings. 

S-100 h.as the greatest microcomputer 
power. What other microcomputer system 
has direct addressing of up to 16 megabytes 
of memory, up to 65,5361/0 ports, up to 10 
vectored interrupts, up to 16 masters on 
the bus(with priority) and up to 10 Mhzdata 
transfer rate? You will have to go a long way 
to use up that computing power. 

S-100 is standardized. The S-100 bus 
has been standardized by the IEEE (Institute 
of Electrical and Electronic Engineers) 
assuring the highest degree of compatibility 
among plug-in board.s from different manu
facturers. And, Microsystems has published 
the complete IEEE S-100/696standard (all 
26 pages). 
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S-100 has the greatest hardware support. 
There are now over sixty different manufac
turers of about 400 different plug-in S-100 
boards. Far greater than any other microcom-
puter system. . 

With all these advantages is it any wonder 
that S-100 systems are so popular with 
microcomputer users who want to do more 
than just play games? 

For the serious computer user. 

Each issue of Microsystems brings you 
the latest in the CP/M and S-100 world . 
Articles on applications, tutorials, software 
development, product reviews, and lots more, 
to keep you on top of the ever changing 
microcomputer scene. 

And if you are an S-100 system user using 
other operating systems (e.g. North Star) 
Microsystems also supports you . · 

Get your copy today 

Order your susbscription to Microsystems. 
Send $10 for one year (6 issues), $18 for 
two years ( 12 issues) or $24 for three years 
( 18 issues). If you prefer, call our toll-free 
number,800-631-8112 (in NJ 201-54~5) 
to put your subscription on your MasterCard, 
Visa or American Express card . Canadian/ 
Mexican and other foreign surface subscrip
tions are $15 and $25, respectively, per 
year and must be prepaid . We guarantee 
that you will be completely satisfied or we 
will refund your subscription. 

Join thousands of Microsystems subscrib
ers like Jim Johnstone of Los Altos CA, who 
said "Microsystems has lived up to your 
promises and my expectations. Congratula
tions." 

l~fmt'nrf:lUgM 
a Creative Computing publication 

39 East Hanover Avenue 
Morris Plains, NJ 07950, USA 

Toll-free 800-631-8112 
(In NJ , 201-540-0445) 



Finding a satisfying job leading to a rewarding career is no picnic. 

It's No Picnic 
Is your job boring? Going in a direction 

you don 't enjoy? Not paying you what 
you 're worth? 

If you can answer 'yes· to one or more of 
the above questions, then we may have an 
answer. 

First of all, we're not an employment 
agency. We don 't have jobs for everyone. 
We 're a rapidly growing company with 
some openings for a select few people. 

We 're involved with small computers in 
nearly every conceivable way. That doesn 't 
mean you have.to be a computer expert to 
work here; some of our best people know 
nothing about computers. 

What we are looking for are people who 
want an interesting job with which they can 
get involved . A job leading toward a long 
range career. 

If you 're looking for a high salary, don 't 
come to us. Our salaries are low. Much 
lower than you could get from AT&T, the 
government or most other companies. On 
the other hand, we have a profit sharing 
plan from which every employee rectlives 
a bonus each July. Why July? Because our 
fiscal year ends in June and that's when we 
compute the annual profits. 

Our profit sharing bonus plan is different 
from most others. The amount you receive 
is not related to your salary or time with the 
company. It depends 100% on your contri
bution to the company in the previous year. 
Thus a shipping clerk could receive just as 
high a bonus as a general manager. Of 
course if the company doesn 't make a 
profit, nobody gets a bonus. But this hasn 't 
happened yet-even in the recession last 
year. 

The most important characteristic of 
success at Creative Computing is per
severance. In the words of Winston 
Churchill , "Never give up. Never." Certain-

Attention 
Program Authors 

Do you have an original , unpublished 
program that would fit into our line? We are 
seeking top-quality software in four appli
cation areas: 

1. Education . We lean toward simula
tions and tutorials rather than 'drill and 
practice. 

2. Recreation . Our games run the 
gamut from arcade simulations like Super 
Invasion to adventure games to board games 
like Backgammon to space games. We look 
for good graphics, user friendliness and 
lasting fun in games we bring to market. 

ly we're interested in talent and experi
ence. but the attitude of seizing a problem, 
atttacking it and seeing it through is 
infinitely more important. 

You won 't get much supervision at Crea
tive Computing . We don 't have many 
managers because we expect our em
ployees to recognize problems and take 
the responsibility to get them solved . When 
we say "management by objectives," we 
mean it. We don't know any other way. 

GUARANTEE 

Motivated people looking for a 
challenge and growth will find an out
standing opportunity with Creative 
Computing. If you 're hired and we don 't 
live up to this promise, you can resign at 
no cost or obligation . 

What are we looking for? People who can 
communicate, particular:ly in writing . If you 
know something about personal compu
ters, all the better. We need programmers 
in Basic and machine language. We need 
people who can take orders over the tele
phone and enjoy talking to customers. We 
need data entry people who enjoy talking 
to machines. We need instructors for a new 
division which will provide instruction in 
computers for adults and kids. And we 
need managers who are willing to take a 
calculated risk, but above all who will get a 
job done on time. 

We treat all our employees as profes
sionals and expect them to approach their 

3. Personal . We are seeking to 
augment our line of financial and investment 
analysis software and our data base 
packages. 

4. Professional . Statistics, graphing, 
curve fitting and solar ~nergy packages 
comprise the line today. We seek to broaden 
our offerings. 

We strongly prefer that software be sub
mitted on disk with documentation typed 
double spaced. We evaluate software sub
missions against eight criteria: 

1. Originality. 
2. User Friendly. Is the program easy 

and convenient to use? 
3. Program Polish. Is the program well 

structured , clean and bug free? 
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job in a professional manner whether they 
are writing an article or wrapping a book for 
shipment. 

You 'll find that Creative Computing em
ployees enjoy their work. You will too if you 
decide to join us. 

If you 'd like to be considered for employ
ment, please send us a resume or a letter 
describing your qualifications and why 
you 'd like to work for us. Please mention 
the salary you think you 're worth too. We 
will respond to everyone who writes. 
Please do not call as we must keep our 
telephone lines open for orders. Write to 
Creative Computing Careers, 39 East 
Hanover Ave .. Morris Plains, NJ 07950. 

We will accept applicants from employ
ment agencies but we will not pay an 
agency fee . In other words, we 're looking 
for people who have the energy and persis
tance to find their own jobs rather than let 
an agency do it for them. There are no 
exceptions to this policy. We wi II not accept 
calls from agencies either. 

If you 're bright and talented , that 's won
derful. But if you 're also motivated , there 's 
a place for you at Creative Computing . 

If you 're not looking for a change in 
career but you have a friend or neighbor 
who is, please tell them about us. We 've 
doubled our size for each of the last six 
years and for people looking to grow with a 
winner we provide a remarkable opport
unity. Write today. 

CP8Btivo 
computind 

39 E. Hanover Avenue 
Morris Plains, NJ 07950 

4. lntemal Documentation. Instructions 
and help hints complete and easy to under
stand? 

5. External Documentation . Well
written arid complete? 

6. Special Features . Graphics, sound 
and color used effectively? 

7. Multiple levels . Required in both 
games and educational packages. 

8. Marketability. 
Our royalty structure is generous and 

furthermore we pay an advance against 
royalties when the program is accepted. 

Send submissions to Creative Computing 
Software, 39 E. Hanover Ave., Morris Plains, 
NJ 07950. Include return postage if you 
want your submission returned after evalua
tion. 



Cata log 
Quantity Number 

~. f '""'Toll F'ee ;, oo"lioe"tal U.S. 
800-831-8112 

(In NJ call 201-540-0445) 

To make payment: We gladly accept your company or 
personal check, bank draft, money order, VISA, Master 
Charge or American Express. Please do not send 
currency. Sorry, no C.0.0. orders. 

Be sure to Include the complete number and expira
tion date of your card . Your purchase will be included on 
your regular monthly statement. 

Unit Total 
Description Price Price 

Merchandise Total 

N.J. Residents add 5% sales tax 

Shipping and handling $3.00 

TOTAL 

0 Check or money order enclosed (U .S. funds only) 
O VISA 0 Master Charge D American Express 

Expiration Date --------

Signature--------------------



.----.... 
Order Toll Free in continental U.S. 

800-831-8112 
(In NJ call 201-540-0445 

Place 

Stamp 

Here 

cPoativo computinfj 
39 East Hanover Avenue 

Morris Plains, NJ 07950, USA 

Do your friends 
a favor ••• 
Introduce them to 

CP6atlv6 
computtnfj 

with their 
own FREE 
catalog. 

Simply fill in 
their names 
and addresses 
-we'll send 
them their free 
catalog withou.t delay. 

Name ____________ _ 

Address ____________ _ 

City· ______ state· _ _ Zip ___ _ 

Name ____________ _ 

Address-------------

City· ______ state __ Zip ___ _ 

Name ____________ _ 

Address------------ -

City ______ state Zip __ _ 



cPeatlve computlnf1 
ORDER FORM 

PLEASE PRINT 

Name 

Address 

Citv State Zip 

Ship to : (if other than address above) 

Name 

Address 

Citv State Zip 

Books, Software, Peripherals, T-Shlrts 

Cata log 
Quantity Number 

~. If'""' Toll''"";, oootioeotal U.S. 800-831-8112 
(In NJ call 201-540-0445) 

To m•k• pt1yment: We gladly accept your company or 
personal check, bank draft, money order, VISA, Master 
Charge or American Express. Please do not send 
currency. Sorry, no C.0.D. orders. 

• Be sure to Include the complete number and expira
tion date of your card. Your purchase will be Included on 
your regular monthly statement . 

9 8 7 6 

Magazine Subscriptions 
Canada and Foreign 

Magazine and Term USA Foreign Surface Air 

Creative Computing 
1-year-(12 issues) 0 $20 0$29 0 $50 
2-year (24 issues) 0 $37 0$55 0$97 
3-year (36 issues) 0 $53 0$80 0 $143 

Microsystems 
0 $15 0$25 1-year (6 issues) 0 $10 

2-year ( 12 issues) 0 $18 0 $27 0$48 
3-year (18 issues) 0$24 0 $38 0 $69 

SYNC 
1-year (6 issues) 0 $10 0 $15 0 $25 
2-year ( 12 issues) 0 $18 0$27 0 $48 
3-year ( 18 issues) 0 $24 0 $38 0 $69 

Unit Total 
Description Price Price 

' 

Merchandise Total 

N.J. Residents add 5% sales tax 

Shipping and handling $3.00 

TOTAL 

0 Check or money order enclosed (U .S. funds only) 
D VISA 0 Master Charge D American Express 

Expiration Date --------

Signature--------------------



Place 

Stamp 

Here 

cPoativo computinfj 
39 East Hanover Avenue 

Morris Plains. NJ 07950, USA 

Do your friends 
a favor ••• 
Introduce them to 

cPaativa 
computinfj 

with their 
own FREE 
catalog. 

Simply fill in 
their names 
and addresses 
-we'll send 
them their free 
catalog without delay. 

Name ____________ _ 

Address ____________ _ 

City ______ state __ Zip ___ _ 

Name-----·--------

Address ____________ _ 

City ______ state __ Zip ___ _ 

Name ____________ _ 

Address-------------

City ______ state Zip ___ _ 



Here's what people are saying about Creative Computing. 

. uting magazine: 
About Creative Co~P has a wider range 

"Creative Compu ~g les than any other 
of small ?om.~uter a ic 
publication. Whole Earth Catalog 

-The New . ' 

A~~ut Creative Computing ~agazine · . 
I ve gone back over your 'Symposiu.m 

on Actor L~ngu~ges' a half dozen times, 
~n~ each time 1t gives me some fresh 
1ns1ght. " 

A~~~t Crea~ive Computing magazine· 
. samazmg. ifindeverythin . . 
;~sue of interest. It's much mori ~~I~~~~ 

an most books on the subject. " 
-Computer Store Owner 

Davenport, IA ---
c puter Literate: 

A~.ou~ Be A ~~ book contains all the 
Thssa1s cryhf ~~m~ation for learning abo~t 

nece tary level yet 1s 
comp~ters ~tan e~~;:t~onizing . My first 
not wntten own ter or even a teacher, 
choice for a yo.uni~o~ledge whatsoever 
who has no pnor Id be a Be a Computer 
of computers wou 

Literate ." -The Computing Teacher 

About Creative Com . 
"What I 1·k pufing magazine · 1 eaboutc f · 

is that the magazine c~e~. 1ve Computing 
ages the computer- n inually encour
a refreshing chan user to have fun. That's 
journals. I subscri6! :~om other technical 
~agazines, and all of thseveral computer 
its the unpreten . em are good, but 
!ucidity of Creative g~~s , d.own-to-earth 
it a favorite. It's Prob btutmg that makes 
source of informati~ Y the best overall 
grams for the b . n and usable pro
skilled user will fineJinner, but even the 
on my own ex . much of value. Based 
the articles in c~:n~nce, I can say that 
it ~ossible for me :C:~~e Cobmp.uting made 
mmg skills and mak a~n as1c program
potentials of m co e etter use of the 
source I'd pre~ou~yP~tedr than any other 

-David a access to." 
Gerrold, Hollywood, CA 

About Super Invasion: . 
"All I can say is WOW! Since getting 

Super Invasion I haven '_t played.any oth.e:r 
games on my Apple. This game 1s magnifi-
cent!" . 

-R.B ., New York, NY 

About Creative C . . 
"It's a Pleasure r~:::J:~tmg magazine: 

Your articles and g Your magazine 
both interesting to ;egdular features ar~ 
mative." ea and highly infor-

-C.I. , Sherman 0 k as, CA 

· T tfc controller: . ... 
About Air ra 1 . ely done graphics · 

"The game. has G~questionably worth 
and is in real ~1me . recommend it." 
the price. I highly - The Space Gamer 

About Creative Computing magazine 
"We have found that your magazine · -

outsells all others in our store by at least 
2 to 1. Thank you for editing such a fine 

-Computer Store Owner, 
San Antonio, TX 

About Crear· . 
" ive Compur· . 
Myheartiestco mg magazine· 

~eptember issue 7~atulations on yo~r 
richer, meatier, or ,;,o ave ._ never seen a 
of articles on educa/e varied assortment 
a better und •on computing 
Probl erstanding of th , nor 

ems and pr e Practical 
education." ocedures of modern 

-C.H., Glendale, CA 

C Puting magazine: 
About Creative ~m ressed with Crea-

" I am very much imp . M than . agazine. ore 
tive Computing m seen in the field , 
anything el~e I ~a~:lping to demystify 
your magazine is . an approachable 
the computer . It is find the field of 
magazin.e . Too ma~~lming and unap
computmg ov~~~m your magazine 1s a 
proachable; for rt its articles are helpful, 
greatplacetos~ h~mane . I also found 
hun:iorous an o le that compu.t~r 
talktn~ to many ci:zi~e challenging; it is 
buffs find the mfathe acknowledged gurus 
on the desks o 
in the field. ds computers, and the 

The world nl~eneeds Creative Compu-
computer wor ood coverage." 
ting . Keep up the g Executive Director, 

A n W Lewm, 
- n . Capital Children's Museum 
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Here's what people are saying about Creative Computing 

t\ng magazine: 
About Creative ~om&umputin9 not only 

"I read creative t how to mal<e the 
or information abo~ ment. but to 1<eeP 
~ost of mY owthn e~~ble field is emerg1n~ ~ 

on hOW e uting covers I 
~:~eat creative ~o~~e. fast-changing 

• the most exP o 
one 0 1 .. ... ttler 
and important. -Alvin 'o 

About Super Invasion· 
The · · · an1mat1on is stu . . 

hour of playing it 1 1 nnmg. The first 
hour I decided to aughe?, the second 
the third hour I wa~~~Y ~enously and by 
the money." dieted. Well worth 

-R.R., Cypress, TX 

About Creative Computing m~g~zin~ : 
"Early predictions about the inf1ltra~1on 

of computers-both large and s~all-into 
almost every part of our society were 
clearly on the conservative side. _lhe 
fear that the dangers conne.cted with a 
computerized society, part1cular1x _the 
invasion of privacy (and all th~ r~m1f_1ca
tions for dehumanization that this implies), 
seems to have been equally well 
grounded. Many weapons are nee~ed 
for fighting this threat. One of these is a 
sense of humor, including t~e courage 
to engage in satire whe_n it can help 
puncture pomposity and mindless acce_pt
ance of the 'norm .' Creative Comp~t~ng 
has been at the forefront in exe:c1smg 
this courage. It's a good magazine for 
many reasons, but its willingn_ess to hold 
up a mirror to some of the _fo~bles of the 
computer age give it a special imp_ortance 
in the vital field of computer 1ournal-

i~T,~m Dwyer, University of Pittsburgh 

A .. out Creative Computing Sottw . 
To date Cr t· , are. 

ONL y ' . ea ive s software is th 
material we 've . e 

been completely error /ece1ved that has 
case,someofth ree. lneveryother 
with bugs that !6~~grams were shipped 
in schools without d dp:~ve~t their use 
-W.K., BOC mo 1f1cat1on." 

ES, Yorktown Heights, NY 

Marvelous Machine: 
AboutTalesot_the ood selection of 

"Tales provides a ~ that would liven 
modern. readable stt1~scomputing class. 
up any sch~ol or co~~Tt provides a vehicle 
Even more importa : of the computer 

. d. scuss1on d. 
for bringing . I uch as social stu ies 
into new territory s .. 
and language artcs. mputing Newsletter 

-MECC . o 

About Order Inquiry: 
" I have ordered a few things through 

Creative Computing Software and have 
always been completely satisfied. On one 
occasion I used your toll free number to 
inquire about an order. I was aided by a 
most courteous and helpful young lady 
and received my order shortly thereafter. 
I am definitely a satisfied customer." 

-W.L. , Austin, TX 

utlng magazine: 
About Creative Com~owth of the futu~e 

"\he energy and g d by oavid Ahlm 
. ·scapture t of computing' . It's an exce\\en 

creative con:iputr~g. and the individual 
forum tor th.e indush1o 1<eeP tabs on the 
user-helping eac 
other." d Bell Vice President. 
Engin;~n~. ~~gital Equipment Corp. 


